
Chapter 1

In thirty-two: 1 The letter bet is an allusion to2

Mokhmah and ffaskeP and it alludes to all that the

* Sefer Yezirah, (henceforth SY) in "A Preliminary
Critical Edition of Sefer Yezirah, ed. I. Gruenwald,
Israel and Oriental Studies, vol. 1 (Tel Aviv, 1971),
1:1 (sec. 1) 140. References to SY from this work
follow Gruenwald notational conventions. Bold type
signifies direct quotations from SY, The order and
general text of R. Isaac's quotations from SY follow
what Gruenwald calls the "short recension." This is
especially clear in his treatment of 5/1:5-8. Compare
sees. 7, 8, 6, 5 of the long recension, respectively.
See, too, G. Scholem's note, Hak-Kabbalah be-Provence,
16, n. 33, demonstrating that R. Isaac followed what
Gruenwald came to call the short recension.

Of the short recensions brought by Gruenwald, the
following match R. Isaac's citations frequently, but
not in all respects: Parma De Rossi 1390, foil. 36b-
38b; Leiden Warn. 24 (5) Cod. Or. 4762, foil. 140b-42a;
British Museum 600 (1), foil. 2a-3b; British Museum,
Gaster 415, foil. 29a-32a; Moscow Ginzburg collection
133, foil. 198a-99a. It should be noted that Gruewald
examined over one hundred manuscripts for his critical
edition of SY, but selected only nineteen for
publication in his apparatus, based on criteria he
explains, 134-35. It is not suprising that the text R.
Isaac followed is not precisely one of these. The
pivotal text variants in R. Isaac's Commentary are
found in lines 17, 40, 75, 136. 151-52, 163-64, 261 and
343. See the notes to those passages, below.

2 Note the abbreviated construct, without use of
-^

. See M. Goshen-Gottstsin. Tahbirah u-Milonah Sel
hal-LaSon ha- cIvrit, (Jerusalem, 1951) 29-30, sees.
81.1,2, who considers this form a non-indigenous
development through Arabic influence, citing a similar
Maimonidean usage, Yesodei hat-Torab, 4:11. See, too,
Gen. R. 12:1, one of the source-texts for this passage
of the Commentary, cited below: it ion paii* Tnpen
Ui'irn . R. Isaac may have had this passage in mind
both explicitly and subl iminal ly

.

3 The sefirab Wisdom and semi-sef irotic hypostasis
Intellection. See discussion, supra, ch. 8.3.
Henceforth, the term supra signifies references to
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apprehension of thought* apprehends* unto >Eln Sof* and all

the lore so what is included within itself.* Fro* those

volume one of this work, the historical analysis. Theterms above" or "below" signify references to thepresent volume.

« The reference is to human thought. R. Isaac'scommentary has a decidedly psychological orientation.
He regards the sefJrot and letters not only as
categories of divine activity, but as categories ofhuman cognition. To be precise, they are those
categories of divine activity which human thought iscapable of discerning. See below, lines 47-60.

8 The term naton , apprehension, is a philosophic
standard, a favorite of Maimonides and the Tibbonites,
e. g. , Yesodei hat-Torah, 1:10; Moreh Nevukhlm 1-4 5'
et al. The redundancy of this expression, natfnan niton*
n&ftra , using a genitive construct with a predicate
echoing the construct itself, is a peculiar signature
of R. Isaac's style.

e The Infinite, God's ownmost essence. See GScholew, Origins, 265-72, ffa-KabbaJah be-Provence, 154-
62, on the development of this term. R. Isaac's usage
is transitional, shifting between the adverbial and thedeveloping nominal form.

7 R. Isaac is interpreting the letter bet,
prefixing the "thirty-two paths of wondrous wisdom "

with which 5T begins according to a number of long'and
s..crt recensions. See I. Gruenwald, "A Preliminary
Critical Edition of Sefer Yezlrah, 140. According to RIsaac, the graphic form as well as the semantic senseof the letter both signify "encompassing in " yet
"opening out." For other traditional examples of suchgraphic interpretation, compare "Midrash 'Otiot de-
Rabbi Akiva ha-Shalem," recension B, in Batel MIdraSot
ed. Wertheimer, vol. 2. 404: "...for bet resembles a

'

house whose doors are open to all." See, too Sefer
hab-BahJr, sees. 14, 15. which emphasize the letter's
enclosure on three sides. In the case at hand. R. Isaacadds a semantic dimension to the graphic: bet is openand also includes that which is "in" it. See"" too R

'

Abraham Bar Hiyya, MegUlat ham-Megaleh, 6: at, * mtmD»31 DMMM *» Jn^DTI >S -| mBrtl >» J1B011 J|" *an 711* »3
e*i3H* *>tf:ii...m«>i'i» 0*^3 *a«* o»?>m ona B <i'is!n
i»Trar *aa i»»rn> 1* ie**p>i ia»>*:r> 'is naia nan.That Nokbmah and HaskeJ and all that thought
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wonders which cause wonder8 [cone] the pathways [which] are

grasps are represented by the letter bet, signifying
"encompassing in," alludes to the epistewological
notion of R. Moses Ibn Ezra, drawn from R. Solomon Ibn
Gabirol, that the wind "encompasses" its object. See M.
Ibn Ezra, eArug-at hab-Bosem, 123: Vste nn*»> ma man

n»>an 1* i*wtf aa (!) >a (knowledge weans that the
knowing intellect wasters and encoapasses all that is
known, and it is iapossible for the intellect to
encoBpass and master that which has no limit). This is
a paraphrase of Ibn Gabirol, Mekor Hayylm, trans.
Blaustein, 5 (1:5). R. Isaac also alludes to this
conception in his doctrine of the double yod that
encompasses all things, lines 41-42 below. R. Isaac's
point is that the proper function of Hokhmah, as
wisdom, represented by the letter bet, is to
circumscribe its object. It also, together with Haskel,
has the further ability to reach upwards, towards the
infinite. Compare lines 130-32, below.

8 R. Isaac defines the unusual term mtOfi in SY
1:1 (sec. 1) as conveying a more active and intensive
quality than jnit^sa : they are wonder-inducing:
nut**BBn

This phrase itself Is syntactically difficult. It
is possible it belongs to the previous sentence, that
these wonders, the sefirot and letters in their most
recondite aspect, are also included among the allusions
included in the letter bet, and considered within the
purview of thought that extends towards the Infinite.
The phrase "all the more so what is included within
itself would then be parenthetic, the "wonders-
referring directly back to the bet, not to the argument
a fortiori . Scholem, however, punctuates this clause as
initiating the following sentence. In this, he follows
R. Isaac of Acre's paraphrase of R. Isaac the Blind's
Commentary, Kiryat Sefer, 31 (1956) 381:TmKBi
mains s'*ati' nssnn una in d^sj an mniMuir! ( And from
those secrets hidden in Bokhmah come forth pathways).
This is essentially the reading used in this
translation: from the wonders cose forth pathways.

A slightly different reading is found in other
MSS, such as Nontefiore 313, fol. la, and Leiden 24/25
(Cod. Or. 4762), fol. la, which drop the first mention
of "pathways" altogether, and turn the "wonders which
cause wonder" Into the clear subject of the sentence:
"Regarding those wonders which cause wonder, they are
like strands of flame, which are the bodies of the
flames, that are pathways to the embers." For the
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like strands of flame that are pathways to eibers: 9 by the

flames a person sees the ember as in the manner of a ball of

thread, for by the strand a person walks to the place of the

ball.io So, too, with a tree, by the many leaves and twigs

and branches and boughs and trunks a person finds the veins

of the stock and the subtle existence of the root, which is

not visible because of its great subtlety11 and innerness. 12

propriety of ^dixdi as an introductory prepositional
phrase, see M. Goshen-Gottstein. Tahbirab, 96 (sec.
207. 6. b), who considered such a usage to be influenced
by Arabic syntax.

9 The f lame-and-ember image comes from SY, 1:7
(sec . 6) .

10 Midrash Genesis Rabbah, 12:1, applies this
Ariadne-and-Theseus image from Greek mythology to
approaching the difficulty of understanding the order
of the cosmos: *au .aann vhub n> i»ntf tt^tta i*o*b> *tfo
Jisps >Q3 .nn« nps ntesi no -nsio n»n nam* oias *<** *a
.sispsr: -pi ksi»i jis>pb:t tit oaaji tijibti -raaa mtfpi *a* *tf

JUipBrr itt ?*ksi«i l*oiaj *an i^»nnn (It is compared to
a large palace with many doors: whoever would enter it
became lost. What did one clever fellow do? He took a
ball of string and tying one end to the entrance,
entered by way of the ball of string and left by way of
the ball of string. Then everyone began to enter and
leave by way of the ball of string.)

11 While pT in the sense of fine and refined is a
good biblical term (Ex. 16:14; Is. 29:5). it is also
used in Hebrew philosophical literature to convey
refined spiritual existence. See Saadiah b. Joseph,
Sefer ha-*Emunot sre-ha-De'ot, trans. J. Ibn Tibbon, ed.
J. Fischel, (New York, 1947 reprint of Leipzig, 1859)
120: »pa Data nsntfi . . • rixi-13 tfBan *a si&Ksin itfata «a
d»>a>*?i in pt -un» naats) *»n. . .B»>*v»n ni'paa.

12 Compare G. B. Ladner, "Medieval and Modern
Understanding of Symbolism: A Comparison," Speculum,
54, no. 2 (April 1979) 223-256, regarding the prevalent
twelfth-century use of tree imagery. See Scholem,
Origins, 345, 447 n. 194-5 (the Tree of Porphyry). See,
also, Sefer hab-Bahir, sees. 118, 119/85, for the
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Every word which has a bet at its beginning indicates both

itself and what is within it." So. too, bet of In thirty-

two, in which He engraved, weaning: that which thought does

not apprehend. 14 Be engraved two letters, 19 which are

association of tree imagery with the Seflrot. With
these iaages of ball of thread and ramified tree, R.
Isaac sets out his central epistenological vision: the
possibility of a reliable continuity of inference from
the concrete world of multiplicity to the progressively
unified abstract world of the Seflrot, from the finite
to the infinite. See supra, ch. 7.1.

For the tera jn<a*3fi in the sense of spiritual
innerness, see Maiaonides, MoreJi Nevukhlm, trans. J.
Alharizi, Intro., 16, in his rendering of the golden
apple with silver filigree image* The golden apple is
called «D'2Bn, and by extension: D'K'aan »*«Ja on 131
•snx iipn nno -man o»an onra n>»snn riaan o:i»aiain n"a
>s naatn njj»n»s aiaam Dn'm'a«aBi. . .anx »an niman
nnaian (Thus are the parables of the prophets: their
external sense is wisdom beneficial in aany ways, one
of which is the rectification of the needs of huaan
society .. .while their innerness is wisdoa concerning
the knowledge of truth according to its proper
disposition). The term m*a*a» and its perautations
was also used extensively by Solomon Ibn Gabirol, e.g.,
Keter MaJkbut, 52, sec. 25, line 4: »i«B*)9i JM'aixn.
I. Twersky notes that Ibn Tibbon and Alharizi employed
the tera penimi, denoting "hidden" or "internal," to
describe the "internal senses," and that R. Abraham b.
Nathan ha-Yarhi of Lunel, one of R. Abraham b. David's
students, was the first to use the tera penimi to
characterize the genre of esoteric literature as a
whole. See I. Twersky, Rabad, 243, n. 16.

19 See note 7, above.

14 "That which thought does not coaprehend" is not
a description of the activity "engraved" or its object,
but an identification of its iaplied subject. Compare
R. Asher b. David, Sefer ba-Yidhud, Kabbalat R. Asber
b. David, 58: >"t ,ppin:i »a tbk k>i nnoa iitf* ppn * aai
B^aan ppn (it says "engraved" in third person, but does
not say who Is the engraver; which is to say, the
Hidden One engraved). See R. Azriel, PSY, Kitvei
Ramban, 453: R«atani ppn..-*)io i »k jn*a>n n*s> na 'iai ppn
?T30 na (Engraved, etc.: the power of the Cause of
causes, JEin Sof. . .engraved and brought forth a causal
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thirty-two, 16 which are divided into three divisions .*»

power)

.

15 *"rr t"i» . R. Isaac is reading the first iine
of SF 1:1 such that this divine Name is the object, not
the subject, of "engraved." See Azriel of Gerona, PSY,
453: k"?i i"i» nitnpitf nao na R'aiDni ppn ; This reading
is corroborated by Nahmanides, PSY, 403, lines 5-7, and
Isaac of Acre, PSY, JCS 31 (1956) 381. line 28.
Nahmanides notes that these two letters designate the
sefJrot Hokbmab and Bloab, and that according to this
interpretation, the sefirah Reter is skipped. He
explains that the engraving of which SY speaks is
already too coarse a creative process relative to
Keter, and that Reter itself is alluded to in the
bringing forth of the thirty-two pathways, in which the
two letters are engraved. This is consonant with R.
Isaac the Blind's system.

On the cosnogonic function of the first two
letters of the Tetragrammaton, compare Jerusalem
Talmud, Hagigah, 2:1: m »m» »«tfa ijm» 'i Dtfa max 'n
*r"i»a 'm it"na '« *tan oVisni nrn o^ian judVis »m? iinaj
(R. Abahu in the name of R. Yohanan: with two letters
two worlds were created: this world and the next world,
one with beh and one with yod) .

16 r. Azriel of Gerona, PSY, JTitvei Ramban, vol.
2, 453, offers a gematrla to bridge the relationship
between the two letters and the thirty-two paths:
according to the verse Is. 26:4, God formed the world
n-»a, two plus the letters n"n t"v added forwards and
backwards, for a total of thirty-two. This particular
verse was a favorite of the Heikhalot mystics: see
Seder Rabbab de-BereSlt, BateJ MldraSot, vol. 1, 19. R.
Isaac of Acre, PSY, 382, lines 3-4, offers a variant
g-ematrJa to arrive at the sum thirty-two out of the
two-letter divine Name: n"n T"t» equals fifteen,
permutated twice equals thirty, plus the Name itself
taken twice, read forwards and backwards, equals
thirty-two. R. Isaac the Blind, however, may not have
had such a formalistic approach in mind. Rather, the
thirty-two units of creative signs, ten seflrot and
twenty-two letters, are understood as unfolding by
emanation out of the two-letter divine Name. Nahmanides
is also satisfied to explain the relationship between
the two letters of the divine Name and the thirty-two
paths in this way, without resorting to extrinsic
arithmetical methods (PSY 403, lines 5-6).

17 These are the three sefarlm discussed in the
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In three aefmrim. these are three Names" which are in

three letters" which receive from and are received by

thee. 20 The beginnings* of those essences** that are given

passage immediately following. The MS Harvard Heb.
58/11 reads "He engraved in the letters, which are
twenty-two, which are divided into three divisions."
The point would then be that the process of engraving
applies to the letters specifically, which are divided
into three letter categories of Sefer Yesirab-.
matrices, doubled and simple letters. This is clearly a
later attempt at reworking this obscure passage into a
more readily coherent form by a scribe unacquainted
with the kabbalistic interpretation under discussion.

18 According to R. Asher b. David, the three Names
are those three listed in the first section of Sefer
Ye?Irah, 1:1 {ATabbalat R. Asner b. David, 16, lines 32-
35; 58). These are ji

H
ijta» ,n"i?r» ,»"- . Scholem notes

that R. Isaac the Blind and R. Ezra of Gerona did not
use those recensions of Sefer Yezirab that include a
longer string of divine epithets

" (Nahmanides , PSY, 404,
n. 1). Among the short recensions R. Isaac follows most
closely, Moscow Ginzburg collection 133, foil. 198a-99a
has just these three Names. Nahmanides also seems to
endorse this interpretation of the three sefarim,
associated with Hokhmab, Binah, and the lower seven
sefirot, respectively {PSY, 405, lines 1-5; and compare
403, lines 5-12, 404, lines 1-2).

R. Isaac of Acre identifies the three
corresponding Names with an overlapping sequence of
letters: a-i-n-»-n-n . He correlates this sequence
with the upper three sefirot, each successive pair of
letters standing as a "Name" corresponding to JTeter,
Xokhmah, Binah, respectively {PSY, 382, lines 13-19).

19 These are the three constituent letters of the
Tetragrammaton. i"m *"* ,",% . See Azriel of Gerona,
psy, 1:1: »"n -!"!* otf « jn»a-!» s*s* ^?evi lioi imeape i*r -r» is *i*a >»!«» -Tin. See also Nahmanides, PSY
403, lines 7-11 and 405, lines 1-3; Isaac "of Acre PSY
382, lines 17-19. '

80 R. Isaac's usage of the reflexive *spjm is
varied throughout the Commentary. In some instances it
is reflexively self-referential, In others it has a
passive voice, both of which are frequent talmudic
usages. See E. Ben Yehudah, MilJon ha-Lashon ha-'Ivrit
vi, (New York. 1930) 5692a, b for examples. Instances of
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to think about are the wonders within Hokhmah,** for the

passive usage are: lines 37, 109, 133. Instances of
reflexive usage are: lines 34, 95, 103, 132. In line
280, R. Isaac uses D'*?3pnBm in a passive, reciprocal
sense, with the reciprocity made explicit through
prepositions. Here, paired and contrasted with the
pi eel, ni^apjioni is passive and reciprocal. dttb
odifies 7n"?3pDm .

In R. Isaac* 8 system, >apo is the receiving of
efflux by a lower ontologlcal level from a higher
level. By contrast, *apnB is usually reception of or
from the lower by the higher, or the preparation for
such reception. The idea here is that the three
constitutive letters of the divine Name represent the
ontologlcal sequence and mutual relationship of the
sefirot themselves, which are signified by the three
sefarlm and their representative divine Names.

Generally speaking, in R. Isaac's system, the
sefirot are conceived as In the letters. R. Isaac
explains this concept of inclusion below, lines 264-65,
saying "Each of the ten sefirot are in each and every
letter." This corresponds to Nahmanides explanation
that "even though we have said that the ten sefirot are
included in the letters, they are not the letters
themselves, but their innerness {PSY 401, lines 2-3)."
In the present case, the three letters of the
Tetragrammaton have a unique relationship to the
sefirot they represent. According to R. Asher b. David,
who appears to be expounding R. Isaac's position, these
three letters reflect the three sefarlm in their
entirety, that is, the full set of sefirot, but as they
appear engraved in the sefirah Hokhmah {/Tabbaiat R.
Asher b. David, 14, lines 27-28).

2i The term "beginning" as R. Isaac uses it, while
based on the passage In Sefer Yezirah, 1:7 (sec. 6)
"their beginning is fixed In their end," is employed
here specifically along lines developed by R. Judah b.
Bar-ziiai in his theory of prophecy, described in his
PSY, 31. According to R. Judah, God "created light and
great fire for glory, that is called holy spirit and is
also called gekhinah, as the dwelling of His glory.
Neither angel nor seraph nor prophet can gaze at all at
the beginning of that great light... But from the end
of that light the Creator, when He wishes, shows lights
and sparks to His angels, seraphs and prophets.
Sometimes from the end of the light there goes forth
sparks and lights to his angels, seraphs and prophets;
sometimes from the end of that light there is shown to
them certain forms and visions and dreams or a visual
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pathways are wonders within it.** About this it is said "God

image to whomever God wishes." In R. Judah's scheme,
the inception of this light is too overwhelmingly
powerful for any creature to behold. R. Isaac the
Blind, in his emanation doctrine, plays off this notion
of the incomprehensibility of the beginning of the
emanative process, and its gradual attenuation, such
that the "beginning," or first opportunity to grasp any
aspect of this process is at the level of the "wonders
within ffokhmah," as he goes on to explain. "The
beginning of those essences that are given to think
about..." implies the process begins earlier, but
cannot be perceived. For conceptions of the prophetic
process similar to R. Judah b. Barzilai's, see Judah
Halevi, Kuzarl, 4:3 j R. Abraham Ibn Ezra, PeruSel hat-
Torah, short recension, 33:18, ed. A. Weiser, vol. 2
342-43.

22 For the term n«n used in the plural, see
Solomon Ibn Gabirol, Tlkkun Mlddot han-NefeS, trans. J.
Ibn Tibbon, (Jerusalem. 1883) 3: ni'inni ji-ibiati >a

Scholem suggests that ai«m derives from the Latin
essentlae. The term was also in contemporaneous use
among the Hasldel Ashkenaz, though Scholem detects a
difference of nuance: for the Has1del Ashkenaz it
denotes presences or immanences; for R. Isaac,
something closer to central, inner qualities of being.
See J. Dan, Torat AasSod, 94-103; M. Idel, Bas-Seflrot
Se-me-'al has-Seflrot, 268, n. 153.

~
Scholei correlates R. Isaac's conception with that

of the Gerona kabbalists. who held that "the essences
were, but the emanation came into being (Sefer BiaJJk
158; JTlryat Sefer, 9 (1932) 126)." See R. Meir b.
Solomon Abusahulah, Bey>ur Je-FeruS ha-Ramban eal hat-
Torah, Gen. 1:3, ed. J. Shapiro, (Warsaw, 1875,
reprinted Jerusalem, 1973) 3: ni^stttni l »n sii"i:intf
tf-rinc . According to Scholem, these "essences" are the
inner root of the seflrot and letters, the very highest
ontological degree of differentiation, yet he notes
that on occasion, R. Isaac seems to use "essences"
interchangeably with both seflrot and letters (Bak-
Kabbalah be-Provence, 145-6; Origins, 279-281; "Te'udah
Hadashah," Blryat Sefer, 158, n. 6.) By contrast, R.
Isaac of Acre defined these essences as the seflrot\s
manifest clothed in letters, an ontological level one
step below the seflrot themselves (Isaac of Acre PSY
384). See Idel, "Ha-Sefirot she-me-<al ha-Sefirot,"
241-2, n. 12, who also flags this discrepancy.

Ultimately, all these interpretations attempt to
pin down the term as referring to a specific set of
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understands its byway (Job 28:23)," understands the byways

and pathways that are within it. By virtue of the permanent

entities on a specific ontological level. It seems,
however, that R. Isaac the Blind uses this term as a
generic designation for entities of ontological
permanence, on whatever sefirotic level they may
appear. It can refer to sefJrot, to letters, to the
pathways and to the inner principles from which all
these originate. See lines 10-12, 15, 19, 23, 36-37,
64-66, 75-76, 79, 136, 218-20, 224-25, 233, 236, 267,
270-71, 289, 319. In the sentence under consideration,
it is only those essences within the seflrah Hokhmah
which are given over to contemplation, implying there
are other essences which are not. This implication Is
explicit in lines 64-66, 79.

R. Isaac's definition of essences as entities of
permanent being comes close to the regnant twelfth-
century Latin use of the term essentlae, as Scholem
suspected. See R. LeMay, Abu Ma cashar and Latin
Arlstotelianism Jn the Twelfth Century, (Beirut, 1962)
198-217, for a discussion of the definition of
essentlae as formulated by Hermann of Carinthia, in his
De EssentJs, written in 1147, through the influence of
Al-Kindi and Abu Ma £ ashar on the one hand, and Boethius
on the other, as "those entit ies .. .which have a simple
and unchanging nature and are therefore unable to
receive any alteration" (Ibid, 199; Hermann de
Carinthia, De Essentlls, ed. P. Manuel Alonso,
(Santander, 1946), 25). According to LeMay, while there
was no limit to the varieties of such essentlae,
Hermann focussed his discussion on certain permanent
genera whose role was to bring into existence entities
of intermittent being (Ibid.). It is this definition of
essentlae that is at the root of the maxim of R. Ezra
and the Gerona kabbalists: "the essences were, but the
emanation came into being." See supra, ch. 8.1.

23 This restates the argument of line 1, that the
thirty-two paths are contained In the sefirah Jfokhmah,
adding that these constitute the primary categories of
comprehension that are first perceived as
differentiated.

24 This seemingly redundant identification may
have been prompted by an understanding similar to
Nahmanides 1 definition of ihk»*b as "separate and
distinct effects," based on Targum Onkelos, Dt . 17:8
(Nahmanides, P$y, 402).

See, too, R. Azriel of Gerona, PSY, in Kitvel
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essences25, engraved in him there is within bis power to

contemplate28 the subtle permanent essences which have no

limit. 27 The pathways are sources28 of the byways: for a

Ramban, vol. 2, 457: nips ma'sis iitfati naa xipiU aai
m*m* «0«>tf nasi .hit bo »atf naa (That which is
called "pathways" in the first power is called sefirot
in the second power, and in the third power "letters").
This means that at the highest sefirotic level. Keter,
the principles are called pathways; at the second
ontological level, Bokhmah, these principles are called
sefirot, and at thethird ontological level, Binah,
they are called letters.

28 The term msnap is found in SY, 1:13 (sec.
15), 2:3 (sec. 17), in the sense of "fixed" or "set."
In this phrase, however, mmaprt ai*mrr , "the
permanent essences," appearing here and at the end of
this sentence, the term "permanent" is intended to
provide a definition, qua modifying synonym, of the
nature of these essences themselves, as permanent
entities. See above, note 22. Compare line 207, below.

26 R. Isaac of Acre discusses the referent of the
pronouns "him" in this sentence. He asserts that R.
Isaac the Blind understood them to denote the
kabbalistic adept, which he interpreted midrashically
as the D*n^K of the verse Job 28:23. Scholem questions
how R. Isaac of Acre arrived at this reading (Isaac of
Acre, PSY, 382, n. 12). R. Isaac of Acre himself,
however, criticizes this interpretation and suggests
that it is God who "understands its byway." Projecting
his own opinion upon R. Isaac the Blind's words' he
claims it is the sefirah Binah in which the fixed
essences are engraved and that has within it the power
to comprehend Hokhmah {PSY, 382, lines 22-29).

It seems, however, that the correct reading lies
between these two poles. While the referent of "him" in
both instances in the sentence is clearly God in the
aspect of the sefirah Binah, consonant with the
kabbalistic reading of Job 28:23, as R. Isaac of Acre
suggests, the "power to comprehend" is a power
conferred upon, or accessible to, the adept, who can
participate in the activity of this sefirah. Thus, it
is the term lanann^, to comprehend or contemplate, that
refers to the action of the human adept. To paraphrase:
"By virtue of the permanent essences engraved in the
sefirah Binah, there is power that enables man to
contemplate the subtle, permanent essences that have no
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pathway is the "source of a byway (Ez. 21:26)." The pathway

Is a generality and a principle, for the byways disperse and

separate and spread out fro* there.29 The pathways of the

wonders are like veins within the stock of a tree, and

Hokhmah is the root. They are inner and subtle essences,

which no creature can contemplate except that which suckles

from it, 30 a mode of contemplation by way of suckling, not

limit."

27 This is a restatement of R. Isaac's basic
epistemological argument, that the infinite can be
grasped in stages and levels from the finite. See
above, note 12, and supra, ch. 7.1.

28 This is also an allusion to the term iudx,
matrices, as used by SY itself, chs . 2 and 3.

29 R. Isaac the Blind interprets the term s»na of
^1:1 as the general principle, the main road, from
which specifics radiate like byways. While this runs
counter to usual Hebrew usage, it receives some support
from Yonah Ibn Jannah, Sefer HaS-goraSlm, trans.
Yehudah Ibn Tibbon, ed. W. Bacher, (Berlin, 1896), p.
327, entry am : "One speaks of a pathway (a»na) with
regard to a byway (T»n) in the general sense, when you
regard and speak of that which is customary, which is
the clear path." Compare, too, Maimonides, Mlshneh
ToraJi, gehitah, 14:16, who uses the term siia<7)3 in
this general sense.

This definition of the term a»na as general path
is necessary in the conceptual context of R. Isaac's
system, where the more ontologically superior
principles are also the most general. Nahmanides, by
contrast, preserves the usual Bebrew meaning of the
term as "narrow trail," focussing on its obscure
quality, consonant with the concept that the more
ontologically superior principles are also the more
recondite and difficult to perceive (PSY, 402, lines 2-
7). This is one instance of Nahmanides' divergence and
independence from R. Isaac the Blind's thought. See R.
Isaac of Acre, PSY, 383, 3-5, who also noted this
disparity.

9 « See Scholem, Provence, 221, who states "Of
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by way of knowing. 3 *

course, it is Boat probable that the entire commentary
of R. Isaac the Blind does not refer at all to the
creature in the sense of the contemplative nan, but to
the seflrot themselves. . .Therefore there is within
them, in these seflrot, a contemplation, that their
suckling is from their root, and not for the kabbalists
below." With all due respect, R. Isaac refers here very
plainly to contemplation by the creature, and though he
is often ambiguous as to the subject of the mental
processes he describes, here the intent is
unmistakeable. The ambiguity may be partly intentional:
R. Isaac's mystical psychology is predicated on a
continuum and parallelism between the divine and human
mind.

31 R. Isaac's eplstemology distinguishes between
conceptual knowledge and an intuitive, continuous
contemplative awareness which draws upon the already
abiding relationship between the knower and the known.
He contrasts these two modes through a play upon the
double-entendre in the biblical usage of the term
"knowing," in both the carnal and conceptual sense.
"Knowing," between man and woman, connotes a less
intimate relationship than "suckling" which refers to
the totally engaged and dependent relation of a nursing
child to its mother, which R. Isaac recruits to
metaphorically evoke a more intimate, direct,
continuous and intuitive form of awareness. See I.
Tishbi, PeruS ha->Aggadot le-Jt. Azrlel, 82, n. 5, 7.
The image of drawing liquid standing for intuitive
knowledge is used in the Bahir, sees. 87, as 3*1* ,

drawing water; and in Perug Sir BaS-Sirim le-R. Ezra,
504, where nstfon , "drawing" is associated with the
concept of emanation. "Suckling" is the epistemological
counterpart of the ontological process and relationship
of emanation. See Scholem, Provence, 220-22.

C. W. Bynum, Jesus as Mother: Studies in the
SptrituaJity of the High Middle Ages, (Berkeley, 1982),
notes that the image of suckling became extremely
popular in the twelfth century among French Christian
thinkers. For them, the paradigm of the nursing child
was used variously to express the relation of the soul
to God, the individual to the Church or to
ecclesiastical authority, and of the world as child to
God as mother (113-34). Bynum consider? this an aspect
of the feminization of Christian spirituality and
symbolism and a sign of the higher social status of
woaen in the twelfth century in general. (135-39) She
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also suggests an anti-Catharist polemical component in
the iaage of suckling in particular. Suckling conveys a
positive sense of the body, the inherent goodness of
Creation, and the continuity of the soul with Heaven,
all concepts running counter to Catharist dualisa and
acosBisa (134). It nay well be that the iaage of
suckling served similar purposes for R. Isaac, and was
in part a reflection of its broad popularity in the
general culture at-large. See, too. C. W. Bynua, Holy
Feast and ffoly Fast: the Religions Significance of Food
to Medieval ifomen, (Berkeley, 1987) 269-73.
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Safer includes ba-aafar and- aafar includes ba-eippor.* 2

Three matrices33 are sealed34 with [the letter] yod, and

32 The reading of the three o»n»o of SY l-.l as
"hb»di *ino "i«.o. , that is, writing, counting and
speaking, is already explicit in R. Saadiah Gaon's
coisentary, Sefer Yezlrah, trans. J. Kafah, 35. How
these three are associated with the sefirot is not
stated outright in R. Isaac the Blind's Commentary.
Nahmanides associates writing with Hokhaab, counting
with Binah, and speaking with the lower sefirot (PSY,
405, lines 1-3). R. Isaac of Acre repeats this lineup,
but also offers a more interior series: writing is
Meter, counting is Bokbaah, speaking is Binah (PSY,
382, lines 17-19; 383, lines 9-11.

The statement that each term includes the
following tera refers to the notion that in the process
of emanation, the higher includes the lower, which
issues forth froa it and is thus included in it. See
below, line 268: "All that would in the future be hewn
froa thea was in then, just as within a lan are all his
offspring." Compare Isaac of Acre, PSY, 383: tdir * 3K1
T3B^ «m I'nmttf no **i3n xn m**xjta otipjt *a »a (I
say that all that coaes first in eaanation includes
that which coaes after it, and this is sufficient for
the adept)

.

33 SY, 1:2 (sec. 2). See I. Gruenwald, "A
Preliminary Critical Edition of Sefer Yezirah, n 140 n.
1, who observes that this reading, which mentions the
three matrices in SY 1:2, appears only in the short
recension versions and one of the long recensions
(Firenze Mediceo-Laurentiana Pluteo II, codex V (8),
fol. 227a).

R. Isaac's comment here is based on his reading of
5/1:13 (sec. 15), which is interpolated at this point.
Coapare SY, 2:1 (sec. 23), where the three matrices are
identified with the letters 0BK . R. Isaac associates
them with the three sefirot Binah, Hesed, Pahad, (line
152) and describes thea as "things that emanate and are
emanated and received each froa eachother (line 280)."
See, too, R. Azriel PSY, 456. R. Isaac of Acre, while
purporting to expound R. Isaac the Blind's Commentary,
associates these letters with the sefirot Binah,
TIferet and the pair Yesod-Maikhut {PSY, 383, lines 14-
15)

.

3 * "Sealing" is a metaphysical concept employed in
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those that are sealed are sealed in the zenith with yod**

the cosmogony of the ReJkbalot and related literature,
as well as in Sefer Yezirab itself (1:13, sec. 15; 3:2,
sec. 24; 3:5, sec. 31). See. e. g. , Seder Rabbab de-
BereSJt, ed. Wertaeimer, vol. 1, 21, notes 10, 11; 23-
24, and Otlot de-R. Aklva, ed. Wertheimer, vol. 2, 363-
6, where sealing by letters of the divine Name
functions to secure and protect the created world from
dissolution through contact with heavenly fire aroused
through the letter contemplations of the mystic.
Compare Berayta de-Ma <aseh BereSit, ed. N. S6d. REJ,
124 (1965) 28. 46, where it seems that only the Mystic
himself is endangered by the fire engendered in his
editations. See, too, Sefer bab-BabJr, sees. 107, 110.

R. Isaac the Blind in this passage is working off
SV, 1:13 (sec. 15), see note 34, below. R. Asher b.
David, Sefer ba-Yihud, RabbaJat R. Asher b. David, 57,
explains this concept of sealing with the great Name as
a setting of limits of a created being and sustaining
that being in its form: *-n»rr iatf >* i*n m*ni* 'x
ns-iart itfaa n* *a d««ptidi ona -rs *s ostnstf snisp aw niaia
7-*i «i-na i*d >* inntn *>aotf »aa onnx 'bk nr *»i o:ratf
naa o«»pnai taia asai asp *a ia ia »*»> n>na* n»ia >a
i*k jn»m* ' aa* nsian (These three letters of His
great Name build six extremities. For each side is
sealed with them, and each side is sustained with the
efflux of blessing in them. Regarding this it is said
"I shall seal," like a person who carries the seal of
the king in his hand, such that no one can hara hia.
So, too, each extremity stands and it sustained by the
power of the blessing that is in these three letters).
Here, as in the Heikhalot texts, sealing serves a
preservative function.

Developing this idea systeaatically , R. Isaac of
Acre explains the concept of sealing as analogous to
the clothing of a higher level of eaanation in the
garaent of a lower level {PSY, 383, lines 23-25).
Sealing in this sense represents the final step in the
creation of an entity or essence, granting limit,
permanence and endurance. In the present case, as R.
Isaac uses the concept with respect to the sefirot,

'

sealing functions to stabilize a divine hypostasis ' at apermanent level in the process of descending eaanation.

33 This coaaent, precipated by the introduction of
the tera "matrices" in the context of the imbedding of
the emanated effect in the emanating cause, is based
upon R. Isaac's reading of 5^1:13 (15), following the
short recension versions found in Leiden Warn. 24 (5)
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When they are sealed with yod they are placed In His great

Name and compose a single structure, they within the Name

and the Naae within them, faces within faces, as essences

Cod. Or. 4762 and Moscow Ginzburg collection 133, foil.
198a-199a. See I. Gruenwald, "A Preliminary Critical
Edition of Sefer Yez/rab," 146. The text reads: — tf&n
JiiBK *** -n»a sit onn (Five — the zenith sealed three
matrices with [the letter] yod) . But see below, notes
to line 343, where it becomes clear that R. Isaac had
before him a text corresponding specifically to Leiden
Warn. 24 (5) Cod. Or. 4762. R. Isaac's comment at hand
is rephrased more explicitly in lines 151-52 below, in
his actual exposition of 5^1:13 (15). There, R. Isaac
explains this passage fro* Sefer YezJrab as follows:
Zenith is like "holy," and zenith beyond zenith.

Zenith sealed in yod, which is in Bokbmab. In it were
sealed three matrices, which are Blnah, Besed, Pabad."
In other words: the sefirab ATeter, the Zenith,
delimited and sustained the three seflrot Blnah, Hesed,
Pabad in the sefJrab Bokbmab represented by the letter
yod of the divine Naae.

36 Compare line 152 below, on 5^1:13 (15): jsiapi
>l*T4a ia*3 (and He set them in His great Naae). R.
Isaac explains that the letters and seflrot first
introduced in SY 1:2 (2) are not isolated and
independent entities. In his thoroughly hierarchic
system, letters represent a lower degree of being
imbedded in the seflrot, which are organized according
to the divine Names. The letters, sefJrot and divine
Names form one unified structure of multiple aspects,
which he calls "faces within faces, essences from
within essences. The structure is sustained by the
action of "sealing," which effects the delimiting and
nesting of one hierarchic set within another. In
general terms, the entire program of R. Isaac's
Commentary is precisely to combine the sefirab and
letter system of Sefer YezJrab with the talmudic,
midrashic and Heikhalot lore of divine Names.

The concept of "faces" as used here and expounded
at greater length in lines 153-56, q. v., is derived
from R. Saadiah Gaon, PSY, 72: >»> d»3b DMbs on* »»>
liinn (because [the bolts of angelic lightning] are
constituted as faces In all directions.) R. Saadiah
Gaon goes on to explain that in the world of angels,
one encounters only the faces of angelic entities,
never the backs. The context of the discussion is a
comparison of the recurring pattern of numbers in base
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from within essences. ** The sefJrot are a foundation, and

ten to the nature of angelic entities. This was quoted
and developed by R. Judah b. Barzilai, PSY, 163: am
o:i»njM ormas *a& B*ssa ([the numbers and the letters]
are represented in faces from all directions and
sides). R. Judah makes the similarity between angelic
qualities and the numbers and letters of Sefer Yezirah
more explicit, but does not entirely spell out the
application to the numbers and letters of the concept
of faces-only. R. Isaac develops and extends this
concept of faces to the seflrot, saying "He made faces
above, for a person finds them on all sides, for there
Is nothing above but faces, for Hokhmah surrounds from
all sides (lines 153-54)." This is to say that the
upper world is a realm composed entirely of multiple
faces or aspects of the same set of principles,
emanating and unfolding from multiple perspectives. See
Scholem Origins, 282.

37 R. Isaac uses this phrase pattern "x within yfrequently enough that it is one of the signatures of
his style. See lines 105, 186, 190, 236-37, 247, 250-
51, 344. As such, it is recognizable in citations by
his students, such as R. Ezra, "Perufi le-Sir haS-
Sirim," introduction, in RItvel Ramban, ed. H. D.
Chavel, vol. 2, 478: *«tf 'a nsnn* *inn tf-npn tdjjos >a?n
!>"*»] nvmi b»3b Tina b«ib tin* ni »jn* a"»B jnatf *x ia
JH'tn Tina ([Hoses], at that holy convocation,
received knowledge of God as comprised in three divine
Names composed of twelve letters, which are faces
within faces and essences within essences). This phrase
pattern can be traced back directly to the
grandiloquent style of Heikhalot literature. Compare,
e. g. , Seder Rabbah de-Bereglt, Batel MldraSot, vol. I,
57: arm b»sb* an rtra b*3B> xt (This within that and
this within that), and 60: nan* Tina dui e»nfcs>
D»B33 11J13 0«B39 ?t> tf«l 0'3B 't -|lJt3 B*3B 7l> tf*... D »3B(Twenty faces within four faces... it has faces within
seven faces and it has wings within wings) This
demonstrates not only that R. Isaac has internalized an
aspect of Relkhalcfc rhetorical style, but precisely
that aspect and its underlying conception which
corresponds to his central epistemological and
ontological theory: the successive layers of being, one
nested within the other, mutually influential and
inferential. It would seem that R. Isaac recognized the
similarity between the Heikhalot descriptions of
multiple levels of heaven, and the Neoplatonic concept
of a layered existence. The confluence of both
conceptions, synthesized in his thought, represents the
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they are an innerness.as The foundation of the structuress

ade by them are the letters,* like stones from the

ountain. «* In a Mountain there are numerous veins like

foundation of his entire theology.
At the risk of overinterpretation, the phrase

"faces within faces, essences from within essences" nay
be understood: faces within faces, when viewed from the
perspective of the adept contemplating upwards;
essences from within essences from the perspective of
the unfolding of creation downwards. In R. Isaac's
Neo-Pl2tonic episteaology, that which is more inner and
spiritual is the basis for the aore outer and aaterial.

38 In SY 1:2 (2), the letters are called a
foundation. Here it is stated that the sefJrot are also
a foundation in the general sense, one that is aore
fundamental because, in R. Isaac's Neoplatonic
conception of the hierarchic continuum of eaanation,
they are spiritually and ontologically aore interior
than the letters. R. Isaac of Acre explains that R.
Issac the Blind was prompted to make this coaaent
because, while the letters are called a foundation,
"this is not to say that the letters are a foundation
for the ten seflrot, for this cannot be, for the
seflrot are a cause and the letters are effects, and
how can an effect be the foundation of a cause? Rather,
according to that which was in the future to issue from
them they are called a foundation (R. Isaac of Acre,
PSY, 384, lines 12-14)." Compare R. Isaac the Blind.
PSY, lines 26-27.

39 See supra, ch. 8.3, on the term " biayan." See,
too, Solomon Ibn Gabirol, JCeter Malkhut, 2:1, ed. D.
Yarden. 39: i»ja Vs -mom . vaD *d tfK-i «rnx n«R (You are
one, the first of all number, the foundation of all
structure)

.

40 SY 1:2 (2).

41 The letters are a foundation in the sense that
stones comprise the foundation of a building. The
stones themselves, however, are quarried from an even
more fundamental source, the mountain to which the
seflrot are likened. This comparison of letters to the
foundation stones of a building comes from R. Judah b.
Barzilai, PSY, 69: uivn> 0**3* ipnai *»a naia D -r*
Jimo* (a man builds a house and arranges stones to be
foundations). See. too, Abraham Bar Hiyya, Hegyon han-
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tunnels in the earth, which la composed of tunnels upon

tunnels, 42 and therefore "the pit cannot be filled from its

hollow. "«3 for in the filling of the hollow places, the once

full places remain lacking dirt," for deficiencies, by

NefeS, 37

.

« 2 R. Issac's use of the term a»>m for n*no isbased on his interpretation of Berakhot 3b, 59a; seefollowing note. For the general idea of cavities in
the earth, compare Ketubot Ilia, concerning how the
dead roll their way to the Land of Israel through the
underground tunnels: a?-,pa on* mtoss >n>.na (tunnels
are made for them in the ground). R. Isaac here seems
to have in mind a permanent geological feature of
Mountains and of the earth in general. See supra, ch.
7.2. concerning the image of subterranean passages torepresent the recondite nature of truth as used by
William of Conches in his unpublished commentary on
Macrobius, cited in P. Dronke, FabuJa, 48-49.

43 Berakhot 3b. 59a.

44 Most medieval commentators interpreted the term
it'^m to refer not to the hollow of a pit, but to theearth dug from the pit: Rashi, Berakhot 3b. R. Isaac ofDampierre, Tosaphot Berakhot 3a, R. Nissim Gaon.
Berakhot 4a, R. Hananel, Sanh. 16a, Sefer be-^Arukh
entry »*n . It is this earth which the proverb says'
cannot refill the pit from which it was taken. Tosaphot
Sanh. 16a also mentions another interpretation- the
dirt taken from a pit and used to rim the pit as an
entrenchment

.

Ben Yehudah. MiJon, II, p. 1465-6, note 2. cites
Shab. 99 and Eruv. 83. where R«*m evidently refers to
a perforated stone used to rim a well. He cites Arabic
parallels, and associates this usage with *»>m asdenoting the hollow spinal vertebrae. This is the
definition R. Isaac seems to have in mind: a hollow
space, from the Hebrew, root *>n ., which he takes assynonymous with a^na . used above, line 14, and belowline 24. R. Isaac therefore explains the proverb
differently: The pit cannot be filled from its hollow
or on account of its hollow. The explanation he gives'
however, that in filling the hollow places the full

'

places become hollow, is similar to that of Rashi and
R. Isaac of Dampierre, Berakhot 3b.
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their nature, cannot be filled. 48 Thus the essences are

subtle, until a person reveals them and makes impressions in

them and engraves engravings and hews hewings: then the

cavity appears from whatever place it starts. 46

SaJlmam* 7 they are all suspended. 48 The lamed is a

letter in ffokhmah.* 9 Yod is in all.** The mem and the heh

49 The idea is that deficiency is to be understood
as an abstract essence whose existence persists
irrespective of the place it is shifted to.

46 R. Isaac reads the talmudic dictum as a mining
image. The persistence of a deficiency or hollow space
as dirt is shifted from one location to another, serves
as an image for the process of tracking and uncovering
a subtle, abstract essence by following its traces in
the phenomenal world to their source.

47 SY 1:2 (2). ?ib»*3 is usually translated
"insubstantial." R. Isaac here will expound the word
according to the aotarikoa method, as an acrostic in
which each letter stands for a sefirah, and the whole
word expresses the process of emanation.

48 Job 26:7: na »*3 Vs rnit ti^iji (He suspended the
earth on nothing). This is to say that the sefirot are
all suspended in a manner signified in the word no»>3 .

The letter bet is to be read here as a preposition, as
well as a reference to the sefirah ffokhmah, "in" which
all are comprised, as in lines 1-2, above. This
sentence can be paraphrased: " Jn Jaaed-yod-aem-heh they
are all suspended."

49 According to this reading, the letter lamed
signifies the sefirah Binah, which is in the sefirah
ffokhmah, represented by the letter bet, according to
line 1, above, lamed Is clearly associated with Binah
in later kabballstic works. Among R. Isaac's students,
see Jacob b. Sheshet, MeSiv Devarim Nekhohim, ed. 6.
Vajda, (Jerusalem, 1969) 95 (ch. 5, line 76-77):
»JK 13 >JJ V1R3 miBTT **T»B ia»«131 11**3 TIKI? 3 ...l"B*TI
intfmn -»io»n ** o>a cunsan sitf *s mm it»n »a -ibik
(The lamed.., is called in rabbinic terms "the castle
floating in the air [Hag. 15b]. Therefore I say that it
indicates the return of all creatures to the first
principle). The return of Creation to its source is the
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become spirit fro* which coses the governance of their

offspring. si Foundation: it does not say they are a

foundation except with respect to what is to cone fron then

in the future, and the cause is the beginning of the

foundation. sz So too, the nountain is the beginning of all

the structures that coae fron it, for it is the beginning of

the inpressions.53 After the inpressions He engraved the

special function of the seflrah Binah. See supra, ch.
8.4.1. See, too, Sefer hat-Temunah, {reprint of
Lenberg, 1892) 17b; Zohar, II, 159a; Moses Cordovero
Pardes Blmmonlm, ch. 27.15. What suggested this
association to R. Isaac the Blind is not entirely
clear. Possibly, the number value thirty for lamed,
representing the third set of ten principles contained
in Blnab, contributed to the association. See M. Idel
"Has-Sefirot se-ne-<al has-Sef irot ,

- 245-46, regarding
traditions ascribed by Ibn Shuib to R. Isaac the Blind,
concerning the orthographic representation of the
divine Name with three letters yod associated with
three sets of ten principles: .mnBXB itoi) ,m-i<BO i*»

50 This is to say, it represents all ten sef/rot,
according to the numerical value of the letter. R.
Isaac identifies the letter yod with the seflrah
Hokhmah, lines 41-42 below.

5i According to R. Isaac of Acre, the letters memheb represent the Tetragrannaton as a whole {PSF, 384
lines 29-30), that is, the entire sefirotic structure'
which enanates froa» Bokbmab and Bloat. The word na»>3
is read as a notarikon representing the unfolding of
the entire sefirotic process.

HSS Harvard Heb. 58/11 and Cambridge Or. 2116 8/9read: " Bellmab. all whatness is included in Hokhmah, '

which is the letter yod, and yod is in all, and the mem
and heb becone a power fron which issues the governance
of their offspring."

52 See line 19 and note, above. The "cause" refers
to the sefirot, which are the beginning of the
foundation, here, the letters.

53 See line 20, above.
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engravings froa which are the hewings froa which is the

structure

.

04

Letters and signs are different, for signs soaetiaes

have no iaage, S9 but only an appearance, 56 such as the

appearance of white and of red and so forth. For a sign is

the appearance of a change in soaething, 87 which has changed

froa its color and froa its condition of being, as was said,

"lie on your left side (Ez. 4:4)," and it is written, "it is

8 « R. Isaac here eaploys a series of teres taken
froa Sefer Yezirah, and treats thea as precise
technical teres representing successive levels of
divine creative action through the iaage of successive
depths of "carving." According to R. Isaac, "engrave,"
froa ^J" itself, denotes the second aost refined degree,
while D01, inscribe or iapress, a tera he hiaself
adds, is the first degree, these being the first steps
towards the sculpting of a complete aaterial entity, as
yet too subtle for the apprehension of huaan thought.
"Inscribe" is used in sense of lightly Barking before
writing, as in Gen. R. 81 with reference to Dan. 10:21.

55 For Ti»o-r as iaage or shape, coapare
Maiaonides, Moreh Nevukiilm, 1:1,3.

86 The tera tirtb as aere appearance or accident,
in contradistinction to essence, is used by Judah
Halevi, Kuzari, 4:3, trans. J. Ibn Tibbon: D'tfirrn «a
0***1 ,on»B2SJ atV ,bt!»-jpb dk »d b '£m»r* "ja B«&«tea bs»«
B«niBtf7ii aii«»nni o'Knort »ji>it ii»Bta *s t^an ia o«A»toa
(For the senses do not grasp of the sensible anything
but their accidents, not their essences. They do not
grasp, for exaaple, of a king anything but the
appearances and fores and diaensions).

87 Targua Ps. -Jonathan, Jer. 10:2: I'jntfDi iitikbi
Tinann *> K'B0a (and of the signs which change in the
Heavens do not be afraid). The idea is that a sign is
soaething which has becoae distinctive by being out of
the ordinary. This definition has a precedent in
rabbinic legal thought, in the laws concerning lost
objects, where anoaalous change functions as a sign of
ownership. See Bava Mezl ca* t 21a.
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a sign to the house of Israel (Ez. 4:3)": a sign, without

change of fora or nature, for there is no form separate and

changing from another, rather one thing that is turned into

several matters. So, too, voice and appearance are signs.

But letters are things which cobs froa cheir cause, from the

tern 6a>ot, for a letter is something which derives and is

shaped and receives from the place from which it was hewn."

The number ten. 89 What was mentioned in the two

aforementioned sections60 were the pathways and letters from

which essence is apprehended. 9 * Therefore it delayed until

here to say the nuaber ten, whose Meaning is the

apprehendable essences, 92 that are received in their

98 This passage is based upon Judah Halevi,
Kuzarl, 4:25, regarding the distinction between signs
as used in hunan thought, speech and writing, and
divine language. See supra, ch. 7.5, for an analysis of
lines 29-35.

09 SY 1:3 (sec. 3) , 141.

6 • Sefer Yezlran 1:1 (1), 1:2 (2).

91 The pathways and letters, which constitute the
divine Naaes, enable the apprehension of the essences,
or seflrot.

92 Sefer YezJrah first introduced the nodes of
cognition by which the essential categories, the ten
seflrot, nay be grasped. Now it proceeds to focus
discussion on those categories. R. Isaac's definition
of seflrot as apprehendable essences coabines
ontological and cognitive dimensions. The seflrot are
subsistent and permanent, that is, essences, whose
nuaber is determined by what the mind can properly
grasp of thea. See lines 47-60 for his key discussion
of the cognitive conditions for recognizing and
enuaerating the seflrot.
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elevation, «3 i n the "lifting of their hands" upwards. «« Five

are Nezab, Bod, Tiferet, Hesed, Hokhmah, behold five.

63 For R. Isaac, the process of reception and
elevation is the aeans for the cognition of
etaphysical principles. R. Isaac developed this theory
as a Neoplatonic interpretation of a conception of R.
Saadiah Gaon as presented by R. Judah b. Barzilai.
According to R. Isaac, spiritual forms descend to be
received by the human Bind, after which they ascend to
their origin, an ascent which the Bind traces
intellectually in order to grasp the true nature of the
forms it has apprehended. The Hind's tracing of the
ascent represents the process of abstraction of the
originally received intimation of the forms. This
theory, rooted in Middle Platonic epistemology , also
bears strong resemblance to the twelfth-century French
theory of symbolic signification, comprising a collatio
and elevatio. See supra, ch. 7.6 in detail.

84 Neh. 8:6. This is an elegant poetic insertion
of a verse. The section Sefer Yezirah 1:3 (sec. 3)
under discussion compares the ten sefirot to the ten
fingers, in what I. Gruenwald identifies as the first
instance of macrocosm-microcosm theory in Jewish
mysticism ("Critical Notes on the Sefer Yezirah, 486).
R. Isaac takes the image of sefirot as fingers of the
hand, plus his theory of the mode of apprehension or
"grasp" of metaphysical principles through an elevation
of thought parallel to the elevation of the principles
themselves, and ties them together with the biblical
image of a pious raising of hands in praise of God. The
third person plural possessive of "hands" in the veree
refers to the assembled congregration. In R. Isaac's
insertion, "their hands" can refer both to the sefirot
and to those who apprehend them, a mlcrocosmic act
parallel to a macrocosmic process, and very much an act
of praise of the divine.

R. Asber b. David explains more explicitly: Sefer
ha-Yihud, in Kabbaiat B. Asber b. David, 59: tf'tfai
Bin* on»T» B'xtois tt>bji3 amms c-Kfcnj-s b»^'s»b »rnto«a
*9S [>"S9 890] 9«B0n^ 071 '711S32R 1IMJ3 D' TB1 11 D'BtfTT
nana u* s«mtf:i> dhbi jnn»»oa (When there are adepts in
Israel, when they raise their hands in prayer, they
raise their hands to the heights of heaven and hint
with their ten fingers that efflux should flow from the
ten sefirot, to bestow blessing upon us).
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eAtarah with Zaddik, which are the powers* of the

dimension* 8 of Pahad, with Pahad and with Binah; and

ffokhmalpi Mediates all:** behold, five overagainit five. 68

65 The term ns here is used in the sense of
effective power or force that derives from a higher
source. See E. Ben Yehudah, vol. 3, 2316b-2317b for
numerous examples. The idea is that cAtarah and Zaddik
enforce the attribute of Pahad.

66 The term n*TB is one of a set of designations
for sefirah R. Isaac employs in the Commentary (lines
75-76, 124, 353). See supra, ch. 8.4. As a standard
tera for divine "attribute" in Hebrew philosophic
literature, it indicates R. Isaac's association of his
sefirah theory with the philosophic doctrine of divine
attributes (See E. Gottlieb, Mehkarim, 298). R. Isaac,
however, following R. Judah b. Barzilai (PSV, 148),
also stresses the etymological connection to the notion
of measurement and number (lines 75-76). Accordingly,
it is translated here and henceforth as "dimension," to
convey measure as well as aspect, quality, attribute.

67 See supra, ch. 8.3 for a discussion of the
names for the sefirot.

68 The term "mediate" comes from Sefer Yezirah,
2:1 (23); 3:3 (28); 3:4 (29, 30); 6:1 (25, 26)! where
it signifies the action of a middle, moderating
principle between two extremes. Certain sefirot in R.
Isaac's system, those associated with the "middle
line," also function as such mediators. See H. Padaya,
"Pegam we-Tikkun," 164 n. 30. Hokhmah has the
distinction of mediating all the sefirot, as R. Isaac
explains below, line 42.

68 Several group configurations of the sefirot
appear throughout the Commentary. Here, in a
formulation whose main outline became highly
influential in the history of Kabbalah, they are
divided according to the concept of right and left
hands. This is an extension of the fingers and hands
image of 5/1:3 (3) and its correlation with the
midrashic motif of the right hand of divine mercy and
left hand of divine rigor (E. g. , Plrkel de-R.
*£Jlezer, ch. 48; Tanhuma, Beshallah, 15, on Lam. 2:3,
Ps. 118:16).

In R. Isaac's system, the five sefirot Nezah, Hod,
Tlferet, Hesed, Hokhmah are implicitly associated
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Regarding that which it says and the covenant of one: the

yod, 70 that was upright and became bent, 71 is aligned in the

together here with the right hand of divine mercy,
while eAtarah, Zaddik, Pahad, Binah and again Hokhmah
are grouped together as left-handed rigor. Already R.
Asher b. David, R. Isaac's nephew, reports that this
grouping was not unanimously agreed upon in his time.
Some authorities associated Nezah with the right side
and Hod with the left, and some had the relationship
reversed {PeruS Sea ham-MeforaS, in KabbaJat R. Asher
b. David, 13, lines 9-16). Conspicuously absent from
this list is the highest sefirah, Ke\er or MahSavah,
whose place in R. Isaac's enumeration of the ten
sefirot is subtle and complex. See below, lines 47-60.

70 According to R. Asher b. David, the letter yod
represents the "full count of the letter aJepb," or' the
number one {Kabbalah R. Asher b. David, 5, 27). This
echoe A. Ibn Ezra, Sefer ha-Zahut, 27a, and especially
Sefer ha£-gem, 4-6, where he associates the letters
aieph and yod in terms of the relation between the
numbers one and ten: iafr [!] «m»n '3 , -rrmrr 1B3 jnrrtf
T'n* ib»o n:nn»a -r " i »m 3"a , ltfca taa -inta tttk ib*o
(For [yod] is like the number one, for [aieph] is set
as a sign of one who speaks on behalf of himself, so
too, the yod at the end (of a word) is a sign of
oneness). That is, the letter aieph indicates first
person singular in the future tense, while the letter
yod indicates first person singular in past tense.

71 This passage is an interpretation of an aggadic
and midrashic theme in light of R. Isaac's theory of
divine Names. R. Asher b. David paraphrases R. Isaac's
statement and sheds light on its constituent sources
and meaning: otf K-ipjn nv >km x"*nx >tf otftf ibik * sk
afi-nfi ,tttk a* ysn nsn-i n*n ntfai mtfiea d^iorh a-nearr
ntf»3 'art iiatfn na^tfa nn'ntf 'xn tass tf-iitan otf^tf -r"n'n
rrmri hbipt -r" i*n* 'ti 7*as 'hi 'itn -riaa ' m ;»jutfn»»
Kan o^ia* *ppT Kin nrrr D'Snua «pts Rintf ^a a'Tirt^ rteaaii
(I say that the Name >hyh and the Name Yhwh, which is
called the Tetragrammaton , that are spoken of in [Ex.
3:1-22] are all one Name. This means that the yod of
the Tetragrammaton corresponds to the aieph, for it
completes the number of the aieph, as I have explained;
and heh corresponds to the aieph (!, see Hasida's note,
line 4: it should read heh) and the vav corresponds to
the yod, for the yod was upright and became bent, to
inform that he who is bent in this world will be
upright in the world to come). See KabbaiaX. R. Asher b.
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middle, above, in the tongue,72 and below it is bent in the

David. 27. lines 1-5. In this scheme, R. Asher
correlates the four letters of one divine Name to the
other, letter by letter in sequence.

The aggadic source for the image and terminology
of the bent letter yod is Menahot 29b:*"i3i no 'JBD
•)1B9 TTd *3B&1 O'BSIB 1BB» D*P*T20 «3BB l"T3 Ran D^ISH
I**** in>fc*»D <its nn»*»Ri v. as natf B«p'nantf «3bb ltfxi
ttt^ tit "pain (Why was the world to cone created with
the letter yod? Because the righteous there are few.
Why is its head bent? Because the heads of the
righteous there are bent because of their deeds, which
do not resemble one another). In this aggadah, however,
the form of the yod is bent in essence, whereas R.
Isaac's formulation indicates a temporal dimension: it
was straight at one time and became bent. R. Asher

•

s
paraphrase indicates that the midrashic version of
*OtIot de-It. eAkIva, version B, Batel MIdraSot vol. 2,
406, may also have been influential in suggesting this
temporal sequence: "whoever diminishes himself in this
world. .. inherits the life of the world to come that was
created with yod." Compare Ma'aseb Merkavab, Batel
MIdraSot^, vol. 1, 62. Also in the background may be a
nexus of midrashim that speak of the diminishing of
Adam from an upright stance, nmpr noip , due to his
sin, and the reinstatement of that upright stance in
the Messianic Age, from Hag. 12a; Torat Kohanim,
Behukotai, 3:7; BereSIt Rabbab 12:5; Bemidbar Rabbab
13:11; Tanbumab, Bereshit, sec. 6; *Otiot_ de-R. *AJeIva,
version A, Batel MIdraSot, vol. 2, 373 and n. 90.

R. Asher indicates that the overall context in
which these midrashim were placed is R. Isaac's theory
of the relationship of the letters of the divine Name.
In this theory, as it is reflected in the writings of
R. Asher and the Gerona circle, the letter waw is
regarded as implicit in the letter yod, that is, yod
must be pronounced by means of warn. See R. Azriel

,

PeruS bak-RaddlS, in G. Scholem, Serldlm BadaSim,
216: i"m n*3 t"i« t »ri (there is no yod without warn),
217: n"i» jii»3 i"Kin D»>»m (the waw is hidden in the
letter yod); and PeruS Ylbud ba-Sem, 218, and n. 8:
riTisnar inoa hkHtuib i"m rm t"i» i«m (there is no yod
in which a maw is not generated as its hidden vowel)
See, also, R. Goetschel, "»hyh 'asher 9 hyh »ezel
Mekubbalei Gerona, " -Mebkerel YeruSalaylm be-MabSevet
Yisrael, 6:3-4 (Jerusalem, 1987) 287-98; H. Padaya,
Pegam we-TIkkua, 176-85.

Putting these elements together, the aggadic and
midrashic lotifs are interpreted by the Provencal
kabbalists as encoding an ontological comparison of the
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covenant (of circu-cisicn) ,?3 and they are in the middle,

this parallel to that, resembling the yod that is in [the

shape of] the brain in the head, standing for the Mokhmab

which is within, 7 « and surrounds all." So, too, the brain

divine Naaes 'byh and Ybwb in terns of the letters yod
and waif. In the higher divine Naie, 'byb, which
corresponds to the world to coie, fron which all
enanated and to which all returns, the yod, the third
letter, is upright. This uprightness leans that the
letter waw, a vertical line signifying the principle of
uprightness, renains implicit and hidden within this
letter yod, apparent only when the letter is
articulated. By contrast, the yod of the lower divine
Nane, Ybwb, corresponding to this world, is bent, and
the waif, now the third letter, is precipitated out as a
distinct letter of that Naie, a hint of the yod of the
higher divine Name.

72 According to R. Isaac of Acre, PSY, 386. this
represents the seflrab Blnah: n*>n r-i-j na»ai.

73 According to R. Isaac of Acre, PSY, 386, this
represents the sefirah Yesodi*** o-r*a n>»an tiaai
tie' rK-ipin n-i'ton.

The overall idea of these lines seens to be that
the Tetragrannaton represents the lower sefirot, and is
designated in terns of the letter waw and the sefirah
Yesod, its lowest element. As such, the initial letter
yod is "bent" and contained "in the covenant (of
circumcision)." This is to say it is in a conpressed
and dininished form in the lower sefirotic realn, as
conpared with its full, upright stature in the upper
sefirotic world, in the divine Name *byb. This
dininished forn is synbolized by circuncision, both
graphically, and norally, signifying the curbing of the
sexual appetite. Whether this "bent" condition is an
aspect of cosnic catastrophe, sinilar to Padaya's
interpretation of the relationship between the letterswaw and heb of the Tetragrannaton {Pegam we-TIkkun
157-280), or whether this is just the essential'
difficiency in quality of being of a lower level of
enanation as conpared to a higher, is not entirely
clear fron this passage.

74 While the tern ssdr in Sefer Yezlrah generally
neans the niddle between extrenes, R. Isaac also uses
it in the sense of "within," that is, that which is
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is in the middle of the head, and from there they receive,

this way and that, and from every side and every corner

there is from it a suckling for all.™ Therefore it was

necessary to say, after this section, ten and not eleven,

for they are only ten, for the Bokhmah is counted with all

of them, just as the Nane whose beginning is *h is counted

with all of thea.77 i, aligned: when you take two yodin.

both central and inner. This is siailar to R. A. Ibn
Ezra's usage in Ex. 8:18: «p A -i ss&ks g-txn m-n (the
spirit of nan is within the body). See H. Padaya,
"Pegam we-Tikkun," 168 nn. 42, 43.

7 * See A. Ibn Ezra, Sefer hag-gem, 6a, describing
the letter yod: osom i>-i» *» «nn> >*>i •*na mini
>tt hk ippn **?«* (its shape is like a seaicircle, to
teach about its entire nature, which means that it
encompasses all). Compare Yesod Mor*a, 19; Sefer ha-
Zahut 27a.

The idea that the spiritually and ontologically
superior entity is both within and surrounding that
which is inferior is a Neoplatonic concept rooted in
the nature of emanation. In the emanation continuua,
the higher is both wore interior and aore general. This
paradox is expressed by Ibn Gabirol in numerous
formulations, especially with respect to the general
intellect, which, in its oneness, as the origin of all
entities, penetrates all entities, and encompasses all
entities. See Mekor ffayyim, 2:8, 20; 3:15; 5:30. See J.
Guttman, Philosophies. 99. See, also, Sir ha-Yihud. day
3, describing God: nim >m ni'nai ,*a nit k*bi >sn anno
*sn . (Surrounding all and filling all, when all caae
into being, You are in all).

78 The example of the brain that is both within
the head and yet influences all parts of the body is
meant to illustrate that which is both centered within
and yet encompasses that in which it is centered, in
the sense of Influencing it. For the association of
Hokhmah and the brain, see Abraham Ibn Ezra, Torah
Commentary, Ex. 23:25: mna natfmi .naann *»n natfjTi * 3
F»na nmani mtfjnnn >» na its* tijooi ,*k-i:i (For the soul
is wisdom, and its place in the brain of the head, and
from it issues the power of all the senses and the
movements of the will).
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this facing that, they encompass all that is between thea,™

and all suckle froa there.

77 The Naae »ayh refers to Xeter (Isaac of Acre,
PSY, 383), which is hidden in Hokhmah, and iaplicit in
all sefirot. In a siailar way, Hokhmah is counted with
all sefirot. R. Isaac states that this aspect of
Hokhmah explains the theaatic transition froa SY 1:3
(sec. 3) to 1:4 (sec. 4): since Hokhmah and Heter are
counted with all the sefirot, it is necessary to
clarify which are counted as sefirot and what the total
nuaber of sefirot are. See lines 47-54, below.

78 A. Ibn Ezra, Sefer haS-gem, 6b: the letter yod,
graphically a semicircle with the value ten, is
pronounced by use of the letters n"i» , which add up to
twenty (10+6+4=20), to indicate a full circle that
encompasses all: >i» 3 Kin Keaaai ,»ppD uii»n iiasa

R. Isaac applies this idea to his enumeration of
the sefirot. According to R. Asher b. David: vilBtf *'i
em's Vtt l-iBiutf na inti ,*stt naaio «»a«> »»* o***»v naann
tftf ncnna *ara» iae» .«oa> ru'a* *» ia n>aa> na »sa» 0«*
rroo* • m a>aa> ' * ,>i^*:i istfa iBJinjtf niiap (There are
those who count Hokhmah as two, because it surrounds
all, and this is what the Rabbis said, that just as
there is a divine Presence above, so there Is a divine
Presence below, for so too, you find that regarding the
six extremities that were sealed with the great Naae,
that yod is above and yod is below). R. Asher here
clearly refers to R. Isaac, though as an anonyaous
opinion dissenting froa the consensus, as counting the
sefirah Hokhmah with both groups of sefirot, that is,
with all, twice. As such, Keter Is not counted
separately and explicitly as~one of the ten, but
reaains joined with Hokhmah, as in lines 48-51, below
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Ten and not nine: 79 even though ffokhmah is with all, 8 °

do not say "how can I say it is a sefJrah7"*i And not

eleven: and if you say that since ffokhmah is the beginning

of the thought of speech,^ how can I not say eleven? Do not

say so, and do not separate ffokhmah, [for ffokhmah is]83 from

ffeter.** Another version: Blnah is considered80 the

78 SY 1:4 (sec. 4), 141.

80 See lines 44-45 above.

81 Even though Hokhaah is associated with all the
seflrot, as stated above, lines 42-45, it is
distinguished as a principle in itself, and as such
qualifies to be enumerated as a sefJrah.

82 The enanative order of the seflrot is
correlated with the process of speech, divine and
huaan. R. Isaac distinguishes the beginning of speech,
the thought of speech, and the cause of the thought of
speech, corresponding to BJnah, ffokhmah, and ffeter,
respectively.

83 MS Leiden 24/25 has this Insertion as part of
the text.

84 Improper separation of seflrot is the cardinal
sin of Kabbalah. See G. Scholen, ReshJt ha-Kabbalah,
79, n. 2, quoting R. Abraham b. David concerning the
crucial iBDortance of the lark ft * «<»n»»»«»+ < «»» Ko+^ooi
the divine attributes of judgment and mercy: 73 oai
o»a»as *aBf* mis tbi»ibh ojjo naat OTT?i»Btf nam »vsn»an*am tiba vi "»»k?i o*3Bn »atf i^saa* mn an* *n 'as
*ant nim >3 *»mi T»*ian* -»n i^ama a> am D*-na*. D*Dnn
n*an -nan »>a in* *s >s»'i m«itf*i »n*3 nui* ijitb »»3
nn*a 8ji>i»i >a i»»ian» m nana** nn» >aa i** 8 p %^a ,mn»n on«a»a vktt iibi -nn'ai mtfa (So too, among the
workers of truth whose work is true there are two
reasons for [being double-faced]. The first is that it
is known that two contrary principles were emanated:
one that is entirely judgment and Its partner that is
entirely mercy. If they were not emanated as double-
faced, each one would act according to its attribute,
and they would appear as two independent divine powers,
each one acting without connection to its partner and
without its assistance. But now that they were created
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beginning of speech. 86 Even though you cannot apprehend the

double-faced, all their actions are together, in
equality and with complete unity, and there is no
separation between them). This is the first recorded
instance of kabballstic concern for the impropriety of
separating divine attributes in consideration of the
danger of imputing divine dualism or polytheism. See
supra, ch. 5.4, concerning R. Isaac's letter to Gerona,
where he identifies Ellsha b. Abuya's theological sin
of "uprooting the plantings," (Hag. 15a) with the
separation of sefirot from *£in Sof and from eachother.

This issue should be located in context of
philosophical discussions of the unity of God, such as
Bahya Ibn Pakudah, Hovot hai-Levavot, trans. J. Ibn
Tibbon, 1:7, concerning Euclid's definition of absolute
one: ja unm *a> ni>»a> T»s»nx una* -itf* . vasnn
**i -nan na» i »»tf ,jnn»-Tan amoA im*n» ma .mnnitn
nanm x>i ,b»sb Bitia -ibob r*i «iai r*i , i»j» Bttfa in^an
nana TTBTin r> i nan *r (The matter of which we must be
aware concerning unity is that it is complete oneness
and aloneness, it has no connection or comparison to
any matter, no multiplicity and no number in any
aspect, it is not joined to anything nor separated from
anything). See, too, 1:8, 9, and 10: nnaa Rsaan Maim
nx»*a ns nap nso pn , Trias bss -raa iaa»R :?>»** H-nan
n»*» nium? nnR n^sa ia»s» a«tenB ibobti (the multiplicity
that is found among the attributes of the Creator is
not from the perspective of the essence of His Glory,
rather from the perspective of the limited power of
expression of a speaker to grasp its nature in one word
that would indicate Him). The inseparability of divine
attributes as understood by the Jewish philosophers
becomes an essential aspect of the kabballstic concept
of the unity of the sefirot in the thought of R.
Abraham b. David and his son, R. Isaac.

In the present instance, the issue of separation
takes on a further significance, as part of what
appears to have been an internal debate among
kabbalists. R. Isaac's definition of sefirah on the
basis of this passage is that divine principle which
can be distinguished by thought and therefore counted.
In this sense, the sefirot, while essentially unified,
have distinctly discernable qualities. In lines 38-45,
above, R. Isaac notes that Hokhmah is listed with two
sets of sefirot, that it "mediates all," and that "it
Is central and it surrounds all." He says that on this
basis, SY warns not to count eleven, but only ten
sefirot-. Hokhmah should not be counted twice, inner and
outer, above and below. Here, lines 46-49, he notes
that even though Hokhmah has two aspects, as "with" all
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thought of the Scribe, the Author, 87 so as to reflect upon

the seflrot and yet also as the "beginning of the
thought of speech," it should not be counted as two. By
way of corroboration, R. Asher b. David (KabbaJat R.
Asher b.. David, 23) comments that "there are those who
count Hokhmah twice because it surrounds all." R. Asher
actually seems to justify this view with a statement
from the Bahlr, 171: as»a* tf* ia h*sd* n*»atf tf'tf otfa
naa^ (Just as the divine Presence is above, so the
divine Presence is below), that is, there Hokhmah is
both above and below the other seflrot. It should be
noted that in context, the Bahir seems, in fact, to
count Hokhmah as one seflrab surrounding all. R. Isaac
interprets "ten and not eleven" as a refutation of the
view of a double Hokhmah, one above and one below the
other seflrot, a view that "separates" one aspect of
Hokhmah from Keter. Instead, R. Isaac asserts that
Hokhmah comes directly from Keter or MahSavah.

This, R. Isaac's first interpretation of ten and
not nine... ten and not eleven is signficantly
different from those of R. Azriel and Nahmanides. His
alternative version is similar to theirs, see below.

85 This follows MS Harvard Heb. 58/11. Other MSS
have: " Binah is the thought of.., " redefining Blnah in
the terms used previously for Hokhmah.

86 There are two major variants to lines 47-49,
with minor differences within each group. The
translation follows MSS Harvard Heb. 58/11, Cambridge
Add. 671, Cambridge Or. 2116,8, Cincinnati 524/3,
Montefiore 313.

The other main variant, beginning at line 47, is
as follows: "even though it is with all, do not say
"how can one say it is a Seflralfi" And not eleven: and
If you say that since Hokhmah is the beginning of | the
thought of | speech, how can one not say eleven? Do not
say so, and do not separate Hokhmah from Keter, which
is the thought of the beginning of speech." That which
is "with all" is clearly Hokhmah, as In the other
variant, based on line 44, above. The argument ten and
not eleven is not quite clear, however. Scholem
suggests that the phrase "the thought of" is a mistaken
insertion. Hokhmah is "the beginning of speech," and
Keter is "the thought of the beginning of speech." The
implication seems to be that Hokhmah and Keter should
not be separated as distinct seflrot, a position that
is difficult to maintain, since Keter is listed here
and elsewhere as a sefirab.
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and extend** to the cause of the thought of the beginning of

speech, they are nought but ten. 83 And do not say nine,

since there is no end to the cause of the thought of the

87 These two epithets for God seem, in context, to
refer to His role as enumerating sefirot and composing
the letters of divine speech, respectively. The ter»
ib-io , writer or scribe, is related to counting, as one
who counts letters, in Hagigah 15b, Kiddushin 30a. This
is strictly a human professional title, however. Exodus
Rabbah 28:3 alludes indirectly to God as ibid , but in
the sense of a teacher of Torah. Abraham Ibn Ezra
speaks of God as a isnon defined as tfmpri \*\V? iann
(author of the [Hebrew] language) in Sefer Zahut, ed.
G. H. Lipman (Fiorda, 1827, reprinted Jerusalem, 1970)
14.

88 The term oifajn* seems to be used here as a
kind of caique intended to convey the double entendre
of the term s'§tendre, as extension in space and in
thought, such as s'etendre sur un sujet. It connotes
the expansive reach and mastery of thought over an idea
or object of thought. There is here a reflection of R.
Isaac's theory of cognition, as the expansion of mind
along a continuum of hierarchic relations, to the
source of a given object or idea. The term otfBSin is
later used in this sense by Yehiel Nisslm da Pisa,
Afia/rat Kena*ot, ed. D. Kaufman (Berlin, 1898) 25: ior
natfnnn v*n am* *a»* *a* sjti* »a* jnnan »am rw»o
orta natfBiiD . Compare line 110 below.

88 JTeter is the cause of the thought, Hokfimah, of
the beginning of speech, Biaah. Even though Keter
cannot be apprehended, it can still be inferred as the
tenth seflrah.

This is similar to the interpretations of
Nahmanides and R. Azriel . For Nahmanides, ten and not
nine means that even though thought cannot grasp JTeter,
a person can perceive that it is a source, however
hidden, and therefore fit to be counted as a seflrah.
{PSY, in Kiryat_$efer, 6, (1930) 406, lines 13-17).
Similarly, For R. Azriel, ten and not nine means not to
exclude JTeter from the sefirot when counting upwards.
He adds that it also means not to exclude Nalkhut when
counting downwards. For both, ten and not eleven means
do not include *Ein Sof in the count of sefirot (PSF,
Kit vel Ramban, vol. 2, 454). Nahmanides' interpretation
is similar.
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beginning of speech, how can I deem it a sef/ra/r?90 Do not

say they are eleven, nor nine. Even though speech is within

*EIn Sof, even so, there is a subtle cause or subtle essence

which thought apprehends, through reflection upon a hint of

it. Therefore it is a sefJrah in thought, for it is a subtle

essence by which there is ten. 8 * The things82 have

dimensions and Measure, but thought has no Measure, so

they93 proceed ten by ten. 84 Therefore, from the subtle coie

80 This is a restatement of the previous argument.

91 R. Isaac here defines a sefirah at its abstract
limit as that which can be distinguished, even
indirectly, as an identifiable cause or essence by the
faculty of thought. His position is based on the
principle cited by Moses Ibn Ezra in the name of Hermes
Trismegistus, in cAruga\ hab-Bosem, 123, 134, that the
finite mind cannot grasp the infinite. Even though
divine speech is rooted in the infinite, it has an
essence or causal principle which can be discerned as
distinct or discrete in its manifestation, and
therefore grasped in an allusive way.

92 The "things" are the sefirot. The term is
probably derived from Haglgah 12a,o»i3T rnteaa an -»dk
D^ian it-ias , evoking the sense of rei , expressing the
substantiality of the sefirot as real attributes.
Scholem translates B*ia«T as logol. Origins, 114-18.
This reading receives support from Azriel of Gerona,
PeruS Aa-*A&gadot, 56b, lines 17-18: Bnanm nsm idi
ritraaai liana loaan naisi Tiain *>a on* nnnxan (Prom
the Hill and the Words come the sayings, which comprise
the Will and the Speech that is completed in speech and
action). Compare Ibid, 41b, lines 5-6. R. Azriel uses
the term o»nat clearly in the sense of words, compared
to "sayings" and generalized as iiai . Here, too, in R.
Isaac's Commentary, D**ian are contrasted with thought
(line 54) and used in a sense parallel to mat (lines
48-53). Nonetheless, the vagueness and ambiguity of the
term may be intentional, to convey both meanings.

83 The antecedent of the feminine plural here is
the sefirot.
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the inscribed, for ten coie fro* ten, subtle ones from the

innerness of the subtle ones." We recognize, by the power

of the intimation of thought, that which we apprehend and

** This is an interpretation of the end of the
current mishnah. SYl:* (4): tpo m> ? >k* ntos lnV Di(Their measure is ten, for they have no limit). See
next note.

88 Prior to R. Isaac, the usual interpretation ofthe endless quality of the ten sefirot, understood as
principles of number, is the progression of the base
ten number system in sets of ten ad infinitum. See
Saadiah b. Joseph, Sefer Yezirah, 54; Dunash Ibn Tamim,PeruS Sefer Yezirah, (London, 1902), 26-27; Abraham IbnEzra, Sefer ham-Mispar, ed. M. Silberberg (Jerusalem
1970) 3; Judah b. Barzilai, PSY, 161. There is one
distinctive interpretation, however, brought by Judah
b. Barzilai, PSY, 148, which takes a different
approach, positing a set of ten existential categories
which are, in themselves, infinite: »3 i&im tf-iaatf »a tf»laim m-i'»o '» i>* tajs noa o»-rn»t D»-ian ' » n"3n ma
1itf*a ima tfi-Pti mo on> vk* mtra in-ra d'thk o ^a-r • »

in i>*i lie on* «r«* o»-»a"r n*s> i*k ** -|»-ra nai>a n«r»na
idi mnrot paisi Ji»*m pma (There is someone who

interprets saying that the Holy One, blessed be He
created ten unique things, numbered in correspondence
to the ten sefirot, and the measure of these ten uniquethings has no limit. The meaning of "their measure" isfrom the term "measurement," which is to say that themeasure of these ten things has no end, and these are
"the depth of beginning and the depth of end.") This
interpretation has a proto-kabbalistic conception of
sefira/r-like entities which are created yet infinite-
not sefirot per se, in the standard pre-kabballstic
sense, rather, entities of a transcendent nature.

R. Isaac puts the standard conception of the
infinitude of the sefirot, in progressive sets of ten
in a hierarchic. Neoplatonic setting. Refined states ofbeing emanate forth less refined states of being, or inthe upward direction, refined, ontologically superior
states of being can be inferred from less refined
states, in progressive series. The interpretation of
the sefirot brought by R. Judah b. Barzilai, with its
conception of a set of ten unique, infinite principles
parallel to the sefirot, may have contributed to
shaping his conception. See. too, H. Idel. Has-Sefirot
Se-me-'ai has-Sefirot, 241-46 regarding three sets of~ten sefirot contained in the upper three sefirot
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that which we should leave, because there is no apprehension

by thought through Intimation from there on. 86 For in a

creature's apprehension through the innerness of the

intimation of thought there is no power to apprehend *EIn

Sof, for all comprehension is within Hokhmah from Naskel,

which®* is the subtle intimation of His thought in 'Bin Sof.

Therefore it says ten and not nine, for thought cannot

apprehend so as to give measure above Hokhmah, nor even

within Hokhmah, except through comprehension, as it says,

comprehend in wisdom.96 Comprehend could only be an

themselves

.

96 The term TBI , "intimation," is used here in a
technical sense, following the discussion which opens
Halevi's discourse on divine Naies in KuzarJ, 4:3.
Commenting on the divine Name "Adonai," HaLevi states:
r&nn *a , ton in n>sa xin nama dki .nann *k raia mn
isikb d**s»dj:i o»nann *k iran** tf» «a ,ta '**3B ns* mn
Kintf iiok*i *a&n >x iron* ntfits , iitfxn tfintf i* o *tfatfan
tbt i»m ,nr^n >aton in nTn *am iidxm .niaa in a*a
. Dipaa *ax* i22«Rtf na *« naita (it is like an
intimation of a thing which, in truth, is elevated
beyond intimation. For intimation applies to that
aspect which transcends specification, for there are
[terms] which intimate matters which are influenced by
Him, that serve Him directly, just as one intimates the
intellect, saying it is in the heart or brain, or one
intimates this or that intellect, even though in truth
there is no intimation of that which is not bounded by
place). The expression n* »ji*3B nx> , in the sense of
that which is excluded from, or transcends, a general
category, is noted as a Judeo-Arabic idiom by M. H.
Gottstein, Tahbirah, 78, sec. 179.3.4. Halevi here uses
ran . "intimation" in a manner similar to Moses Ibn
Ezra's use of nia&n , "metaphor": an indication in
finite terms of that which is infinite or transcendent
(

cAru£rat hab-Bosem, 134-37. See supra, ch. 7.2). R.
Isaac follows HaLevi' s usage.

9 * Hokhmah.
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infinitive, but if it is an imperative, it is only for the

adepts." It does not say "comprehend wisdom" or "know

wisdom," but comprehend in wisdom, for wisdom comes through

comprehension, 100 for comprehension is comprehending within

wisdom and not comprehending of wisdom, rather to comprehend

the comprehension there is in wisdom. 101 And how is this

98 The phrase "ten and not nine" is explained here
as addressing the possibility that the seflrot Keter
and_even ffokbmah would not be discernable, that is,
counted to yield a sura of ten, were an intimation of
them not facilitated through Binah.

The various permutations of the term na»a , when
used in the sense of mental activity rather than for
the sefirah itself, are here translated as a form of
the term "comprehension," rather than the usual term
"understanding," to convey the function of the sefirah
Binah as that which gathers and assesses multiple
principles, as in line 74, below.

99 As an infinitive, "to comprehend in wisdom"
describes a paradigmatic cosmic process. As an
imperative, an intellective act at such an exalted
level of mind could only be expected of an adept. The
term n^'stea as denoting an intellectual and spiritual
elite, especially one privy to an esoteric
understanding of Torah, was used by R. Abraham Ibn
Ezra, e. g. in his Torah commentary to Gen. 4:24. From
R. Isaac the Blind on, it became the stock designation
for kabbalistic adepts.

100 Wisdom is filtered to the lower world, and the
lower faculties, through comprehension. See next note.

101 R. Isaac's attention to the prepositional
prefix bet, "in," echoes his comments above, lines 1,
6-7, as well as Bar Hiyya's discussion of nine modes of
logical inclusion signified by the prefix bet, in
Megiiiat ham-Megaiieh, 6-8, especially his observation
concerning the inclusion of species in the more
particular individual, 8, lines 7-13: ia«rn in oncm
i*>a *k k*i n »d >* ntosa »t»> umxa vis \ »r nni'on
on k>i ntos)D »t> duks -piia B^nn»rr n« >*ia i»an -pan
snam naon >ax nam ^ia Tana tttb ntoaa 't*> o'ksi*
D?i»a»aan o»nrmn »jb»o jih op^oi i»art jnis nx o*'pa
VKi ns>73 van im o^pai a*a dhik >*idi tit* nr D'atan
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comprehending? Comprehend in wisdom and be viae in

comprehension, for they are hidden essences that have no

inscription in them;ioa there is no power to comprehend

then, but rather [to comprehend] that thing which emanates

from them. What is the comprehending for that thing, or for

an adept who comprehends it?x*s From the inscribed essences

there is a comprehending of those that are not inscribed,

and from the inner apprehension of their thought there is a

VBtt Van D>i»a B»**s«an loi'pa 1 »an ** o*a»na o^nnxn
3*3 iriB»pJi> o^THRn *k vis (the particular or the
individual does not need the species or the genus in
its coming forth into actuality, and the species does
not comprise the individuals in their coming forth into
actuality, nor do they come forth into actuality by way
of their inclusion in the species, rather,
comprehension and knowledge establishes the form of the
species and gathers the signs of the individuals and
those of their aspects that resemble eachother and
comprises them in the heart and establishes the species
in the mind. The Individuals do not need the species
for their existence or their going forth into the world
but the species needs the individuals in order to be
established in the heart). Bar Hiyya speaks here of the
function of comprehension and knowledge in bringing the
general into specific existence, a function similar to
the relationship of Binah to the more generalized
faculty of ffokhmah. R. Isaac may be reflecting this
concept of the more general principle beingbrought
into being through the more specific when he says:m »3!? «"s nR3 tibsrtts? < for wisdom comes through
comprehension), line 62. Compare Nahmanides, PSY, 407
lines 2-4: -ibk ia<i -13-r Tina i3-» v»a> am naann r»R*m in* nan nnna tt*m* 11*3:10 nisn k*k ns i* v* rtasjsa
na Jiasm ji *-)!> na«an (Comprehension is to comprehend
one thing from another. Thus it says "in wisdom," for
you have no access in it except by the comprehension bywhich you comprehend it from something else. This is
Blnab, in which you gazed and became wise).

102 Both combinations of wisdom and comprehension
corresponding in R. Isaac's system to the sefirot
Hokhmab and Binah, respectively, refer to processes inHokhmab, beyond inscription.
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comprehending of their cause in *Eia Sof.

Probe in then, probe the Binah in then, for the tern

probe only applies in something. A person does not say "I

probed fron it" but "in it", in the cause. Probing is by use

of something else"* that can probe the Binah in Bokbmah***

And Inquire of thea. 108 of nerit and guilt*®* as it is

written concerning then "there is no inquiring (Is. 40:28)."

Therefore it did not say "inquire in then."* ® The

explanation of "inquire of then" is build the frane108 that

is apprehended through perception, and evaluate110 it

103 The contenplative process of the adept
parallels that of divine nind itself.

104 xhe "something else" is nost likely "that
thing which emanates fron then" fron line 65, above.

109 The penetrating quality of the tern "probe" is
related to that which is "in" par excellence', Binah
which is in ffokhaah.

108 See I. Gruenwald, SY, 1:4 (4), 141, for the
versions that read ino as opposed to ma, including
Leiden Warn. 24 (5) Cod. Or. 4762.

1,7 Or "innocence and guilt." The allusion seeis
to be to the sefirot Besed and Gevttrah, nerit and
guilt, respectively. Conpare Bahir, 187. R. Isaac
interprets the tern "inquire" according to its halakhic
connotation, as the process of inquiring into testimony
concerning the innocence or guilt of a defendant, e. g.
Mishnah Sanhedrin 4:1, 5:1.

108 The full relevant phrase of the verse is j »r
inaian* ipn . In R. Isaac's reading this means that the
process of "inquiry" does not assess Binah directly,
but only that structure which derives fron it, the
«//rof eianating fron it, "of it."

109 See supra, ch. 8.2. The reference is to the
lower sefirot.
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according to the dimensions of the causes, which emanate

froa thea and are constructed of thea.m Bach Batter on itt

fira footing, its seat. The [Aramaic] translation of "its

support" is "flra footing, "*" froa the expression "Your

staff and Your support (Ps. 23:4)." This is the line aligned

110 The teras nstfi ttxim are paired frequently by
Judah Alharizi, in his translation of Maiaonides 1 Moreh
Nevukhim, 2:39 (compare S. Ibn Tibbon's version, 2:38).
On their own, Alharizi translates tfann as "that which
a person senses with the feeling of one of his linbs;
ma** as "correct thought" (translator's
introduction). He uses thea together in 2:39, however,
when speaking of the prophet's clairvoyant ability, the
power of wind to intuit the future: ii8<M ns ptnai
nrm aa-ia m »»> T«nstf no tt**» oa «** rt&^nni (the
strength of the power of intuitive perception through
which he tells, in an instant, what will be in the
future)

.

Judah Ibn Tibbon uses tfAin in the sense of
feeling or sensation, e. g. , in his translation of
Judah Halevi's, Kuzarl, 3:16. He translates the passage
in 2:38 cited above (2:39 in Alharizi's version) with
the tera -igtffin na , defined in his PeruS me-ham-MJlot
Zarot, entry nstfBTi ns , as "the tera for that power by
which a person considers, without any knowledge, that
things will be so."

In the present case, R. Issac uses these terns to
convey the aethod of inductive thinking, beginning with
the abstraction of perceptible phenonena and the
evaluation of the results into categories according to
the aore general principles that stand behind then, a
two-step intuitive process.

111 That is, the dimensions that enanate fron the
causes, or sefirot, and are built of then. In so
defining the tera hakor, froa SY, as the two-step
process of coaparing categories abstracted inductively
froa sense with ideal categories corresponding to the
lower seven sefirot or "frane." R. Isaac aay have had
in Bind the halakhic judicial procedure of hakirah, the
exaaining of the eapirical testimony of witnesses
according to seven pre-established categories of
inquiry, Mishnah Sanhedrin 5:1 and Talaud Sanhedrin
40a-42a. As a cognitive process, this is an elaboration
of R. Isaac's theory that the sensible world can be
abstracted into foras corresponding to the aetaphysical
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in the Middle,"* which is Yesod eOia*.n* And restore

Tiferet, the Creator upon his dwelling-place. His dwelling-

place is His Nezah and His Bod, which are below,n» to unite

with Biaah11 * which gazes upon thea.11 7

Their Measure is ten.118 Every thing is a diaensioniis

and what is above it is its filling,"» for dimension is a

structure froa which it eaanates

.

112 Targuw Onkelos to Ex. 21:19.

113 I.e., "support" is established as synonymous
with "staff" of Ps. 23:4, which evokes the "line
aligned in the aiddle."

114 "Foundation of the world," Prv. 10:25. The
reference is to the alignaent of Tiferet and Yesod. See
^1:3 {sec. 3), which describes a central line between
the circuacised tongue and the circuwcised aale aeaber,
associated with these two sefirot respectively.

lis Tiferet is "the Creator" upon His throne of
Nezah and Hod. See Scholea, Origins, 209-14 regarding
the Provencal kabbalists' identification of Yozer
BereSit, the divine epithet drawn froa the mystical
schools of the Merkavah and $I cur Koaah, with Tiferet,
and the use of the ters Yozer BereSit in the
kabbalistic fragaent cited in the naae of R. Abrahaa b.
David, Schciea, FeSIt hak-Kabbalah, 73, n. 2.

ne The process of unification with Bioah is an
interpretive reference to the phrase atfm , restore or
return, froa 5\K 1:4 (sec. 4), cited line 73. Aaong the
cognoaena for Binah is the tera TeSuvah. See supra, ch.
8.4.1.

117 Is. 18:4 speaks of Goi as gazing on His
dwelling-place, oaa is used frequently in Scripture for
a spiritual gazing, e. g. Ps . 33:13, 102:20, et al

.

118 SY 1:5 (sec. 7) , 143.

ii9 This translation was chosen rather than the
standard, abstract philosophical term "attribute,"
based on R. Isaac's emphasis here on the Metrical
aspect of the tera.
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power121 which is emanated from the dimension of the

measurer, 122 the essentiality of dimension and the emanation

120 R. Isaac here gives a literal rendering of the
biblical phrase "the earth and its fullness," Ps. 24:1,
50:12, 89:12, placing it in a multiple, reiativistic,
hierarchical Neoplatonic scheme in which "fullness" is
any given ontologically distinct level of being
causally prior to a lower level which contains it. See
S. Gersh, From Iamblichus to Eriugena, 19, who notes
that of the metaphors used by early Neoplatonists

,

"...the verb 'to fill* and its compounds, [are] the
most common terms applied to the causal relationship.
Each effect is literally filled by its cause..." See
his note 26 for numerous examples from Proclus and
Damascius. There may also be a hint here of talmudic
usage of the term nia as measuring vessel, as in
Nishnah Bezah, 3:8. See Scholem, Origins, 285. See
supra, ch . 8.1.

121 Power, na , is used here in the sense of
property and agency, rather than to convey the formal
Aristotelian concept of latent potentiality. For
similar philosophic usage, compare, e. g. , Abraham Ibn
Ezra, Torah Commentary, Gen. 2:3, 31:19, Dt. 5:26.

Judah Alharizi, in his translation of Maimonides'
Moreh Nevukhia, 1:53, relates the terms koah and
middah, as in the following passages : »a ixann nni
nso D«*a o**sb on dtux oa'-nm nsnv tfpa -i«>x o'31-rn
iV**i» otfn nri . . .imtb omit lK-ip* D'Bsnni -paa* it-nan
DTiea n^K D'saom mnan *s ojmk ibi* (It has been
explained that the paths [noses] sought to know, and of
which he was informed, are the effects that come from
the power of the Creator, blessed be He, which the
sages call attributes... This term has customarily been
applied to the powers and faculties of man). Similarly,
loc. cit.: [o'STin *"s i] o'natn *a i> nxam njni
Trta n^»n» R-nano o^itan jn*i»B:» om nnit v»» imam
*a*tf ntoa Kiian niui* i*>ii*isb& *sb ia»fc* -itf* *si d^isjtt
*aiBn ijiikb itaj?i stfa mnn >»sn nnsa (It has been
explained that the [paths] and attributes are one and
the same. They are the actions that comes from the
Creator, exalted be He, in this world. They describe
the Creator by whatever they grasp of the actions of
His agency, by an attribute from whose power that
action comes, according to the term defined by that
action). R. Isaac apparently agrees with this
characterization of middah as the agency resulting from
a property, a koah.
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of essence in »Ein Sof.*** Depth is the Basket** unto >Ein

Sof. Beginning I* the emanation of the power of the depth,

which is Hokhmah, and the depth is from *Ein Sof, and all is

one. And since thought does not apprehend it, it says ten

and not eleven. 128 The depth is the end of the apprehension

of thought unto *Ein Sof. End is BInah, which is a

principlei26 called hen, like the end of the [divine]

122 Judah b. Barzilai, PSY, 148: v*tf mtes ]mb
?n»na iitf>a una *n»n *|io en* (Their Measure is ten
without end. The meaning of "their Measure, " is from
the term "measurement .

"

12 s The term " middah," one of the terms used in
Hebrew philosophical writing to denote divine
attributes, applies to the aggregate lower six sefirot.
See R. Asher b. David, Sefer ha-YIhud, in KabbaJat R.
Asher, 59: rr"3rr ft n*ni«ra K-ipai jm»Bo "iIdsb jm"i*bo '

i
Ji'tfKna »a» ntftfo nsa niaiaan hT?idb *a Mns Dn»>»* (Six
of the ten sefirot are called the dimensions of the
Holy One, blessed be He, by which all actions are
effected that were prepared in potentiality from the
six days of creation). The "measurer" refers to BInah,
which presides over the lower, measured sefirot. The
"essentiality of dimension" refers to Hokhmah, the
interior essence of Binah. R. Azriel of Gerona
associates the term jivh . essentiality, principally
with the sefirah Hokhmah, in which the essences begin.
See Perush ba-'Aggadot, 170, lines 1-2. The "emanation
of essence" refers to the action of MahSavah, the
highest sefirah. To sum up, three hierarchic levels of
being are described here, working upwards from
dimensionality to essentiality to the initial stage of
emanation, corresponding to three sefirotic levels, all
part of one, unfolding emanative process.

ia « See supra, ch . 8.3, regarding this term. R.
Isaac aasociates Haskei with the qualifying term
"depth" in the list of sefirot in SY 1:5 (sec, 7). it
is not a sefirah, but the extension of the sefirot
towards *Ein Sof.

128 Haskei is not counted as a sefirah.

126 See J. Klatzkin, Thesaurus Philosophicus, vol.
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Name. 127 All the essences and pathways have no impression

apprendable in ffokhmah, for that which we mention are the

headings of the dimensions, 128 the principle of the

beginning of the causes of the separate entities. For those

dimensions which have been mentioned are all in 3EIn Sof. In

our language there are only the headings of the

dimensions.

*

28 Their simplicity* 88 is without separation,

1, 233, vol. 4, 190-91, for use of the term n>nn as
n^nnn, one of the Tlbbonite terms of choice for
rendering "principle."

127 R. Isaac justifies the association of Binah
with "end," through its correspondence with the letter
heh at the "end" of the Tetragrammaton. While Binah
actually corresponds to the heh that is the second
letter of the Tetragrammaton. it is "like" the heh
which is at the "end." R. Isaac may also be referring
to the two-letter divine Name that ends in heh.

128 The phrase mno *»»n appears in BeJJchaJot
Rabbatj, ch . 3.3, in BateJ MJdrashot, ed. A. J.
Wertheimer, 71, but it significance is not clear, and
its context sheds little light on its meaning, or its
utility for R. Isaac: D»tfian nxnati una *tf*n *3K*D *3i
713371 K03 Sinn O'TBis . In Hagigah 13a the term **n«i
D*pT» signifies an abbreviated outline or synopsis,
the "chapter headings" of esoteric knowledge which the
uninitiated are permitted to learn. R. Isaac adapts
this connotation of preliminary, incomplete and
superficial knowledge, combined with the standard
talmudic expression for tip or initial extremity, such
as n">»ntn tfitn » "the tip of the wick (Hishnah Shabbath
2:4)," to arrive at a Neoplatonic conception: the
appearance in this world of the tips, headings or
initial aspects of the dimensions, which emanate from
sources more deeply and unitively rooted in the
sefirotic realm.

129 Regarding earlier discussions of the
limitations on predication of divine attributes as a
function of the limitations inherent in human language,
see Saadiah b. Joseph, ffa-*Emunot we-had-De eot, ed.
Landauer, 84.14-86.2), Bahya Ibn Pakudah, ffovot haJ-
Levavot 1:10 (142-45), Maimonides, Moreh NevakhJm,
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for they are the principles of the causes of the separate

1:53. While the description of this limited power of
predication as "headings," in the sense of rough
"chapter headings," seeis to be R. Isaac's own, it is
based on a conception of a continuum in which divine
attributes as they are expressed in human language
really do connect with more properly and authentically
abstract divine principles that have a lore real and
truthful existence. This conception, which grants a
relative, graded value and relationship between the
figurative expression of divine attributes and the
reality upon which they are based, appears to derive
specifically from the gradation implicit in a passage
from ffovot AaJ-Levavot, 1:10 (145): b«1BDB 1 »n i>m
B'jMsm m'amin ni^oa in i* »im* i»ssa unit
n»n k*i ,i»aan k*i m^an *> B»a*3B u*»tt r> ,D**mnn
ii«wtf na"r mias isa* a> »b ,»-ra *<?* na-i -osa* n*Bit
iu»3 ns »bb o»a*a»m hi*b:t na«»an* -pi* n*n 73 >si .situ
TO laion job*** "m *s ia> >a> 7*asrr >ib** »ns ,»mifn
u»an> p-rpiai i> Banns ?* nn»n .a^nsia nn»o**n m*B:r
Tin* ,-iBoa ji»\>bi .naim m >» nr *atf . ™«ti:i*i
l»an> *3ia i0kb pmii .eonsi n^sai ?t isn» ann *«*bktt
o*Bnn> *t**» aa> art ^'steam . ia*as> mpn naisn >» imat
>k hattdo mattnas n*a»i T»aa?T >»b an-i&tfAi jii^bh ms*>p
m^a* n33 *»* na ** tf-inan i»a»n hsibkb »»*»* is .aimo
inuftn (If one would speak of Him in a manner befitting
Him, in spiritual words and ideas, we would understand
neither the words nor the ideas, and it would not be
possible for us to worship that which we do not know,
for that which is not known cannot be worshipped.
Therefore it was necessary that the words and ideas be
according to the power of understanding of the
listener, in order that the matter be taken to heart in
a corporeal way, as understood frow the corporeal words
at irst. Afterwards, as we gain wisdom concerning Him,
and are careful to understand Him and know Hia, we
realize that all this is in the sanner of approximation
and figurative language, and that the true aatter is
ore refined and exalted and transcendent and far
beyond what we can understand by virtue of the refined
nature of the aatter. The insightful, aroused person
will atteapt to abstract the shells and corporeality of
the words froa the aatter and ascend in his thought
froa level to level, until he arrives at the truth of
the aatter at hand and what is within the power of his
grasp). If this passage indeed underlies R. Isaac's
thinking on the nature of attributes or dimensions,
then in speaking of the "headings of the dimensions" he
has accentuated R. Bahya's vision of the graded
continuum of the reality of attributes and structured
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entities."i Zenith is that which supports all,i" therefore

it is placed in the Kiddle; 13 * and also since he was obliged

to discuss from the mediator134 which is elevated, from

it in emanationist terms, in which the attributes or
dimensions which appear in the phenomenal world are
coarse indications of real attributes as they exist,
unified, in the sefirotic realm, or ultimately, in the
Infinite.

130 Malmonides, Moreh Nevukbim, 1:58, describes
God as niD'tfsn n**9H3 eitfori (He is simple in the
ultimate degree of simplicity). See S. Ibn Tibbon,
PeruS Me-bam-milot Zarot, entry &10B . See, too, Hovot_
bal-Levavot, 1:10 (157): t<» van* i*sfr nxptf »a
maito p'ttin - sna'tfen. (He whose intellect is too
narrow to understand simplicity, should utilize the
names)

.

131 The idea that all attributes are one in God's
essence appears in Saadiah Gaon, ffa-*Eaunot we-bad-
De cot, ed. Landauer 84.14-86.2; Bahya Ibn Pakudah,
ffovot ha-Levavot, 1:10 (142). On the development of R.
Isaac's unique usage of o^Tinan as the "separate
entities" and its relation to the Aristotelian term
"separate intellects," see supra, ch. 5.2.

132 xhe identification of on , Zenith, as "that
which supports all," summarizes R. Judah b. Barzilai's
association of on , as representing the heavens, with
the spirit which, despite being lighter and higher,
supports the world, according to Onkeios' answer to
Hadrian's question nmsj mn no *» o^isn. (PSY, 159,
with reference to Y. Hagigah, 2:1, fol. 7a). R. Isaac
does not merely identify Zenith as the heavens,
however. According to R. Asher b. David, PeruS gem bam-
MeforaS, in /TabbaJat P. Asher b. David, 18, lines 25-
26, and R. Isaac of Acre, PSY, 388-89, Zenith is the
seflrab Meter, and this tallies well with R. Isaac's
allusive reference to "that which supports all," and
"is elevated with all in the Zenith unto *ESd Sof
(lines 83-84)."

133 Zenith, or Meter, does not appear at the
beginning of Sefer Yezirah's list of sefirot, 1:5 (sec.
7), as might have been expected given its status as the
first emanation. Rather, it appears in the midst of the
list, in fifth place. R. Isaac justifies this with the
argument that its central position conveys the notion
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above to below and from below to above, for it is sealed and

elevated with all* 3 5 i n the Zenith unto 3Eln Sof.

that it supports all emanations below it.

134 The mediator is the sefirah Hokhmah, according
to line 39 above. The point is that Sefer Yezlrah's
list of seflrot, which wight have been expected to
begin with Heter, the first ewanation, begins with the
principle which, in R. Isaac's systew, signifies
Hokhmah, the sefirah which mediates all other.

i3s The list of dimensions in Sefer Yezlrah 1:5
(sec. 7) is clear and orderly enough when read simply
as cardinal directions and dimensions, but oddly
jumbled when read according to their associations with
kabbalistic seflrot (see line 84). R. Isaac tries to
explain why the list of seflrot begins with Hokhmah,
not JCeter, and why the list alternates back and forth
between higher and lower seflrot when read
kabbalistically . Be suggests this conveys the special
role of Hokhmah, which is "with all." and "surrounds
all (line 42)," which mediates and controls the ascent
and descent of divine efflux, "from above to below and
from below to above, "and which is sealed, that is,
limited from below by each sefirah, and elevated to
Keter and *Ein Sof.
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Nadir is Zaddik, east is TIferet, west is Nezah, north

is the fierceness of Gevurah, 1 ** south is /Tod. 137 Regarding

this comes the verse that says "To You, Lord, is the

greatness and the power and the splendor and the eternal

victory and the majesty, for all in heaven and earth is

Yours, Lord, the kingdom and the exaltation as head above

all (1 Chr. 29:11)." It does not follow the order of the

directions,"« rather the order of the powers, as they are

136 one group of MSS has a variant reading: jibs
Tin om muia ?is> d«i&ik tf»i mini (North is
Gevurah, and there are those who speak of fierceness
for Gevurah, south is Hod. See Leiden 24/25 (Cod. Or.
4762), Jewish Theological Seminary 2325/10, Cambridge
Or. 2116,8. MS Harvard has : miaia lies o'ibik tf»i
Tin ditt (There are those who say north is for
Gevurah, south is Hod).

Compare line 340, below, where north is the
seflrah MaJkhut. See I. Tishby's note, Azriel of
Gerona, PeruS ha-'Aggadot, 142, n. 3, that coz stands
for either Gevurah or MaJkhut. Compare JbJd., 133 and
n. 4

.

137 Rationales for the associations between
certain directions and seflrot are offered in lines 93-
98, below. These associations underwent numerous
revisions throughout the history of Kabbalah, (see
Moses Cordovero, Pardes Rimaonla, part 23, under the
appropriate entries for the cardinal directions). R.
Isaac '8 Commentary itself contains a number of apparent
inconsistencies. West is associated with Nezah, lines
84, 340, yet is described in terms applicable to
MaJkhut, lines 87, 95, 338. North is associated with
Gevurah, line 84, but with Mamlakhah, line 340. In one
group of MSS there is an indication that R. Isaac
himself recognized the existence of other kabbalistic
opinions supporting different positions. See previous
note

.

138 This refers to the directions as listed in
order in SY, 1:5 (sec. 7).
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aligned138 to pray towards the west.140 The order of

tefillin Is from east to west. For the four-headed Sin is

Bokhmah and Blnah, Besed and Pahad, this is by day; and the

three-headed £!&** is to the right of the person who lays

tefillin, which is east when he stands in the south, and the

139 This version also appears in MSS Cincinnati
523/3, Cambridge Add. 671, Jewish Theological Seminary
1990, Halberstam 444. Other MSS, Harvard Heb. 58/11,
Leiden 24/25 (Cod. Or. 4762), Jewish Theological
Seminary 2325/10, Montefiore 313, Cincinnati 524/3,
Cambridge Or. 2116,8 read: oaaianna (as they are
contemplated. . .

)

140 compare lines 340-41, below, where this verse
is cited as listing the seflrot in the order of the
cardinal directions as presented in SY A:2 (sec. 38),
recension s (158). Here, however, the order of
directions in SY 1:5 (sec. 7), has north before south,
and the order of directions is not parallel to the
names of sefJrot taken from the verse.

Regarding prayer towards the west, see Sanh. 91b,
concerning the transit of the sun: jijjpitf na »a» *"*
nil?* Di>* in'* '13 .a-t»oa . See, too, Solomon Ibn
Gabirol, Keter Malkhot, ch. 16, line 147; ch. 23, lines
3-4.

Padaya suggests that "west," here, may refer not
to the seflrah Nezah, as in line 84 above, but to the
talmudic dictum "the divine Presence is in the west
(Baba Batra, 25a)," indicating Malkhut. See H. Padaya,
Peg-am we-Tikkun, 171 n. 50. If so, the gist of the
sentence is that the designations of 1 Chr. 29:11 are
not in order of the cardinal directions, but in
descending order of emanating powers from upper to
lower, ail bestowing efflux, or praying, in the
direction of the lowest seflrah, MaJkhut. See below,
line 95. See, too, Sefer hab-Bahir, 156, and Isaac of
Acre, PSY, 389, both supporting this interpretation.

If west, here, were to indicate the sefJrah Nezah,
as in line 84 above, then the westerly direction of the
verse may refer to the east-to-west order represented
by Tiferet followed by Nezah, and the list of seflrah
names in the verse would follow a top-to-bottom, east-
to-west order.

141 Which represents Tiferet^, Nezah, Hod.
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four-headed Sin is in the west. By night, these four are to

the south, namely Nezah, Hod, Tlferet, Hesed, and the three-

headed Sin to the north: Zaddlk, eAtarab, Papad.*** One who

prays to the west has his left to the south and his right to

the north, where the three-headed Sin is. This is [what is

alluded to in] "Your right hand" [repeated] twice (Ex.

15:6): the first is said regarding TeSuvab over Tlferet, ***

which is toward the right, like "the Menorah in the

south,"144 and the second is said regarding TJferet over

'Atarab, 1 ** which is His right when one turns to the

142 At night there seeis to be a general shift
downward in terms of which seflrot are represented by
the letters Sim all the left-handed seflrot of rigor
are group together with the three-headed Sin to the
north; the seven "heads" of the two letters refer only
to the lower seven seflrot.

The wearing of tefillin at night is cited in
Menabot 36b as permissible according to the opinion of
R. Ashi, but is classified as a precept which should
not be divulged. This position was endorsed by R.
Abraham b. Isaac of Narbonne, Sefer ha- 3ESkol, ed. S.
Albeck, (Jerusalem, 1984) 229-30. See. too, Tur, 0. H.
30, and commentaries.

The notion that the alignment of seflrot differs
between day and night first appears with regard to
prayer, in the position recorded in the name of R.
Jacob ha-Nazir in the fragments of the debates between
R. Abraham b. David and R. Jacob ha-Nazir. in G.
S chol em, ReSit hak-Kabbalah, 73 n. 2.

143 This is tefillin by day, with the four-headed
Sin representing the grouping of seflrot centered
around Blnah or TeSuvab, and the three-headed Sin
centered on Tlferet.

144 Yuma 21b. That is, by day, when the wearer of
tefillin stands in the south, the three-headed Sin with
the seflrab Tlferet is to the right, in the east, as in
lines 89-90 above.

145 This is tefillin by night, with the four-
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west .1*6 The term mixrab (east) refers to that which

receives light in order to shine, for it does not say

mazriab but mizrah, a cause*** of light which receives the

headed gin representing sefirot centered around
Tiferet, and the three-headed gin representing sefirot
grounded in cAtarab.

148 This exegesis grapples with certain
kabbalistic anomalies in the verse Ex. 15:6, the full
text of which is: "Your right hand. Lord, is glorified
in power, Your right hand, Lord, shall crush the
enemy." The problems with the verse are: first, that
the right hand is portrayed with two different sets of
attributes; and second, that the right hand, which for
the midrashic and especially the kabbalistically-minded
typically represents the agency of divine love, is here
an agency of divine destruction, a left-handed
function. R. Isaac solves both problems by interpreting
the handedness of the verse as a reference to the
differing positions of the three- and four-headed gin
° u lh " ;

'
'•'•;: •!;:!:•: t v. u different circumstances: by

day and by night. The glorification of the right hand
refers to tefillin by day, where the right side,
representing Tiferet, Nezab, Hod, is crowned or
glorified by the superior four-headed gin representing
the sefirot above it, collectively termed na , power.
See Azriel of Gerona, Perugei ba-*Aggado\

% 9b. 10a,
42b, 55a, 60b, who generally associates this term with
the upper sefirot Hokbmah or Binah. The destructive
agency of the right hand is explained by the tefillin
by night, in which the three-headed gin is to the
right, yet represents the sefirot of divine destruction
and judgment, Yesod, cAtarah, Pa/red.

Regarding those sefirot associated with the right
hand and those with the left, see Asher b. David
"Perush Shea ha-Mef orash, " Kabbaiat P. Asher b. David
13.

1*7 "Cause," as that which serves as receptive
capacity as well as agent, is used here in the standard
Neoplatonic sense of "intermediate cause." See Judah
Halevi, Kuzari, 1:1, and especially 5:20: matfn TiD-rprim
*J> JM30 On *3K ,Jn>»1» D3'K 1R ,Tn»SilOK 111303 TIKTin?!
B»*»n tin *j> i* -joim im (The second premise is the
acknowledgment of intermediate causes, which are not
active, but causes in the sense of the material cause
or instruments). See, too, Maimonides, Moreb Nevakhim
2:48.
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shining of light,*** Since its face is always towards the

west, and it goes that way, west is called "that to which

the sun coies (Dt. 11:30 et al)."* 4 * Mm'mrmv (West) is that

which is received*" in surety from those Mixed things which

have no impression. *»i Darom (South) [from] di-rom (which

elevates) TJferet ,*** which is received in prayer and

activates that which was given to it in custody.153 Imfom

148 R. Isaac's etymology recognizes a passive,
receptive quality to the mJ- prefix, patterned after
zarak-mJzrak-. a mJzrak, bowl, is that which receives
what is thrown or to be thrown. He does not cite any
source, but Jonah Ibn Jannah, Sefer ha-RJkmah, trans.
J. Ibn Tibbon, ed. M. Wilensky (Jerusalem! 1964) 72
(lines 8-13), suggests that the mem prefix to nouns and
adjectives often serves as the nominal equivalent of a
verbal nJfeal.

The conceptual point is that mJzrah is an
appropriate term for TJferet as expressing its Middle
position in the hierarchy of seflrot, receiving from
above and bestowing below. Compare BahJr, sec. 155.

149 R. Isaac adduces further proof for the
receptive connotation of the prefix ml- or me- from the
biblical expression tfotfn X3D for west, the direction
which receives the sun.

150 Nezah is received, in the sense of coJlatlo,
by the contemplative mind. Compare the similar and
obvious passive sense of ^apSiD in the following
sentence

.

1S * Nezah transmits efflux from the upper sefJrot,
"mixed" in unity.

i»2 Bod, which is below, elevates TJferet above
it.

""

*» 3 This refers to the activity of the sefJrah
Bod. The functions of the sefJrot Nezah and Bod are the
subject of ongoing debate and confusion among
kabbalists of the thirteenth century. See Asher b.
David, "PeruS £em ham-Meforas ,

" Kabbalat B. Asher b.
David, 13, lines 9-17. In this lines 95-96, R. Isaac
apparently regards both Nezah and Bod as more
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(North) is that which is hidden from one who turns toward

it; it is the dimension that has within it the hidden

satisfaction of the will of those things which turn toward

it. la* The (shewbread) table was in the north, an allusion

[to the fact] that from before God, be He blessed, there is

given to each and every corporeal being sufficient for its

need. ls » And the unique Lord rules... ever upwards over

all. 156 Unique, in that He is unified with all and all is

unified in Him.**? Rules in all of then: this is the

accessible objects of contemplation and prayer, which
reflect or transmit to the aind that which is deposited
in then in "surety" and "custody" by the upper, wore
arcane, seflrot.

1S * The point is that North, zafon, derives
etyaologically fron zafun, hidden, representing that
principle of divine rigor and justice, which does not
accede to the will of its petitioner in any apparent
way, its benificence present but remaining hidden.

Compare David Kimhi , Sefer AaS-SoraSlm, ed. J. H.
R. Biesenthal and F. Lebrecht (Jerusalem, 1967, reprint
of Berolini, 1847) 317, entry zafan-. ntn D^lSJTl 3io a^p
nam a-uan nana d* *s uisn* o-ran •?» in&'ton a* *a iibs
lisai am i^*aa iidd bids anon (He calls the good of
this world "hidden" because man has not the ability to
grasp it at will, but rather according to the Will of
the Creator, and thus the good is witheld from him as
if it is hidden). R. Isaac's and R. David's comments
bear a conceptual similarity, and share references to
hiddenness and the will of man. Whether they were
mutually aware of eachother's comments, or whether they
had another common source, requires further
investigation.

193 Yuma 21b.

ice 5/1:5 (sec. 7) reads: *#id "MTT* linai
njj »na na»i ...7*133, (The unique Lord rules over all of
them... for ever and ever). R. Isaac reads one of these
redundant terms tsj as a reference to spiritual
direction, upwards, rather than as temporal duration.
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rulership that is comprised of all the aforementioned

dimensions in 'Ela Sof.*** From Bis holy dwelling: these are

the patrices. 159 For ever: support, standing, stability,

uprightness, regarding something which still is, from the

word <od, which is to say, that it still stands.*••

i87 R. Azriel identifies the "unique Lord" as a
reference to 'EJo Sof, in PSY, 455.

198 The phrase "all of them," from SF 1:5 (sec.
7), Is interpreted as a reference to the seflrah
cAtarah or JfaJIehut, here called Nemshallab, gathering
and comprising all the sefirotic powers above it. R.
Isaac '8 choice of the term Memshallah in this instance
is apparently an intentional variation on >*id from SY,
representing the feminine transformation of the rule of
yEin Sof into the empowered rulership of the lowest
sefJrah *hich comprises all sefJrot above it, in which
and through which all rule. Here, again, as in lines
93-94 above, R. Isaac, in his choice of the term, may
be employing an allusion to the receptive connotation
of the me- nominal prefix.

189 The MSS Angelica and Hebrew Union College
Cincinnati 524/3 have jiiarn- The max "patrices,"
referring to the sefirot ffesed, Gevurah, TJferet, makes
better sense. See Azriel of Gerona, PSY, 455: iisbd
*:t*x rraisja ma* jikt xaa . h-ikb* anai n>n* xnpa . ltf-rp
otp (Prom His holy dwelling, which is called Gedulah,
Gevurah, TJferet, as you say, "the dwelling place of
God fros yore (Dt. 33:27)." See, however, Moses
Cordovero, Pardes RJmmonJm, 23:7, where he explains
that the term ana? , "merit," can itself designate the
sefirot ffesed, Gevurah, or TJferet, citing the opinions
of the Zohar, II, 251 (Gevurah)-, TJkkuneJ Zobar, 10
{ffesed)-, Joseph Gikatillia, ga carei *Orah, ed. J. Ben-
Shelomo, vol. 2 (Jerusalem, 1981) 14-16 (implying
Gevurah); Isaac of Acre, Me*Jrat cEJnayJm, ed. C.
Erlanger (Jerusalem, 1975) 69 (as TJferet). In each of
these sources, however, reference is to one or the
other sefJrah. R. Isaac here, however, speaks in the
plural, referring to a group of sefJrot.

180 While the idiomatic meaning of ts *ts as
forever is clear enough, R. Isaac seems concerned to
preclude any interpretation of n» that might imply
limitation. He therefore places the word etymological ly
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Their envisioning: 161 Envisioning is contemplation of

one thing from another,182 as it says "I will envision to

see (Hab. 2:1)," for the divine word appeared to him. 163

Envisioning means that each and every cause receives from a

cause higher than itself. 164 For a dimension draws from a

dimension that is hewn, and the hewn from the engraved, and

the engraved from the inscribed, and the inscribed from the

in an existential context, connoting "standing
existence." See Abraham Ibn Ezra, Torah Commentary to
Ex. 3:15, regarding the supernal world: d>ij>ti nr >ai
*tdi» 1*131 niaa (This entire world is glory, and it is
entirely permanent).

161 SY 1:6 (sec. 8) 143.

ie2 Compare Abraham Bar Hiyya, ffegyon ban-NefeS,
38: Ian iijio 1ST -pari* K*aon nan (the power that
enables one to understand one thing from another); also
Haimonides, ffllkbot Talmud Torab, 1:11: lata nai k«sim
(and deduce one thing from another). This echoes the
the talmudic expression for halakhic reasoning,
Berakhot 19a, Yebamot 109b: k***B* Kft>*B na-TB

.

163 The full relevant phrase of the verse is: "I
will envision to see what He will say to me." While
m»BS is generally defined in the Merkavah and
Heikhalot literature in visual terms (e. g. , Hagigah
15a, Beresit Rabbah 2:6, Heikhalot Rabbatl, ed. A. J.
Wertheimer, vol. 1, 67), the fact that it is followed
here by "to see" renders that definition redundant.
This, together with the fact that what is to be seen is
not itself a visually-related cbject, but of a
different sense-related realm, the divine word, makes
this an excellent proof-text for R. Isaac's contention
that in»*B2 means not just envisioning or gazing as an
act of spiritual sight, but another and very specific
intellectual process. It refers to the contemplation or
inference of one thing from another, in this case, an
object of inner hearing grasped through an object of
inner sight.

164 This passage and its Neoplatonic character is
discussed supra, ch. 6. R. Isaac's interpretation of
" zeflyataa, their envisioning," in the sense of
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hidden. lea Everything is this is within that, and this is

from within that, and all are tied, this in that and this

with that.iee How do they receive? The Banner of their

receiving is of something subtle and an essence.i" nke tne

appearance: contemplation that has no substance. Appearance

is the radiance of the subtle purity*** of the apprehension

"layering," follows Judah b. Barzilai, PSY, 163.

163 KeXer. M. Idel examines the identity of the
term reSiaab, inscribed, according to the Provengal and
Gerona kabbalists, and concludes that "the inscribed"
is usually associated with the sefjrah ffokbaab. See
"Ha-Sefirot she-me-<al ha-Sefirot," 24o] n. 9. Azriel
of Gerona, PSY, 456, identifies "subtle inscription"
with ffokhmab, "engraved" with Binah, and "hewn" with
the letters within Binah, and this is in agreement with
R. Isaac's hierarchy. This leaves "the hidden" as a
reference to Keter.

See also supra, ch . 6.

166 Compare line 19, above.

167 The question of what, exactly, is transmitted
in the process of emanation was examined by Maimonides
at length in the Moreh Nevukhim, 2:4, 12. While R.
Isaac here does not reflect the Tibbonite vocabulary of
the discussion, his concern to get across the spiritual
nature of the substance transmitted is consonant with
Maimonides' position. See, too, Judah Haievi. Kuzarl,
5:12: IBIS BtfiTlD *a*3 »>*>*. 032 TIKI* ni>>XKn , 3 SXin 0333 (if so, this emanation is an intellectual
essence, without corporeality, existing in its
essentiality). See discussion supra, ch . 5.1.

168 The term mar as applied to the purity of
perception and apprehension appears in Samuel Ibn
Tibbon's translation of Maimonides' introduction to
>Avot, "Shemonah Perakim," ch. 2: 3101 nsiara jiidt
Tat **a mno i**3R>i i3-rr? >» -nos> kiri ,R»3na (purity
of understanding and excellence of comprehension is to
have a firm grasp of a matter and to understand It
quickly, without taking much time).

The pairing of ihitri imstr . purity and
radiance, appears in one of the recensions of PIrkeJ
Heikbalot RabbatJ cited by Wertheimer (recension »o
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of that which is received, i«« concerning which was said "and

they called one to another (Is. 6:3)" and the [Aramaic]

Translation of Jonathan [ben Uziel] is "And they receive one

from another. "»o llke tBe appearance of lightning: this is

the subtle purity of the apprehension of that which is

received. Their Halt is not like their dimension."* A

dimension is something received by the separate things, for

called Sefer Heikbalot, in Bate! MJdrashot, vol. 1.
110, note 2). The language of this passage is an
interesting mix of philosophic and Heikhalot diction.

168 R. Isaac generalizes this phrase from SY to
apply not just to the appearance of the sefirot, but to
all modes of appearance and perception per se, in a
formulation strikingly phenomenological in quality. In
this he follows in the general direction of R. Saadiah
Gaon in his PSY, 2:1, 70, quoted by Judah b. Barzilai,
PSV, 162, who explains "like the appearance of
lightning" as the initial flash of illumination of any
object to the mind: dtk* rutin *s «ian >d nVnn »d tdt
naitfK-ia i*a* la-rri n»i» is amr? d?i> iaa pnaa r*ian uis-ra
rrsioi T3iD n«!i»tf is aaa ass t?sim law l* *>*» i* nnx
i»»b* (it alludes to the fact that the beginning of
every thing that appears to a person in his mind
flashes like lightning, like the blade of a sword; thus
it appears to him at first. Afterwards the thing is
revealed to him and gradually established until it is
ready and set before him). The comparison of fleeting
comprehension to lightning and the "flashing blade of a
sword," Gen. 3:24, was also used by Maimonides, Moreh
Nevukhim, introduction. While R. Isaac does not use R.
Saadiah Gaon's or R. Judah b. Barzilai's terms, his
general notion of "appearance" as insubstantial, as the
pure and subtle radiance of that which is grasped, is
meant to convey this initial moment of perception or
apprehension, as yet without substance, a mere flash.

See, too, Judah Halevi, Kuzarl, 4:3, 213, lines 6-
15; 214, lines 8-16. See supra, ch. 7.

170 The proof-text shows that what is "received"
in the heavenly realm is a "calling," something
insubstantial

.

171 SV l-.G (sec. 8) describes the sefirot in terms
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the prophets saw dimensions according to their

apprehension, 172 and by virtue of receiving their power they

expanded their consciousness lore than other huaan

beings, 173 for they gained by this a breadth of soul to

extend to*'* particulars within >Eln ^/."s But their liait

of ia»*aa , while SY1.5 (sec. 7) describes thea
teras of ian»D . R. Isaac draws attention to the
distinction and explains it.

in

172 jUdan Halevi, Kuzari, 4:3, 208, lines 1-3;
212, lines 15-18; 216, lines 1-6; 222, lines 2-8.
Maimonides, Yesodel hat-Torah, 7:1,2; Moreh Mevukhlm,
2:36, regarding the different ranks of the prophets
according to the degree oi their intellectual
capacities.

1? s Regarding the effect of prophecy in expanding
the «ind of the prophet, see Maiaonides, Yesodel hat-
Torah, 7:7: a»nnn* na*a 1Dsa* lamaa n»natf ntfBK K»aan
D^ia-rn im»o a-n » n*n *** no am* na man «po-»n>i ia>
B»*ma,n (It is possible that a prophet's prophecy be
for hiaself alone, to expand his heart and increase hisind until he knows what he had not known of the greatatters). See, too, Moreh Mevukhlm, 2:37.

The concept of the reception of the eaanation ofultiple supernal powers by the Bind of the prophet
appears in Sefer ha-'Azamim, 12-13: mn ' atfn ^nan
nan >a B'-rnean o *> atrnta *"n n»*an o*iao *3K30 na in*«sx
*aton ama **'n ojnisa n»»oa*i Daiasaia DS»**tf ns **3Un
ai»n* aitf* inaitf ne a»*saa »^36? antfM (The second way
is the eaanation of a power that emanates froa the
supernal world, that is, froa the separate intellects
upon the intellectual capacity until it is strengthened
with their strength and foraed in their fora, that is
the fora of the intellect, and becomes intellectual to
the highest degree that is within its power).

The comparison of the expanded intellectual powers
of the prophets to the Binds of other human beings alsoappears in Sefer ha-cAzamlm, 12: D «a<aa itfsaa n**MMtoM dtr n*is»a i«*tf no o*3i D'a«aa ona -r»a»i «nian»0'*b Mtfa r3' ma* no one iaiaa<0 at>i onan* (And therewill be transaitted to his soul Batters through which
he will be aroused to understand aany aatters not
within the ability of people other than hiaself to
know, of which they will not understand what he
understands in any way). See, too. Maiaonides, Moreh
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is the limit of their investigation."e For every dimension

has a limit and every finite thing has an end, like that

which is written "for all finite things I have seen an end"

but "Your commandment," even though its beginning has a

limit, continually expands "exceedingly (Ps. 119:96)" unto

»£la Sof.m While everything that perishes has a limit.

Nevakhlm, 2:36,37,38.

174 See line 50 and note, above.

175 The theory of knowledge which has as its goal
the clear and appropriate comprehension of particulars
in their ultimate, general context derives from Abraham
Ibn Ezra's Torah Commentary, Ex. 33:21: ita* ma »d
V*s "|-na oti'p^m D'6-ian am* (for He alone knows the
particulars and their parts in terms of the general).
See, too, his commentary on Gen. 18:21. See Ibn Ezra,
PeruSel hat-Torah le-Rabbeou Avraham Ibn Ezra, ed. A.
Weiser, (Jerusalem, 1976), introduction, 36-37. R.
Isaac's formulation "to extend to particulars within
*EIn Sof," that is, setting particulars within their
infinite context, is essentially a kabbalistic
paraphrase of Ibn Ezra's "to know the particulars ... in
terms of the general."

The general definition of intellect and knowledge
as the grasp of specif icality or particularity can be
traced back to Isaac Israeli, and to al-Kindi. See A.
Altmann and S. M. Stern, Isaac Israeli, 37-39. See,
too, Maimonides, Moren Nevukhlm, 1:58, who bases his
discussion of divine attributes on the same
epistemological goal of the knowledge of particulars.

176 Investigation was defined by R. Isaac, lines
70-71 above, as the inductive process of extrapolating
from the phenomenal to the noumenal . Thus ?»'*9» refers
to the seflrot from the perspective of an upward
movement: the contemplation of the seflrot by the mind
which begins with a finite manifestation and
extrapolates endlessly. By contrast, in*r»B refers to
the seflrot from the perspective of a downward
movement: the limitation and measure placed upon the
eaanative descent of the influence of the seflrot in
the creation and governance of the lower world of
separation.
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"Your commandment n cannot be apprehended by man to the

utmost degree of apprehension, for a man grasps nothing but

the headings of the dimensions.178 His word: Tiferet, the

177 With the qualification "even though," R. Isaac
seeis to acknowledge that this argument runs counter to
the premise laid down by R. Bahya Ibn Pakudah, Fovot
bal-Levavot, gar ha-Yihud, ch. 5: **aa JtiVnnn v* *a
DJi^nn* ji*>3ji (for there are no beginnings without a
limit to their beginning).

R. Isaac may also have in mind R. Bahya '

s

homiletic exposition of Ps. 119:96, loc. cit.. ed. A.
Zifroni, Introduction, 76. While R. Isaac does not pick
up R. Bahya' s. definition of "commandment" par
excellence as "duties of the heart," his description of
"commandment" as endlessly branching and spreading out
may be at work subliminally in R. Isaac's discussion
here

.

The term ikb , "exceedingly," is interpreted
technically as Hokbmah by Asher b. David, "Ma'aseh
Bereshit," Rabbalat R. Asher b. David, 55, and
corrolates well with the expansive ascent of which R.
Isaac speaks.

178 This passage is alluded to and developed by
Azriel of Gerona. PeruS ba-»Ag-g-adot, 100-01 (fol.
16b): B "»K1 ,7lBX VJMSB *D1 ' 3* J1DX JMK-lpJ OH mSDTT *3

1

tf» mxon >s *9...*na9 on in son >a imiant jn*p aisa a***
-pna jmxbs poisrr *an ,yp on* t »a i**>9»n tittr a»*9n oa>
"1333 -JBiaBi insio ma 1**9 1 «*ji ai»on hb«k ma* (All
the commandments are called truth, as it says "all Your
commandments are truth (Ps. 119:151)." Even though
there are minor commandments and major ones, all
commandments are glory... For all commandments have one
end, and their goal is without limit. All who engage in
the commandments must have the awe of the commandment
upon him as if he were crowned and coronated with its
glory). Tishby suggests that the statement "all the
commandments are glory" means "their origin is from the
sefirot (100, n. 13)." While "glory" could be
interpreted to refer to specific sefirot, Tiferet and
Malkhut, and the concept "commandment" was so
interpreted by later kabbalists (Zohar, III, 82b; Noses
Cordovero, Pardes Rimmonim, «Erkhei ha-Kinuyim, ch. 13,
entries ttmxb .iixd ), Tishby's more general reading,
as referring to the entire realm of the sefirot, is
justified by the phrase 911393 -ioidbi nasia , an
allusion to the full range of sefirot from Reter to
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elevation of the word in all of the*. its for j t is a i Bost as

if the intent is that the word is elevated, 1 * as it is

Malkhut. In a similar way, R. Isaac's treatment of
"Your coaaandaent," froa context corresponding to the
"ten sefirot. . .their limit has no end." froa SV 1:6
(sec. 8), seeis to wean the entire reals of the
sefirot, as the entire reals of divine expression
directed to Man.

179 This passage is at the root of the comments of
Azriel of Gerona, P$Y, on this aishnah in SY, 1:6, in
Kitvei Pambao, vol. 2, 455:* 3jio:i* in»»»33 n>s»ia saoidn
one thki tit* *33i ,o>s33 ^stnam ^atnoa diiiqh *a-iid3
>3p* n"?«iiD mm ,ona 'sxdk mmf nan »np *s*bk:i ipn
3i*i mans nn»a» nn*Tta3 "nan* nonTi i*o (the natural
ascends in their vision to gaze at the sensible, and
the sensible at the intelligible, and the intelligible
at the hidden, and in each and every one of them the
iddle line is called "His word," which is central in
thea, and it ascends to receive the efflux of Hesed,
the Will, with extreae rapidity, running forth and
returning). R. Azriel. PeruS ha-'Aggadot, 100, lines
13-16, identifies the tera lai with the sefirot TIferet
and Malkhut (see I. Tishby, loc. cit. , note 10). More
specifically, in his PSY 1:4, nan is identified with
Malkhut^, while in 1:6, quoted above, nan is
identified wrth TIferet.

Putting all this together, R. Azriel's coaaents
can help shed soae light on R. Isaac's intent. R. Isaac
here is interpreting nsi , with the third person
singular suffix, as a reference to TIferet, as + nsn
'i. with rsf representing the six directions unified in
TIferet. As such, nan , TIferet, is the ascent of nan
Malkhut, oris . in all the sefirot .

180 MSS Angelica and Hebrew Union College of
Cincinnati 523/3 have *:>£!)& "sans fian osoa »s , while
the other MSS, Caabridge Add. 671, Harvard Heb. 58/11,
Caabrldge Or. 2116,8 Cincinnati 524/3, Montefiore 313',
Milano-Aabrosiana 57, 32 read a^annn nanrr -pan aaaa » 3 .

In either case, the idea is that the phrase in SV 1:6
(sec. 8): mana -jas nai (It is as if His word runs
in thea) is to be kabbalistically decoded as "TIferet
runs, or is elevated, aaong them, the other, lower

~~

sefirot. "

This reading takes -pan oaaa as an idioaatic
expression introducing an interpretive nuance. An
entirely different reading could be: "the will of the
word ascends." Compare Azriel of Gerona, PeruS ha-
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written, "God, praised in the great council of the holy ones

(Ps. 89:8), "i8i and so too, "and Your Name is awesoie."^:

In running forth: it did not say "running," because it is

ore interior than the Holy Beasts.183 And according to His

statement. . .they prostrate themselves: prostration is like

*A£rgr&dot, 154: natfnnn Tian. which 6. Scholea reads as
"the Will hidden in Thought," and I. Tishby as "the
Will which is the source of Thought, or the Will which
acts in Thought," Joe. cit. t 154, n. 15; 156, n. 2.
See, too, PSy, 1:6 in Jfitvei Ramban, 455, where tijm is
called tonri itfo , the efflux channelled through the
sefirah ffesed. R. Isaac nay aean that Tiferet ascends
as the inner will of na-rn , Maikhut. If this is so,
then in R. Isaac's thought is already found a
rudimentary voluntarism that will become more fully
developed in the thought of R. Azriel, in his
association of Keter and divine Will. See G. Scholem,
Origins, 343

.

The previous reading, however, fits better with
the proof-texts brought, none of which support the
introduction of the term -pan in the highly-charged
sense of "will," which would require considerable
explication. See the notes following.

181 The verse continues: i«a»30 >a }» Kniai (and
awesome over all those around Him). R. Isaac's
kabbalistic decoding of this verse is: the ten sefirot,
called "the great council (or mystery) of the holy
ones," is quintessentially "awesome," Tiferet, the
median, mediating, unifying sefirah, which is "over
all," the word elevated above all others. The pivotal
words in this and the following citation are ,}jj , utTia
*3 , signifying "the elevatioa of Tiferet over aii the
other lower sefirot." See the next note.

The association of im a with Tiferet, third of the
lower seven sefirot after Geduiah or ffesed and Gevurah,
was probably based upon Dt . 10:17 and its
popularization in the first benediction of the Amidah,
when it is the third term of praise: inaan ^nin

182 This is part of a phrase from the cAmidah, of
Rosh ha-Shanah and Yom ha-Kippurim. The full relevant
phrase here is axnatf no *a *s ktu iDtfi (Your Name is
awesome over all You created). R. Isaac's kabbalistic
exegesis is: God's Name, which is comprised of all the
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one who puts aside his [moral] qualities*** and occupies

himself with nothing but thought alone,*« attaches to

Thought ,186 and exalts thought and subdues the body to

strengthen his soul.***

seflrot, is epitomized in TIferet, the awesome, which
is "over," or elevated above all. See preceding note.

183 "In running" conveys the higher interiority of
sefirotic process, as opposed to the iere "running" of
the Holy Beasts, (Ez. 1:14) on the angelic level. See
R. Isaac's exegetical comments on the letter bet , lines
1-2, 6-7, above. ~

18 * Compare Yuma 23a, Ta'anit 25b: >» vssb
i»jnn*B ; Hegillah 28a: *mtD »j» »jitb» n^i.

188 The contrast between moral qualities, jiitband thought or intellect, the former considered on a
lower level than the latter, occurs in Maimonldes,
Moreh Nevukhim, 3:54. For R. Isaac, this contrast, on
the human level, parallels a similar contrast between
the lower seflrot, called middot, associated with moral
qualities, such as love, rigor and mercy, and higher
sefirot. associated with intellectual functions such as
thought, wisdom and discernment.

188 Thought, here, apparently refers to the
highest seflran; compare line 132, below. Regarding
this usage of the term natfno for the highest seffraa
see I. Twersky Habad, 274, and G. Scholem. Origins
270-77, who cite Abraham Bar Hiyya's concept of rratfrnsn""" (Pure Thought), as the likely source: Beg-yon
han-Nefeg ha-<=Azuvah, 39, 41. See, too, Azriel of
Gerona, PeruS ha-^Ag-gadot, 82.

The expression "attaches to Thought" is based onthe Aristotelian concept of the adherence of the human
intellect to the Active Intellect. See Judah Halevi
Kuzarl, 5:12. who presents, then disputes the standard
Aristotelian view. A similar notion of sustained focus
of mind described as an attachment or adherence to a
higher principle, employing the term pan, appears in
Abraham Ibn Ezra, Torah Commentary, Gen. 28:21 Ex
33:21, Num. 20:8. R. Abraham Bar Hiyya, in other
contexts, uses paT and nan interchangeably: e.g
Hegyon han-Nefeg ha- cAzuvah, 39, 40, 41.

187 The exegetically problematic nature of the
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phrase in 57 1:6 (sec. 8), "DMnnitD on ikob »aa*i
with its anthropomorhic imagery appiied to spiritual
entities, was picked up by Judah B. Barzilai, who
comments in PSY 163: ana ims>i l* O'SDitf on 'Bi*a
naitfBBI niBBtiBB KXJ1 *> Tl'lllMfn *33 IBKBn 131 13 1SBH3
(which is to say, they obey Him, and His commands to
them, whatever His will, so it is. This is the
significance of all prostration, which does not depart
from its meaning and plain sense). Compare Saadiah b.
Joseph, Sefer Yezirah, 73; Torat ha-Nefesh, trans. Y.
D. Brody (Paris i896) 11. R. Judah, following R.
Saadiah Gaon, shows that the social significance of
prostration, as a sign of obedience, can be easily
abstracted to refer to a spiritual action. While R.
Isaac also sees the need to interpret the notion of
prostration abstractly, he takes a different approach,
depicting prostration as an image for intellectual
contemplation and sefirotlc ascent.

The ascetic orientation evident in this passage
reflects earlier sources and contemporary parallels.
See Moses Ibn Ezra, eArugaXu hab-Bosem, 120-21, who
cites Pythagoras, Aristotle and Ibn Gabirol; Judah Ha-
Levi , KuzarJ, 5:12 (end); Maimonides, Moreh Nevukhim,
3:51: pm» , SHIKM 0K T133TM ap&Tl JIin3 10>n« ItfK >3 «3
fieri* naa hb&m i niton vm i*iik nai»i ^storr (the more
the powers of the body are weakened and the fire of the
lusts extinguished, the more the intellect is
strengthened, its light is increased and its grasp
purified, and it rejoices in what it grasps). For a
strong contemporary parallel that combines the same
ascetic notion with physical collapse, see Abraham Ibn
Hasdai, Ben ha-Melekh we-ha-Nazir, 207: ia*utai> iiiim
ok »a nnam in* n* vwtf ixaatf *in m*«i *|i» naa'K afparfi?

.mtosaa n>i3*t npin t* n«a» iaaa niBntfsi maa mtm
piaan n*p -ia-r i»an^ :?3na*3 nana* »s tits nsioni innai
taj 0*13 o»'»nirr B'ttinn naaa v*tfm Ttaata >* tfsan ra.pain
o»nanno n^siiii >«3ftran i»an ?jm .one miaa 1**3 aitos itfst

oi>*n btt«>3» B»n*aa?i ias nsnaitf ttb >s o'tfpn D'piDsn
na>*a nii'm nass> aiarapaiB Btfsa nana nnn on»»a maairs
na ana niuf» *>* t» one jmrnai b««bi*ti e*«Mn:r *3 raaa
.o^araTTBi o«*Bia 1 »m mas* (After we have explained
that the soul is not a body, it is appropriate that we
explain that it has no pain or suffering except for its
being in the body, and when it separates from it, it
becomes strong and capable in its activities. The sign
and proof for this is that when we want to understand a
difficult and deep matter, the soul gathers unto itself
and throws off from itself all the physical senses
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until it becomes as if separated from them. Then it is
able to understand and conceive and elicit from the
deep and difficult things whatever it desires, like the
prophets, peace be upon them, when the spirit rested on
then, their souls gathered unto themselves and threw
off the physical senses and fled from the* until they
no longer retained the strength to stand, and they
would fall down and tremble). Compare, too, Maimonides,
Yesodel hat-Torah, 7:2. In prophecy as described by
Mainonides and Ibn Easdai the body collapses from the
overwhelming force of the experience. R. Isaac's
concern is different: to explain the intentional ritual
action of prostration, understood symbolically as the
expression of this falling-away of the physical, and to
show how it is appropriately predicated of spiritual
entities such as sefJrot. R. Isaac's contemplative
interpretation of prostration combined the exegetical
concerns of R. Judah b. Barzilai and sources with the
ascetic formulae of Naimonides and R. Noses Ibn Ezra.
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Set: 188 things that are joined together, resting on

their sides, and from above then they are raised, like

something raised by something else, like a magnet above and

a magnet below. i«9 The [Aramaic] translation of "placed" is

et,190 something placed and resting on something else. 191

188 SY 1:7 (sec. 6) 142.

lea Froa Plato on, the magnet was a favorite model
for conveying the idea of a higher principle
supporting, in the sense of lifting, a lower one. See
Plato, Ion, 533d, e, in Collected Dialogues, trans. Lane
Cooper, (Princeton, 1971) 219-20: "As I just now said,
this gift you have of speaking well on Homer is not an
art; it is a power divine, impelling you like the power
of the stone Euripides called the magnet .. .This stone
does not simply attract iron rings, just by themselves;
it also imparts to the rings a force enabling them to
do the same thing as the stone itself, that is, to
attract another ring, so that sometimes a chain is
formed, quite a long one, of iron rings, suspended from
one another. For all of them, however, their power
depends upon that loadstone (Jowett: that one stone)."
See, too, Eriugena, Perlptyseon, vol. 1, 520b; Adelard
of Bath, De Eodem et Di verso, ed. H. Wi liner, (Munster,
1903) 33. Compare Judah b. Barzilai, PSY 246 , who
compares the magnet that lifts the heavy object to the
Creator Who sustains the world; Asher b. Saul, Sefer
ha-Mlnhagot, in Sifran shel-Rlshonlm, ed. S. Assaf,
144: mm sxaita Kin* tf-npri >a»rr id tnaa ' «si» niaan
n*»D* nniK n«Dsaf nam* ja* i»d*i*m . . .>an nit Ktns
n'lmna >rnan nn attnai (the Glory, be it blessed, is
from the Holy Temple which is in the middle, and
carries all... A model for this is a magnet which one
places above, and carries the iron below it).

Unusual in R. Isaac's image is the two magnets,
below as well as above, rather than one magnet lifting
several pieces of iron. This may be meant to convey the
equivalent power of each of the sefirot, represented by
equally powerful magnets.

190 Gen. 28:12, in Targum Onkelos.

191 This interpretation comes from Saadiah b.
Joseph, Sefer YezJrah, 91-92, by way of Judah b.
Barzilai, PSY, 163-64.
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Their end In their beginning: a spreading fountain: 192

whatever spreads out is all fron the source, and if the

source ceases, everything ceases; 193 and since at all tines

they spread fron the beginning, 194 it has no end. 198

192 The fountain or spring of water was a stock
inage for the process of enanation anong Neoplatonic
writers. See S. Gersh, From lambllchus to Eriugena, 17-
19, who cites its use by lambllchus, Proclus,
Danascius, Ps. Dionysius and Eriugena. See, also, his
article "Platonisn, Neoplatonisn, Aristotelianisn: a
Twelfth-Century Metaphysical System," Renaissance and
Renewal In the Twelfth Century, 518-19, n. 40, for its
use by Calcidius. A description of God as the source
and spring of Wisdom, pairing the terns v»d and ^IPB .

occurs in the translation of Saadiah b. Joseph's PSY
made by Judah b. Barzilai, PSY, 275. Compare Saadiah b.
Joseph, PSY, ed. J. Kafah, 37. Solomon Ibn Gabirol used
the image of the flowing spring as the source of
creation in keter Malkhut, ch. 9, in Sirei hak-KodeS,
ed. D. Yarden, (Jerusalem, 1971) vol. 1, 42-43; and in
his Mekor ffayyla, trans. J. Blaustein, 5:41,
(Jerusalem, 1926) 216. Judah HaLevi used the image in
his poem "*E-lohim s el mi =>amshi lekhah, " : nasn i *sd
Ksa* can o»»n iiptn ,*«t djikb (A fountain of wisdom
goes forth from them, and the source of life is found
with them). See, especially, Maimonides, Moreh
Nevukhia, 2:12, for his discussion of the propriety of
the use of the fountain image to describe God and the
prophetic process.

193 The occasionalist notion of continuous divine
involvement in continuous creation was endorsed by
Abraham Ibn Ezra, Torah Commentary, Ex. 3:2. See, too,
Judah Halevi, Kuzarl, 4:26.

194 Or spread anew. Compare Mo ced Katan 2a: j»»bd
n^»nna K3t«tf (whether from a spring that has flowed
forth for the first time...).

193 R. Isaac, for whom the sefirot are not merely
numbers but metaphysical principles, omits the standard
explanation of this passage offered by most
commentators on SY up to his time: the characteristic
of numbers in base ten to double back on themselves
after every series of ten. Rather, he reads it
Neoplatonically, as expressing the nature of emanation:
the end, as placed or dependent upon the unceasing
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Therefore it says their end in their beginning, for many

strands are extended from the coal, which is one. 186 For the

flame cannot stand by itself, but only by something else.""

For all the things*** and all the dimensions that appear to

be separate have no separation in then,*** for all is one,

like the beginning that unifies all. 2 °« The word "unique",

for the unique Lord, 20 * now alludes" 2 to a dimension in

3EIn Sof*** that has no end from any side. 204 Fron

emanation from the beginning, obtains, itself, the
quality of endlessness.

i9e See above, lines 3-4.

197 This is a paraphrase of Judah b. Barzilai,
PSY, 164: «*n* X*3 TIDS* T!*13* 313*** 1 »IM .

,9e Sefdrot. See line 54, above, and note.

199 See supra, ch. 8.4.

200 That is, according to the image of the
fountain, above.

2,1 SY 1:7 (sec. 6).

202 Now alludes, as opposed to earlier, 5/1:3
(sec. 3), where n»n« referred to the centralizing
function of the lower seflrah Yesod.

209 That is, the seflrah Keter in *Bin Sof.

204 This expression, its parallels (e. g. line
337, below), and its underlying conception, derive from
the Neikhalot tradition, its doctrine of divine Names,
and its treatment of the mysteries of the non-spatial'
quality of the spiritual and of divine omniscience,
expressed in terms of omnidlrectionalism. See " s 0tiot
de-R. «Akiva>," Bate! MSdraSOt, ed. A. J. Wertheimer,
vol. 2, 364, regarding the sealing of the six cardinal
directions with the letters of the divine Names: «R3imil nn >a* sal* sain ,1*3 lDjinns i* nt (and in what
way are they sealed with them? Four by four letters in
each and every direction). See, too, " Ma < as eh
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pondering °s the things hidden from thought, lest it become

confused. 2os For from that which one apprehends one can

recognize what one does not apprehend,»" and for this the

Merkavah," ibid. , vol. l, 60. regarding the ministering
angels: nan ts >s* o'aim dmui b>isi (all are
discerning, and face each and every side).

Compare, too, Maimonides, Yesodei bat-Torah, 2:10:
is *aa nn*

Azriel of Gerona deals at length and in great
detail with the theme of divine unity expressed in the
omnidirectionally of the divine Names in his
onographs "PeruS hak-KaddiS," and "Perus Yihud ha-
Sem," in G. Scholem, "Seridim HadaSie," 216-19. There
the palindrome of the divine Name >Ayh> is interpreted
repeatedly and in a variety of formulations as
expressing the notion of blessing, or equivalence of
power, from all sides: -rs >sa imnDO -nanai tra-ina anntf
(in that He is increased and blessed from His essence
(Scholem. note 4: >Ein Sof) on every side [217]). R.
Isaac's formulation is the bridge between the HeikbaloX.
concept and R. Azriel 's more technical development. R.
Isaac's own opaque statement below, line 337, q. v.,
may well be the source upon which R. Azriel expatiates.

*os SY 1:8 (sec. 5) 142.

206 por precedents for this cautionary advice
against intellectual overreach, see the discussion of
this passage, supra, ch. 7.2, with reference to Bahya
Ibn Pakudah and Moses Ibn Ezra. See, too, Judah b

*

Barzilai, PSY, 66.

207 S ee supra, ch. 7.2. 191-209. See. especially,
Bahya Ibn Pakudah, Jffovot haJ-Levavtfc, 1:10: VatoBnin^jm vj»a *s»d oniBtf&i m>a:i ma*>p o<*Bn> *7n*» aa>an
>k tf-inan vasri TtnaxB »»»»* t» .tta-itb 7* rtiviBB naatfnaa
iiutoni m>a» nsa tf'tf na (The understanding adept will
attempt to abstract the shells of the words and their
corporeality from the matter and ascend in his thought
from level to level, until he arrives, by the truth of
the matter that is sought, at what is within his power
to grasp)

.

Compare the opposing epistemological view, taken
by Azriel of Gerona, PSY 1:8 in Kitvei Ramban, vol 2
456, who cautions: »i>*> -moan ma-i> *>« .nnin^B na>i'(Your heart from ruminating. One should not compare thehidden to the revealed). He limits the
incommensurability of the revealed to the hidden to one
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dimensions were made. For language does not apprehend other

than that which comes from it, 208 for man does not apprehend

the dimension of speech and letters, rather, its dimension

is itself, and apart from the letters there is no

specific issue, however: while the phenomenal world is
manifest as a plurality, the hidden world of the
sefJrot, is complete unity.

208 This analysis of the nature of language is, in
part, an extrapolation from Bahya Ibn Pakudah's
discussion of the ineluctable and isolated modality of
the individual senses and of the intellect, each
limited to its own sphere of receptivity, in Hovdt hal-
Levavot, 1:10: *«m r* i ii'torr* thi »a i » as otib tfm *3>1
niK-jn tfma ox »a s&«tra ** iw*k ,

»

i -n atn n b'k-ibb .iji^it
»B»a tfnna dk *a o»«b: r> n*« B-nnm Jii^ipai ,ta>a
iai...i> iDiBrr ibMh 'ts^ae ttma A'tn^ -itfu* «m. . .ns*s
D*>afenan D^iain a»*b atintf .Vstoa nam .(Each sense has a
unique subject to grasp, and cannot grasp anything
else, such as appearances and forms, which can only be
grasped by the sense of sight alone, and sounds and
music, which can only be grasped by the sense of
hearing alone... A sense object can only be grasped by
the sense appropriate to it... So, too. we assert
regarding the intellect, which grasps intelligible
things)

.

One of the underlying principles also at work in
R. Isaac's formulation is the Pythagorean dictum
"similars are comprehended by similars," widely cited
in the twelfth century. See Hugh of St. Victor,
Dldascallcon, trans. J. Taylor, (New York and London,
1961) 46-47; 180 n. 11 regarding citations by
Chalcidius and William of Conches. See, too, A.
Schneider, "Der Gedanke der Erkenntnis des Gleichen
durch Gleiches in antlker und patristischer Zeit,"
Abhandlunger zur Geschichte der PhilosophJe des
Mittelalters, BGPM, Supplementband II (Minister, 1923)
49-77.

R. Isaac extends these arguments, with profound
insight, to the self-contained, even circular, nature
of language, whose adequate correspondence to reality
is based on the fact that Creation, according to the
tradition of Sefer Yezirah, and the Torah itself, is a
linguistic process.

Compare, too, line 81, above, and note.
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dimension. 209 All the avesoie dimensions210 are given to

209 R. Isaac's statements on the self-contained,
self-referential nature of language, and the identity
of the act of intellect with speech or letters as its
object, use as their idea structure the speculations of
Maimonides, Moren Nevukhlm, 1:68. Maiaonides employed
the Aristotelian concept of the active intellect In
actu to take the philosophical doctrine of the identity
of knower, knowing and known with respect to God and
extend it to all intellectual activity in general,
human as well as divine : aain nVir nan *ston -p* »a
1*»Kn jrn* Kin *atnan nann *a i> isosin naa naa ,*atnan
Vaton D»nan «atf is*ki .^asa nnn >Bfrn Kim ,no*Bian
na jiMt nat *»B3 *aton vk *s ,»>Btnan i*»Kn »nisi
Kin ng« .nattsini i>»Kn mis n^aftnn la nate nstm ,*atnnti
mn i^sb >afc >a »3 ,poo K*a >»B3 nunn *alrn Kin ,>*atoan
n*K nann t» BKi...n&tonn Kin imnai *aton Jinan «a...iaats
Kin *aton Kin i*k la n&tnni i*»Kn nr mis notfBin la
misn o»*Bn i*k Kin lasasa Kinn >atn »d ,>*sfran
...n**teni (For the intellect is not something other
than the object of intellection. Behold, it has already
been explained to you that the object of intellection
is the abstract form of the tree, and this is the
intellect itself In actu. They are not two things, the
intellect and the form of the tree that is the object
of intellection, for the intellect In actu is not
something other than the object of intellection. That
by which the form of the tree has been intellected and
abstracted, which is the act of intellection, this is
the realized intellect in actu, without a doubt. For
regarding all intellect, its action is itself... For the
truth of the intellect and its essence is
apprehension. .. If so, that by which the form of the
tree is abstracted and apprehended, which is the
intellect, Is the act of intellection, for the
intellect itself Is that which abstracted the form and
apprehended it)

.

Maimonides' analysis Is built upon the doctrine of
essential divine Attributes as it appears in Saadiah b.
Joseph, ffa- 3Emunot nre-nad-J?e cot, trans. J. Ibn Tibbon,
ed. Y. Fischel, ch. 2, 53. See, too, Maimonides,
gemonah Perakim, ch. 8: *>i jnaa am* is»k "pan* Dtfntf
iatf Tian* Kin*. . .D«nat «atf anoni Kin n»n*tf n» B*»na »n
Kin i«nKiii i*ikji God, be He blessed, does not know
with knowledge and does not live with life, such that
He and knowledge are two things... He, blessed be His
Name, is His attributes and His attributes are Him);
idem, Yesodei hat-Torah, 2:10: a«ri »n Kin naiK n«R 7tKSB3
thk *an nass nann Kim an»n Kim (It turns out that
one asserts that He is the knower. He is the known, and
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comprehend, for every dimension is from a dimension that is

above it, and they are given to Israel to comprehend, from

He is the knowledge itself, all is one).
R. Isaac seems to have taken Maimonides"

discussion of the identity of intellect, its activity
and its object, and applied it formally to the activity
of speech and letters, both in the human sphere and in
the realm of divine attributes, dimensions or sefirot.
R. Isaac's emphasis is different, however, and lies
closer to the emphasis of the doctrine of the identity
of divine attributes and essence: just as there is no
divine attribute other than divine essence, there is no
attribute or dimension apart from the letters or speech
which establish dimensionality in the first place.

R. Isaac may also have used as a reference point
the comments of Judah b. Barzilai, PSY, 211: inn otfli
0*31 131 *3 131H* 0t51 m*1S 133J1* R* Btfl '71*3 »D 1*1*1
It* 0*1 *7l*3 0*1*1 *3R 1B*1* »TI*3 IDtfD 1*31* D1R *13»
**3 r»i v* in» s^a ksi* ii3»ii *si nam *a ksbj . . .-i=>a

Masi otf (the name is that which reveals, for without
a name a creature's existence is not established, and
with a name each thing can be recognized. By a name a
person can understand, through the name even without
the physical substance, but with the physical substance
alone it is not recongized. . . It turns out that all
Creation and all speech proceeds by one name, and there
is no object without a name or signifier).

In context, the flow of R. Isaac's argument is
that the precise referent iality of language to its
object is the guarantee that one can accurately infer
and extrapolate from the revealed to the hidden.

A variant reading of this passage is found in HSS
Cambridge Or. 2116,8 and Harvard: "For from that which
one apprehends one can recognize what one does not
apprehend, but which comes from it. For a person does
not apprehend the speech and the letters, rather the
dimension itself; apart from the letters [is] the
dimension." This reading, missing the linguistic
comments and lacking syntactic and semantic coherence
in general, seems to be corrupt.

210 judah Halevi, "'Elohim 9 el mi 'amsilekhah, "

:

o»*iai o*nim* o«iimt ieai ,d«xiisi d*j»* o'je nasi
(several faces to the awesome face, and several backs
to the visible back) : the term "awesome" stands for the
most recondite aspect of the divine, in
contradistinction to that which is revealed; so, too,
for R. Isaac.
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the dimension that appears in the heart, to comprehend unto

'£Jj3 Sof. 211 For there is no way to pray other than by the

finite thlng&i* a person receives and elevates in thought

unto *Eln Sof**-* Thus it says running forth and returning,

it returns to the place: 214 for the things, in their

swiftness, 2 *» ascend in their mystery and return to their

211 Supra, ch. 7.2.

213 or words. The reference may also include the
sefJrot as bounded or measured, as discussed by R.
Isaac above, line 75, and expounded by Azriel of
Gerona, PSY, 454, with reference to SY 1:5: ir astftaa
aiDl -I13»»tf Da* tf» D'13-raif »"»*.! ,1)10 TKO >DHtf T3TT1
IB aaaiaa »a ,*po a> v* oa* *»* ana am* ,atrs oai
,»po i> v* D^saai D*»ja oiaa >atoiaa "ja tfi-naan tfnion
Ts*i ,»po n* v* saniDm *stnaai tfmsn n>*ait is ax
!io rw oaa *|3iana> «T3 oaa snan lfess {In this
alshnah it states that all is from *Ein Sof. Even
though the things [i. e., sefJrot] have dimension and
measure, and they are ten, that measure which they have
is endless. For the natural is from the sensible and
the sensible is from the intelligible, which is from
the hidden zenith, and the hidden is infinite. If so,
even the sensible and the intelligible and the natural
are infinite. Therefore the dimensions were made, in
order to contemplate through them unto *EJn Sof).

213 See supra, ch. 7.S for an exposition of this
passage

.

21* SY 1:8 (sec. 5).

215 MeAJrut in the sense of the swiftness and
accuracy of divine causality is used to describe the
action of divine Names in Sefer ha- cAzaaia, 12: i^ssym
iVfci O'oaaa nmoa *oa m^tfoai ui^ias nnnoi 'a no aiav
' noi matfa »j»j» oa . See, too, Rashi's gloss, ffagigah,
12b: jii-i'naa catf aftrsai ouina ran atoaa *otf (for all
earthly actions are slow, while acts of heaven are done
swiftly). The direct thematic source, however, is R.
Judah b. Barzilai, PSY, 161.
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places after their reception.218 Cut:217 a thing apportioned

and made a Measure; and it is called a covenant, for all is

created and clarified. aie

One219 is the beginning of the essences. One: the

breath of the living God: for from the breath is all.220

Blessed and blessed be... for this is breath: for the voice

is by breath;221 it is the tone of the drawing forth of the

216 see supra, eh. 7.8, for an exposition of the
entire passage, tracing the origins of this theory of
the process of the cognition of Metaphysical
principles, developing concepts fron R. Saadiah Gaon
and Judah b. Barzilai, and with parallels to Middle
Platonic, Herpetic and contemporary Victorine
epistemology

.

217 SY 1:8 (sec. 5)

.

218 R. Isaac connects the idionatic expression jns
n»ia as "establishing a covenant" with its literal,
etymological root, jna as "cut", and the tera n*ia
associated with its etymological root family, tu .una
created, clarified. His argument is that creation
proceeds by a "cutting," that is, a measuring and
apportioning of the infinite into the finite. He may be
alluding, further, to this creation-by-limitation as a
"covenant," as a guarantee that the measured phenomenal
realm will adequately transmit commensurate impressions
of the immeasurable noumenal to the contemplative
adept. In keeping with the epistemological position R.
Isaac has laid out in lines 127-33, such indirect
apprehension is the only appropriate access to the
noumenal; any more direct route would result in mental
distress

.

2 * 8 SY 1:9 (sec. 10) 144.

22 ° Judah b. Barzilai, PSY, 179: id n-iMpn *» K*m
on nnn (Indeed, all voices are from the breath).

221 R. Isaac is commenting on the complete phrase
cited from SY 1:9 (sec. 10): blessed and blessed be His
Maae. . .voice, breath and speech, this is the [Holy}
Spirit. His version, mn int , apparently corresponds
to MSS 'ji ,'j) cited by I. Gruenwald, SY, 144. Compare
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breath.222 By the voice is the hewing, for the drawing forth

of the voice is interior. With breath He engraved: 223

engraving is by voice and hewing is by breath by way of

voice. 224 voice has substance and is nothing but a

vessel.22a And hewed in it: by breath itself there is

line 1, note 1, above. This is to say that Name,
breath, voice and speech, are all of a piece. What,
exactly, their relationship is, R. Isaac goes on to
discuss. See Judah b. Barzilai, PSY, 179: j& m^ipn *s
on nnn (all the voices are from breath).

222 coapare Abrahaa Ibn Ezra, Coaaentary on
Psalas, Ps. 150:6: -unpi nnn 7tia*-iK *bo ma'sarr ia7itf»i
isnn»nD ik ini>B0 ik un:ia» ik >ipn (The tones change
according to the length of the breath, the shortness of
the voice, its high or low pitch, or its quickness).

223 SY 1:10 (sec. 12) 144.

224 judah b. Barzilai, PSY, 208: in Vipn »K<ai«ai
m»«iK man 3arn»i ?ibd ksi » iin»in iin*n (when the voice
cones out of the throat, the vapor cones froa the eouth
and hews the shape of letters). This is based on
Saadiah b. Joseph. Sefer YezJrah, 3:3, 111. According
to this account of the process of speech, the voice,
originating deeper in the throat, is wore interior than
the locus of the shaping of the the letters, which is
the aouth. This served R. Isaac as his aodel for the
relationship between the acre interior engraving by
voice and the nore exterior hewing by breath, in divine
as well as hunan speech. See, too, Abrahaa Ibn Ezra,"
Ex. 3:2, for a sinilar linguistic nodel of creation.

22» Coapare Dunash Ibn Tanin PSY, ed. M. Grosberg
(London, 1902), ch. 6, 48: a"s *» m-no ai»niK a n an
-»*k o»»»as» >» rni* -lin-rni iiai> nam Kin n»*sani jmd'jjj
nia-rn »Vaa inna mi Kin niB'san i»k*...*b*3 (the
twenty-two letters indicate twenty-two sounds, sound is
the naterial for speech, and speech indicates natters
In the soul... these sound are breath articulated by the
organs of speech). This notion of sound as naterial is
sinilar to R. Isaac's description of voice as substance
and vessel. Whether this or another translation of Ibn
Taaia's Connentary was available to R. Isaac directly
or indirectly, other than citations in Judah b.
Barzilai 's PSY, is not clear. R. Isaac's connents on
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engraving and hewing: according to its subtlety is the

subtlety of its hewing, and according to its coarseness is

the coarseness of its carving. And breath la one of the*: 226

it is TeSuvah, in which twenty-two letters are inscribed. 22 '

Not that the letters are something other than the breath,

for from the breath itself they are hewn, and the letter is

the thing itself; 22 * letters, from which issue the

the relationship of breath, voice and speech do have
the general ring of Dunash Ibn Tasla's description of
the process of speech, PSY, 19-20.

This designation of voice as a vessel falls in a
middle position, between the concrete and the abstract
use of the term *^s in Medieval Hebrew. In Judah
Halevi's KuzarJ, trans. J. Ibn Tibbon, 5:12, "vessel"
is used in a fully abstract sense, as the sustaining
fore of spiritual and psychological activities (279,
line 18): niT'oson *i'jnnfl imixri ,o»ai*Kin n»>»i
ix»?i nrraa , »^»an nnno man sxoxd (Its primary
instruments are the spiritual forms shaped within the
brain from the living spirit by the power of the
imagination)

.

226 SY 1:10 (sec. 12) .

227 Breath, that is, breath from breath, the
second breath, designated niio nn , corresponds to
TeSuvah, the sefJrah BJnah in which the letters are
engraved. The identification of Breath as BJnah, the
third seflrah, and as the quarry and storehouse of the
engraved letters, appears in Sefer hab-BahJr, sec. 143.
See Azriel of Gerona, PSY, in KJtveJ Ramban, vol. 2,
456, who explains that the first "breath" mentioned in
^1:9 (sec. 10), corresponds to the seflrah Mokhmah,
the second, or "breath from breath," is BJnah.
According to Nahmanides, however, the first "breath" is
Keter, the second Bokhmah; see PSY, in KS, 6, (1930)
409.

228 saadiah b. Joseph, Sefer YezJrah, 3:3, 111,
Dunash Ibn Tamim, PSY, 45, and Judah b. Barzilai, PSY,
208, all explain how letters are shaped in the breath
itself. Compare Azriel of Gerona, PSY 1:10, in KJ^veJ
Ramban, vol. 2, 457: ian DTttf io*tn n*i ,na«a nsa o>is ns
*tf i"»a?2 .*na «*« ^v .rsa'a en *>k na *an to P*»>n
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engravings

.

Water229 Is Besed*** Mud is lighter than clay: it is

poured froa vessel to vessel; for clay is thick.231 Furrow:

it coapares water to a furrow consisting of wave-crest upon

wave-crest. There is soil by itself, and there are stones,

and there are veins of water that are froa the viscous

rocks, 232 for the earth has masculinity and fewininity.

There are veins that receive irrigation frow here and from

there via the cavities. 233 The letters are engraved and

erected and overhung: there is that letter which is engraved

as a kind of furrow; there is that which is erected as a

kind of wall; and there is that letter which overhangs as a

•na k>k m»*i iian ia jm*ia joktiw" i»>«»n (for the power
of all of thea is in the power of Binah. One should not
say that they are something distinct fros Binah, rather
they are Binah. And breath Is one of thea. Like the
letter $in of the tefillin, in which the letter
protrudes froa the leather, and it nothing but
leather)

.

223 SY 1:11 (sec. 13) 145.

230 Water represents the sefirah which esanates
after Binah.

J31 The list of aaterials in 5/1:11 (sec. 13)
progresses froa refined to coarse.

232 ffagigah, 12a.

233 sr 1:11 begins a discussion that appropriates
iaages froa nature to explain the generation of the
seflrot. Along these lines, R. Isaac takes the
opportunity to observe that the geological structure of
the natural world reflects sefirotic structure. Stones
correspond to the letters (line 20, above) and veins of
water correspond to the paths, essences and relations
between the seflrot (lines 20-24).
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kind of ceiling.23 * Therefore, when David dug the pits, and

the deep sought to inundate the world, Ahitofel taught David

the forty-two letter divine Name, and he wrote it on a clay

shard and tossed it into the deep, so that it not inundate

the world, such that the entire world dried up, and he had

to say the fifteen "degrees" of the Psalms, corresponding to

the fifteen inner degrees, and for every degree [the deep]

ascended a degree, and the world was restored to its normal

condition. 238 Fire fron water: 236 Pahad from Besed: eight

234 R. Isaac intreprets the furrow, wall and
ceiling of SF 1:11 (sec. 13) as referring to the shapes
of the letters, with horizontal strokes, furrows and
ceilings, below and/or above, and vertical strokes
erected left and/or right, a reading that is not at all
obvious in context, but which he defends with the
aggadah he cites in the following lines. Compare, e.
g. , Eleazar of Worms, Sodei Razaya, ed. S. Weiss
(Jerusalem, 1992) 36, who reads the furrow, wall and
ceiling as a reference to the mud and clay of SY.

23 » Jerus. Sanh. 10:2; Sukkah 53a. b; Makkot 11a.
See, especially, Eleazar of Worms, Sodei Razaya, ed. S.
Weiss, (Jerusalem, 1991) 36, who also cites this
aggadah in connection with an explication of 5/1:11,
and refers specifically to the forty-two letter divine
Name, rather than the Tetragrammaton implied in the
talmudic version. R. Eleazar of Worms explains that the
forty-two letter Name seals the deep and keeps the
waters in their place: *?<* msn hk Kiai ynxa sm rifcu *in
aapi jm'jiik B'Jiah D«a>3-i«3 tftioan d* i »*» ppm oinnn
ti»b»b ass* 'Ta Dinn *jb ">» btiik (He made the earth and
created the stone that is on the deep and engraved upon
it the explicit divine Name of forty-two letters and
affixed them upon the face of the deep in order to
contain its waters). Eleazer of Worms also alludes to a
passage from Seder Rabbah de-BereSit, 8, in BateJ
Midragot, ed. A. J. Wertheimer, vol. 1, 24, which
discusses the sealing power of the forty-three (!)
letter divine Name. See note 34, ibid.

R. Isaac offers a variation on this theme: the
forty-two letter divine Name, which comprises most of
the letters of the alphabet, demonstrates the principle
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tiaes eight is sixty four, which constitutes the entire

fra»e,237 and this ls ^. rf.a38 HU habitation is the entire

fraae. 23 » Elevation, 240 like sanctified and elevated, aore

elevated.24i Elevation is sealed2 <* in yod*** for this is

that the structural foras of the letters enable thea to
influence the structure of the world: specifically,
that the letters, shaped as furrows, walls and
ceilings, are the basis of the power of this extended
divine Name to contain the deep.

The pits referred to served as drainage conduits
for the altar of the Temple. The "degrees" refer to
Pss. 120-34. which begin with the phrase "A Song of
Degrees.

"

zse Sy 1:12 (sec. 14) 145.

237 See supra, ch. 8.3.

238 The reference is to the geaatria value of the
Hebrew letters of the sefJrah Hesed, as reflecting the
nuaerical value eight, 'n and eight squared, «r"o .which constitutes the nuaerical value of that
subdivision of the sefirot teraed <p»3 , the frame or
structure, usually considered to coaprise the seven
lower sefirot, but in this case apparently including
Binah as the eighth component. The notion of squaring
the sua apparently refers to coabining each of the
eight sefirot with itself and all others, to express
the concept of the unity of the diaensions. The idea is
that ail of the lower sefirot are contained in the
sefJrah Hesed, and like "fire froa water," they unfold
froa Hesed.

239 The tera tijjb , as an underlying place,
corresponds to the vaa.

240 SY 1:13 (sec. 15) 146.

241 Isaac of Acre. PSY, 396, coaaents on SY 1:1$
(sec. 15): on «a >an xs« iaoa »a o*ina nns on nam
m*»j»n am piirti Vnarr am a^ina (Elevation here is
[vocalized] with a holam, for froa it comes the
totality, for elevation is Heter, but [vocalized] with
a Suruk it refers to r/feret). This seeas to be a
reading of R. Isaac's phrase oino nm « , that
"elevation." on , Keter, is "lore." that is. higher
than "elevated," on , r/feret.
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in Hokhmah*** and sealed in it are three natrices,245 which

are Binah, Hesed, Pahad. And He set thee in His great

Base... and sealed in thee six extremities, and faced above:

He Made faces above. 2 *® For a person finds thea on all

sides, for above there is nothing but faces, 2 * 7 for Hokhmah

This passage aight be explained in a slightly
different way, though with the sane result. The phrase
Bin tfp , or DTI tfnp in sose MSS, »ay indicate that
Oil here aeans Heter, that is, the tern "sanctified"
is another epithet for Heter, which is ono ijn >

that is, lore elevated, lore than any other seffrah,
and especially aore than TJferet. See Azriel of Gerona,
PeruS ha->Aggadot, 49a and 97, note 1; idem, PSY1-.9,
456: ipo v«t» *3P* TBntDJi on ** nan mn tfnprttf (The
holy is the power of elevation, prepared to receive
from *EJn Sof) . Compare Sefer ha-BahJr, 70/30. R.
Azriel also explains that Safer Yez/rah'a list
characterizing the ssflrot as breath, breath froa
breath, water and air, began fro* the second seflrah,
Hokhmah, and only in the present mishnah, 1:13, is the
first seflrah, Heter, mentioned. {PSY, 1:9, 456). Since
the tern on is also used in conjunction with TIferet,
which would have been the next seflrah in order of
descent, R. Isaac is making clear that here the tera
refers to Keter.

242 R. Isaac reads 5/1:13 (sec. 15) on Dim not
as a list of verbs, but as "He sealed elevation."

243 R. Isaac has 57' 1:13 versions p,o , ed. I

Gruenwald, 146.

244 The lower seflrah Hokhmah, seals, sets an
ontological limit, to the upper seflrah JCeter. The
letter yod corresponds to Hokhmah'. see line 41 above.

24 » SY 1:1Z (sec. 15). R. Isaac here follows MS
Leiden, Warn. 24 (5) Cod. Or. 4762, in ed. I.
Gruenwald, 146.

246 R. Isaac translates tijbi , He turned,
according to its literal root, to face.

247 The sourcetext here is Saadiah b. Joseph, PSY,
72, regarding the angels: jimn >oV dmi Dnfra on* »»>
(for they consist of faces in all directions). This
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surrounds from all sides. 2*8 But there are powers above2 «a

ore Interior than the other receivers ."» But25 * the "back"

is according to the paucity of reception one receives. 2"
And that thing is a face for the receiver that is close, 253

iuage was extended by Judah b. Barzilai, PSY, 163, to
the angelic lightning: on*nsn on»-i3» *»a o'jua dtti
(they consist of faces in all directions and on all
sides). R. Isaac develops the notion to become a
quality of the upper world, and the world of the
sefirot, in general.

2 *» See lines 41-46. "Faces" is interpreted as the
open flow of emanation from its source, ffokhmab, as
viewed by its receivers, i. e., all the sefJrot and
beings below it.

249 MS Angelica: j»*»B*»

230 While all is faces above, there is nonetheless
a graded hierarchy of powers.

2Si The word >sr here and in the previous sentenceay be intended to convey the sense "not only this,
but...," in a Judeo-Arabic fashion. See M. Gottstein
Tahblrab, 59 (16:145a).

253 The distinction between proximity to, and
distance froa, an esanative source appears in Isaac
Israeli, The Book of Substances, in Isaac JsraeJJ, ed
and trans. A. Alt«ann and S. M. Stern, (Oxford, 1958),
88, 102; A. Ibn Hasdai, Ben bam-Melekb we-han-NazJr,
ed. A. M. Haberaann (Tel Aviv, 1950) 199: 31 -,p ^ t > , 3
*atf «s»a .-nasi iniar n-»n»i»wo ipm *»*i tfntfna es» Vs
lianai n*a»m iipani tfntfna anp uv o'oxjjttd :?»*»* no
n»n» nttta *npn mia <»ax iimm iti n»na i»p run*
i*n » Rin pn-»D »poi»tf na >si .xma oipon id iaaa pmnrr
ma**.* *tf snpi >a»n nna 7m". ->ni»i fitfrn *i>n
*d .B»-riBan D^stea oats t»t> u* *» nis nr »i...<nBi»
D*tf >afe» ii«pai nnn jiitmi mar ib»oi» e«ax>a etf -*
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to receive from its flow."* Horth and South:855 North coies

to South. 25 *

ntfK -raj fin* *a» Mtna mv D3i*sm >» n>j»oi D»nn* o»ait*B >»
oonnM *>»«» i»*» nut vx -itfK o**n man >r n^s*
(According to the nearness of a substance to, or
distance from, the root, is its purity or coarseness.
For the nearer a substance is to the root and source
and power and will, the greater its radiance, its
purity and its truth in Holy Spirit than that which is
far from that place. The more the distance is
increased, the weaker and darker it is, and the further
it is from the spirit of intellect and the closer to
complete corporeality ... In this manner we can consider
the substance of the separate intellects. There are
angels which have more purity and radiance and splendor
and cleanliness and completeness of intellect than
other angels, which are exalted over their exaltation
more than fire over the earth, until they are absorbed
in the perfect light than which there is no greater,
may He be praised).

R. Isaac adapts this scheme to explain the
distinction between divine or angelic "face" and
"back." "Face" refers to that which is close to its
emanative source, "back" to that which is far.
Maimonides interprets Ex. 33:23 in a similar way. More

A

Nevukhim, 1:37: lHR»aiD3 JI1K*JW 1B*I>3 ,B'2B >R B*3B
<3>atBK »n*3B ("face to face," which is to say, existence
to existence, without an intermediary ).. .ji« nrniu
ds»**6i ana noia »a« i**a ntf» .jiiKxaan nai>a , *ina
n>»«» unit'sao opm* *t)a inn *s ,»«m* ("And you shall
see My back, which is to say the beings from which I

have turned away, which, in a manner of speaking, I

have cast aside, due to their remoteness from His
existence, may He be exalted).

254 Compare line 75, above. The term Tjtfa,
emanative flow, is standard philosophic, especially
poetic philosophic usage. See Solomon Ibn Gabirol,
Keter Malkhut, glrel hak-KodeS, D. Yarden, vol. 1, 43
lines 4-5: v*n ja *»n i*a *r*a> (to draw forth the
flow of existence from nothingness); Judah HaLevi, "»e-
lohim 'el mi 'amshilekhah" , i*ani«* -|*o nmaj ntfa (

the flow of prophecy He drew forth for those who know
Him). Judah Alharizi, Musrel PhilosophJa, 1:10: "jtfai
»j"i»*s>7i »aata ^aton (the flow of the divine, supernal
intellect) .

255 SY 1:14 (sec. 16)

.
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286 The order of directions in this aishnah, which
suaaarizes the order laid out in the previous five
sections, is also the order of hierarchic descent of
divine efflux. This is also possibly an allusion to
Cant. 4:16: 70*11 *jt13l ii»s *«nj).
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Chapter 2

Twenty-two letters: 1 it was not necessary to mention

the ten sefirot, for it has already mentioned them;

therefore it only came to mention the twenty-two letters.

Simple: each one extends by itself and does not invert. 8

Even though we find that the counterpart of odor is

odorlessness, and the counterpart of talk is muteness, and

so with all the simple [letters], 3 even so, they do not

resemble the geminates. For muteness and odorlessness and

those similar to them are only absence and lack, like

darkness, which is the absence of light, 4 but the geminates,

1 SV 2:3 (sec. 17) 147.

2 R. Isaac plays on the double meaning of d£b as
"simple" and "extended," to place the letters in the
context of the process of emanation. See Judah
Alharizi's definition of otfenn in his introduction to
his translation of Maimonides' Moreh Nevukhlm, (Vilna,
1912) 8: -|*mi amnn mtiM ^ann na mB'tfa ,o*Bnn (when
the power of a thing disperses and continues to
expand). Inversion is a quality of the geminate
letters. See below, lines 313-19.

3 The examples of contrary qualities come from the
categories of biological functions listed in 5/5:1
(sec. 45) 162: Ttanatf n***T Tno» . . .jnoitfn mr» o>r\t
•nm*:i pintn r*n ii>»:n noan B<Btfni r»o»s>i tttmbi nn»nn
aa'Jtfi. (Twelve simple letters. .. their foundation is
sight, hearing, smell, speech, eating, sexuality,
walking, anger and laughter, though and sleep).

* Isaac Israeli, The Book of Substances, in Isaac
Israeli, ed. and trans. A. Altman and S. H. Stern,
(Oxford 1958) 87: "Firstly, because ignorance has no
form or existence; it cannot be a thing's form and
cannot be predicated of a thing, because it Is
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the weak and the emphatic , each one has a cause unto

itself .s

And the tongue Is a rule: 6 Tiferet Is called "rule," as

it is written: "For it is a rule for Israel (Ps. 81:5). "f

But aleph is a role, 8 signifies the elevating of the rule

and the exalting of Its crown, 9 but it does not mention it

privation, and privation has no existence or form; for
instance blindness, which has no fora or existence,
because it is the privation of sight. Similarly,
darkness has no form or existence, because it is the
privation of light."

See, too, Abraham Bar Hiyya, MegiJJaX ham-Mega]eh,
ed. A. Poznanski (Berlin. 1924) 5: jie'OK am itrnn isiman (So, too, darkness is the absence of light).

8 That is, each pair of geminates represents
active, opposing qualities, rather than a quality and
its absence. Compare lines 313-19 below.

6 See SY 2:3 (sec. 17) 147 note 1. Compare SV 2:1
(sec. 23) 151. ffok denotes statute, rule, line,
boundary and portion, all of which share the sense of
something straight, limiting and determined. Therefore
the term "rule," in the sense of regula, with its legal
as well as geometrical connotation, was chosen as the
translation for all occurences in this passage.

7 "Israel" is an epithet for TJferet. See Tishbi's
note, Azriel of Gerona, PeruS ha-*Aggadot, fol. 2b, 68
note 2, to the effect that "Israel" was used most
frequently by the Gerona kabbalists as an epithet for
TIferet, though on occasion it seems to have stood for
/Teter instead, particularly in the form aao >»ito»
(Grandfather Israel). See Sefer hab-Bahlr, 91/40.

8 SY Z\Z (sec. 26) 152.

9 This is an allusion to Keter. See line 273
below. R. Isaac compares Tlferet and JCeter, both
described as "rule," and both sefirot serving as
mediators balancing between two extremes.
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with reference to that elevation until chapter three, 10

where it mentions the innerness of merit and demerit. 11

Since it mentioned here the twenty-two letters, it mentioned

the three matrices, even though it was not necessary. 12

He engraved thea13 in Tesuvah.*-* He made amorphous

10 This refers to chapter three as it appears in
certain of the short recensions listed by I. Gruenwald,
SY, 3:2 (sec. 26) 152: nssa .

11 "Merit" and "demerit" refer to Hesed and
Gevurah: see Azriel of Gerona, PSY, 2:1, 458.

R. Isaac, here and below, line 273, is comparing
^sec. 23: D"313'3 S»T3D ?1TI "p^l ...HID* tM>tf
Witu <?" ocO. 23: B*inji3 ai^nsa pin »j¥ft ...jiibk vi*7P
He explains the latter as the inner, ideal dynamic of
the former condition, the ascent of TJferet towards
Ket_er.

On the meaning of elevation, see line 245-46,
below, and note 11.

12 The point is that chapter two of SY is devoted
to discussing principles that apply to the twenty-two
letters in general. A discussion of the three matrices
in particular is out of place, and belongs in chapter
three. R. Isaac here justifies what is essentially an
editing problem in the recension he was using by
deeming it a case of association. See SY, I. Gruenwald,
147, n. 1.

13 SY2.2 (sec. 19).

14 Engraving is the degree of carving of form that
occurs at the level of the sefirah Bioah. The forms
that are engraved are the letters. Compare Sefer hab-
Bahir, 143/49: mi riasno .nearer <ism .tnixin axna ,**»**
.nna i??m n-njns jn<*iK va n"apn asntf no>o .D»n>-R
i»Jini!« la Tifran (Third, the quarry of the Torah, the
storehouse of wisdom (Hokhaah) , its quarry is the Holy
Spirit, which teaches that the Holy One, blessed be He,
hewed all the letters of the Torah and engraved them in
spirit and made His forms). On the cognomen TeSuvah for
BInah, see supra, 8.4.
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matter.^ But he did not wish to speak of* 6 inscription,

even though we find "inscribed in a true writ (Dan. 10:21),

because inscription is not yet a form until it is first in

writing. 1 '' And hewed thee from the letters that were the

18 The word o>ii for pure, amorphous or primal
matter appears in Judah b. Barzilai, PSY, 14: tf«tf msnmm teats n»o»n^ its ia **i ip*i o>ia rihi> nat e*ms*a
irn* ans 1itf>a Kip an (There is also aeong creatures
something that is amorphous eatter and body, that has
the power to be self-subsistent , and which is called
"substance" (ini'a) in Arabic). See, also, Judah b.
Barzilai, PSY, 211. It was the tere of choice for
Maimonides to represent primal matter throughout
HiJkhot Yesodei hat-Torah: 2:3; 3:10; 4:6,7. R. Azriel
continues use of this term for primal matter {PSV, 151,
lines 15, 16).

Among the kabbalists, Binah is associated with the
philosophical category of primal matter, Hokhmah with
primal form. See Azriel of Gerona, PeruS ba-*Aggadot,
151, note 7, where Tishbi observes that for the Gerona
Circle, based on the teachings of R. Isaac, tohu
corresponds to Hokhmah, bohu corresponds to Binah. See
below, lines 218-20. See Nahmanides, Torah Commentary,
Gen. 1:1, Azriel of Gerona, PSY 1:11, 457; 2:6, 459,
and especially R. Jacob ben Sheshet, MeSIv Devarim
Nekhohim, ch. 9 (32a-33b, 120; 37b-38a, 129), who, as
Tishbi notes, consciously cites Abraham bar Hiyya,
Begyon han-NefeS, ed. G. Wigoder, (Jerusalem. 1971) 42,
and n. 20, for the identification of tohu with primal
matter and bohu with primal form.

In R. Isaac's scheme, according to the passage
under discussion, TeSuvah or Binah is not itself
identical with primal matter. It is the act of
engraving letters within TeSuvah that creates primal
matter per se.

is Judeo-Arabic philosophic usage of the
preposition id . See M. Gottstein, Tahbirah, 96, 6.a,b.

17 Inscription is the carving activity appropriate
to the Sefirah Hokhmah. Even though the verse Dan.
10:21 seems to imply that the forms of the letters
apply to Hokhmah, that is, they are inscribed,
nonetheless they remain hidden until they are engraved
in Binah.

R. Isaac is addressing the exegetical issue that
SY begins its account of the process of creation via
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prior foundation, is engraved in Teshuvah, after the Baking

of the boundaries" by the engraving that followed the

inscribing. Be weighed thee, this against that, in order to

couple then to nake fruits, for it is impossible that there

emanate one thing from another without a plumbline.** And

exchanged them: exchange is included in transformation, ** as

carving with the action of engraving, rather than the
prior and more subtle action of inscribing. See supra,
ch. 6.

18 See above, line 20; SY 1.2 (sec. 2).

19 See Azriel of Gerona, Perush ha->Aggadot, 89,
lines 7-17, who explains that "boundary" is the first
step and minimum degree of differentiation in the
creation of form.

20 Compare Abraham Bar Hiyya, ffegyon han-NefeS,
ch. 1, 42-43, where the relationship between amorphous
matter and form is compared to the plumbline-and-chaos

,

plumb bob-and-substance image of Is. 34:11.
Perhaps this passage should read "for it is

impossible that there emanate one thing from another
without weights (jn^ptfa)." This would mean that the
descending process of creation by emanation can only
occur through a progressive weighing-down and
materialization. That is, in a very literal sense,
emanation, as progressive corporealization, involves an
increase in the "weight" of the emanating entity with
respect to its source. No MSS have this reading,
however

.

21 The term "transformation ( ip>n ). does not
appear in SY 2 : 2 (sec. 19). The digression which
follows, comparing the term amen . exchange, with
»p>n, transformation, apparently derives partly from
their association in the biblical verse Lev. 27:10 and
Its explication in TemuraJi 9a, where these two terms
are compared and contrasted.

While the sensibility to distinguish these two
terms may be supported by the talmudic passage. P..
Isaac does not adopt their actual talmudic definitions
Rather, in the ensuing passage, to line 180, the
technical differences he defines among various Hebrew
terms for "change" reflect, in part, conceptual
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it is written: "the rain has transformed and gone (Cant

distinctions used by Abraham Bar Hiyya. See MegMJat
ham-Megalleh, 5-6, especially 5, lines 7-12 and
following: »bia *» D«T3i»?t fl»Bi>nn >a ksbh nin iitti ibi
RiWn an* *»** 0M»a» bsd b*» .B»f»n nm»>tf* B*p*na nn'S'n
hb*oki nipon jit'b* btw* d«»»j» ons *»»i .nnxxoaa mm
nm» i> vial nan dttd tf»i .attttfn *>i mis art* i»m mir
Rim in»npB3i iiiitsDsa ma *i*n *3* a-ns hb*&s is t»*i
'SWlHD THK 1*K1 DADS K1-IA *JJ 3>31 J1ST3 XSD J 1 1TI»*K 1B*0J
. i»>» D^itf K^n 1«>* a**B «|"»*n (In this Banner you find
that all the changes that can affect corporeal
creatures are divided into three categories. Some of
then have aspects that have perceptible substance and
form among existents. Some of them involve the loss of
accidents and absenting of form, and have neither form
nor perceptible substance. And some of them involve a
thing that has no form nor the absence of form, but
depends rather upon existents and their accidents, and
is associated with them in the mind and the heart,
while none of the perceptible aspect of corporeality
reach or prevail over it). See, too, Hegyon han-NefeS,
46: *» mis ** aii3B sib^iiiibi n^j^Ana. . .n'tf^tfn n-nxn
B3*ki mm* rnisi D»itei>i nmsn hk vctiBB ma -d*3tt » :«f

misn tir va»ma itibi .7i**-t*?t* r>i sii« s«m^ B»>ia*
ttjiik TB'tfBD i»ri am it b*>»"iibi (The third kind of
form. . .transmutes and transforms from form to form in
two ways. Some divest a form and put on another form,
and are unable to expand or enlarge their form. Others
expand their form and enlarge it and do not divest it).
See the entire discussion, in which he examines the
subject of categories of change at great length, 38-50.
In the course of his discussions, Bar Hiyya uses the
terms *p^n .tt-ubji , but more or less interchangeably,
not in the consist manner in which R. Isaac tries to
define them. Compare, too, Joseph Ibn Zaddik, Sefer
c01am hak-Katan, ed. S. Horovitz (Breslau, 1903) 9-15
for a similar discussion.

While R. Isaac's own discussion does not follow
Bar Hiyya's or Ibn Zaddik's in all respects, there is,
nonetheless, a general commonality in their empirical
interest in distinguishing various categories of the
phenomenon of change. More specifically, R. Isaac puts
to use Bar Hiyya's conceptual distinction between
substantive change versus a change in accidental
qualities, a distinction based, in turn, on
straightforward Aristotelian doctrine, particularly
Aristotle's differentiation between between changes of
substance and changes of qualities, in On Generation
and Corruption, 1.4, 319b-320a. Even the illustrative
examples of change used by Ibn Zaddik, such as the rain
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2:11)." For with respect to the rain, which is sent forth

fron its cause and returns, as it is written, "unless it has

done what I please (Is. 55:11)," "transformed" is written,

for it returns to its amorphous matter,« and it is possible

for it to perform its mission?* another time by

transformation: if a coarse rain is materialized, or a

subtle rain. «* But transformation is not included in

exchange," for transformation is a thing that changes from

cycle, which R. Isaac uses as well, come originally
from Aristotle.

In sum, R. Isaac explains the term "exchange" inSY on the basis of its appearance in the biblical
verse, as expounded in the Talmud in a halakhic
context, and placed in an Aristotelian conceptual
framework supplied by Bar Hiyya, and possibly other
philosophical sources such as Ibn Zaddik. From Jewish
traditional sources he gets the terminological
distinctions. From philosophic sources he gets the
matching conceptual differences which flesh out his
definitions of the terms.

22 See above, note 15.

^

23 The choice of the terms "sent forth," "returns"
and "mission" in this sentence was also suggested by
the verse Is. 55:11.

24 The idea is that "transformation" involves a
complete change In the subject. The rain that reappears
after a period of formlessness may have an entirely
different form than the original manifestation.

See Joseph Ibn Zaddik, Sefer cO!am hak-Katan, ed
S. Horovitz (Breslau, 1903) 14, for a similar example
of the change from form to formlessness and back to
form, drawn from the example of the water and rain
cycle. Whether R. Isaac was acquainted with this work
is unclear. See the editor's introduction, xiii, n. 57
where Horovitz cited various suggestions as to the
identity of the translator, including Nahum ha-
Ma c aravi, a later contemporary of R. Isaac's.

28 Exchange is a more restrictive category within
transformation. Compare Aristotelian logic, Prior
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its root, as it is written, "like a garment You shall

transform them, and they shall be transformed (Ps. 102:27),"

"a transfer of clothes (Gen. 45:22)," "all transient ones

(Prv. 31:8)," for they change from their root. 2 « But change

is the changing of a thing from dimension to dimension and

from color to color27 and from place to place. 2 * Exchange is

like a king who has arrived at the limit of his reign, and

they remove him from his kingdom and another rules in his

stead, better than him2 ** or similar to him. For exchange

goes from cause to cause and from generation to generation,

like David, upon whom was bestowed the majesty of kingship,

and that agencyso operated until the completion of his

Analytics, 25a lines 23-25. See, too, R. Judah b.
Barzilai PSY, 181: "All voice is not speech, but all
speech is voice; and all voice is from breath, but all
breath is not from voice."

26 To evoke R. Isaac's flexible use of the term
«l>n, synonyms based on the prefix trans- have been
used. All trans- words in this passage translate forms
of the word tj>n . The idea is that *\fn connotes
essential change in a single, persisting subject, the
people of Ps. 102:27, the genus "clothing" of Gen.
45:22, and the mortals of Prv. 31:8. By contrast, the
term misji , "exchange," refers to a change of
subjects. Transformation is the more essential form of
change, and therefore the sore inclusive category.

27 Change of color is one of the examples of
inessential change offered by Abraham Bar Hiyya,
Meglllat ham-Megalleh, 5.

28 Change of place as a form of change is
discussed at length by Abraham Bar Hiyya, Hegyon han-
NefeS. 46-48.

29 1 Sam. 15:28.

30 Samuel Ibn Tibbon in his translation of
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allotted destiny arrived. After that began the kingdom of

Solomon, upon whoa was bestowed the majesty of kingship that

was given to his father, until the completion of his

allotted destiny, and this one was exchanged for that one.

So, too, is the matter of the fluctuating, 31 extending32

letters, and therefore it says "exchanged them," and not

"transformed them."33

And He combined them: Thus far, it spoke of the upper

world. 3 * Now, it speaks of that place from which the

separate entities are affected33 by the extension36 of the

Maimonides* Moreh Nevukhim, 2:12, uses the term *»ib in
the sense of agent or cause, in the generic sense. So,
too, does Jacob b. Reuven, Afllhamot HaS-Sem, 179 et
passim.

31 See line 214, below.

32 See line 158 above.

33 The letters themselves do not change or
transform, rather, one letter replaces another to
create different effects. Therefore SJT s use of the
term "exchange" is appropriate and precise.

34 See supra, ch. 5.3, regarding the sources for
R. Isaac's concept of the upper world in his Commentary
on Sefer Yezirah, as the world of sefirotic unity, in
contrast to the world of the separate entities; and as
compared with his tripartite system of worlds in his
gloss on the first chapter of Genesis, in MS JTS 1887,
fol. 29a-b.

38 The term *s»a was used in this sense by Ibn
Tibbon in his translation of Judah Halevi's Kuzari,
5:10, 20; and by Judah Alharizi, in Maimonides 1 Moreh
Nevukhlm, 1:51.

36 See Bahya Ibn Pakudah, ffovot hal-LevavoX, 8:4:
nun »1&«0B1 (the extension of the sphere). See J.
Rlatzkin, Thesaurus PbiJosophlcus, 221, entry 2.
Compare Judah Alharizi's definition of snmtfenn as "when
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letters. Combined thee: He coupled them37 many times. It

varied the terminology, saying weighed thee and combined

thee, for both are an aspect of coupling, according to their

innerness, as in the case of inscription, which is lore

interior than engraving, and engraving which is lore

interior than hewing. So, too, weighing is lore interior

than exchange, and exchange than combination. As in the case

of flames, as long as they are separate, there is no ability

to accomplish an act, until they are all joined with the

coal. So too with a tree: each single branch has no

strength, each one on its own, except by their joining this

one with that one, and this one within that one. Combination

itself, as mentioned, is applied to everything that has been

mentioned, 3« for nothing is joined without combination. For

he wanted to speak by degrees and in order of primacy. For

first He made men and then women. First He made Jacob and

Esau, with a woman on this side and a woman on that side,

and He weighed who was fit to be the mate of this one and

who the mate of that one,as and this is the weighing: after

this shall be that, and after this shall be that. Thus, from

the power of a thing spreads and continually extends,"
in his introductory lexicon to Maimonides' MoreJ]

Nevukhim.

37 Judah b. Barzilai, PSY, 215, speaks of the
procedure of weighing, combining and exchanging of
letters as a "coupling (an*?)."

38 The examples given above, the flame needing to
be joined to the coal for effectiveness, the parts of a
tree needing to be joined together for strength, are
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the first were created all the souls that would exist in the

future, «« and all the forms that would receive spirit in the

future.**

all illustrations of the principle of combination.

38 Bava Batra, 123a. Sota, 2a. Midrash Gen. R. t

68.

40 R. Isaac is commenting on the passage from SY
2:2, 4 (sec. 19), which reads ^si ms»n *s 0b 3 ona nan
iis^r TJian (Re formed in them the souls of all
creatures and the souls of all that would be formed in
the future). Thus he comments on both "souls" and
"forms," reflecting the terms of the passage. He
accentuates the Neoplatonic quality that is already
apparent in the passage. Also underlying his language
and formulation seems to be Rashi's gloss to Avodah
Zarah 5a: "The descendant of David shall not come until
all the souls of the body have been consumed." Rashi
comments: mattsn *s nsn a«0Knaai «p* iatfi tf» nan*
Dtf* DSJiJi n^in* jnT»na>n (There is a storehouse, and its
name is "body," and from the beginning were created all
the souls that are to be born in the future, and they
were placed there). Compare Niddah 13b. See Judah b.
Barzllai's summary of commentaries on these talmudic
dicta and related midrashic sources, PSY, 208. Compare
Rashi, Gen. 1:14, based on Gen. R. 1:19, that all
creatures were created on the first day, and put in
place on their appropriate succeeding days.

R. Isaac's point is that SY depicts the divine
activity of "combination" as part of the preparatory
process of creation, operating with the souls and forms
before they become fully manifest in creatures, a
position supported by traditional and philosophic
theories of cosmogony. See, e. g. t Abraham Bar Hiyya,
AfegJJJat ham-Megalleh, 8-10; 17-19, and see following
note

.

41 This is a statement of the principle of
creation as a process proceeding from potential to
actual couched in philosophic terms picked up from SY
2:2,4 (sec. 19), and supported by mainstream
Neoplatonic doctrine. Abraham Bar Hiyya, Meg-JJJat ham-
MegaJJeh, 17-19 says specifically that it is the form
of a thing that has prior existence In potentJa, to be
actualized at a later time; for example (17): nan *a
n*nna im-iaa nn»n imam imistf niti «nn *aa itso an na-n
dmi>d imxas ti'ttj inp'm atinn van tf-iitfi (regarding
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And Hi* forni'd In thea, 45 TiTt Mu-» ]<inguii£i* of figure

and form. In them, In Ihe letters themselves He made a form,

in order to form another form from it below. 43 So, too, each

and every thing is cause from cause, until it arrives at the

separate entities, which are below the ten sefirot, and the

separate entities suck from them like fruits of the tree

until the end of the completion of their ripening. With the

completion of their ripening, they fall from the place of

their sucking and in their place others are regenerated in

their stead. 44 Sometimes those which fall, fall in a place

such that they make great trees that issue forth their

each and every thing that exists in every generation,
its form and image were created at first, the root of
the species and its essence existed from before). See,
too, Hegyon han-NefeS, ch. 1, 40-43. Bar Hiyya notes
that this theory of cosmogony is both the prevailing
gentile philosophic view, and a view consonant with,
even based upon, Torah tradition (Ibid. 41, and note
19, where G. Wigoder notes the Neoplatonic provenance
of this theory)

.

R. Isaac's formulation, picking up on the precise
word-choice of the passage from SY and its double
structure ("He formed the souls of creatures, and all
that would be formed in the future") has the effect of
highlighting the parallelism and agreement between a
traditional Jewish conception of the pre-existence of
souls, based on midrashic sources, cited by Rashi, and
the mainstream Platonic, Neoplatonic and Aristotelian
doctrine of the pre-existence of abstract forms.

4 « 5f2:2,4 (sec. 19).

43 While the preposition |aa in SY itself should
probably be translated "with them," "with" the letters,
R. Isaac reads it in terms of his overall Neoplatonic
conception of an imbedded hierarchy of ontological
levels, one level nested within another, forms within
letters within sefirot. See supra, ch. 5.

44 For an analysis of this passage, see supra, ch.
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fruit, and so too with their fruit and the fruit of their

fruit forever: each one according to the level of the place

of its sucking, which was its cause, by virtue of its

importance and the importance of its fruit.* 5 That are to be

foraed in the future: these are the spirits, which are

subtle essences bound in one place.46 All of thea were aade

5.1.
R. Isaac uses the iaage of fruit to represent the

"separate entities": the falling of the fruit froa the
tree expresses the notion of separation from the
source, as well as from eachother.

48 The notion that beings can be graded in their
perfection according to the level or position of their
attachment to the emanated hierarchy can be found in
Isaac Israeli's "Book of Substances," Isaac Israeli,
93-95; and in Abraham Ibn Hasdai , Ben baa-Melekh we-
han-Nazir, 200: anp -mi* O'BJianB n»n»tf na *atf «asa
ititi in n*na mi< n*n* iianni »i>3'ai mponi tfntfna
*ai .amn oipan to iibq pima n»n* -ntfiw tftpri nna *ubk
Vd&tt tmid pirn -ixn»i ntfni tfi>n nm » Kin pma voi»tf na
oats in> u> *•> ttth nr *an...niB*n m&tf&n *k an?i
.D»"n»an D'^aton (Because the closer an essence is to
the root, source, power and will, the brighter and
purer and more true it is in Holy Spirit than that
which is further from that place. The more something
increases its distance, the weaker and more benighted
it is, the further it is from the spirit of intellect
and the closer It is to complete corporeality ... In this
manner we should compare the essence of the separate
intellects) .

46 This is an allusion to 1 Sam. 25:29, based on
the teras of SY 2:2 (sec. 19), -list* . . .niX'n. . .ixi
defined not only as "to fore" but "to tie, bind," «ns .

The verse associates binding with the condition of the
soul, and R. Isaac plays on this meaning. Behind this
interpretation may lie the passage from the midrash
Eccles. R. 8:11: m-» isi»i [a" » Tfiar] 3»ji3 *a*an i"k
nn*7Mf ii*a ia k>i*«k* , i»i*a dtk *tf inn is , ianpa dtk
laipa tt3*>*bi n*oia n*n l »*» naa mxn (R. Hanina says
"it is written 'He forms the spirit of man within him,'
[meaning] He tied the spirit of man to his body, for
were it not so, when suffering comes upon him, he would
take it and cast it from within him). R. Isaac's use of
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from the beginning of creation,*"' though the life of the

forms of the souls** were formed from an inner power, from

something that the heart is not able to ponder.* 9 So, too,

the perceptible forms are from the power of the awesome

causes, that can be apprehended through perception ,»» which

are the vessels of the unique inner souls. s *

the term jnnn , spirits, rather than souls, matches
the midrashic text. If so, the "one place" to which R.
Isaac says these spirits are bound would be the body,
in the sense of individual bodies. On the other hand,
this "one place" in which the spirits are bound, in the
sense of gathered, may be that "body" to which Rashi
refers, as the metaphysical storehouse of souls,
cAvodah Zarah, 5a.

* 7 See notes 40, 41 above.

* e The identification of soul and spirit with form
is an Aristotelian doctrine found in Maimonides,
Yesodel hat-Torah, 4:8, 9; TeSuvah, 8:3; Moreh NevukhJm
1:41. Compare Aristotle, De Anima, 2:1-3 (412a-415a).

49 This reference to the innermost origin of the
soul may allude to to Gen. R. 14:11: mnpj 71 id* tt*dtt
• a»n .nn»ti» .ttobJj .nn .tfcj .«i> ([The soul] is called
by five names...). The level of "unique" may be what R.
Isaac refers to in line 198 as "bound in one place,"
and in line 201 as "unique." The "iife" he speaksof in
line 199 may also refer to this dictum. The innovative
point is that the originary essence of human being
itself is rooted in the most recondite dimensions of
the divine. Compare Nahmanides, KJtveJ Raaban, vol 1,
392: j»aw /B»amnn 1*30903 'nxat&s e --a"? is »o-tpa tfn-is

80 See line 71 and not, above. It is the forms
that can be apprehended through intuitive perception,
and which, as R. Isaac goes on to say, are the vessels
of the souls.

51 See Judah HaLevi's KuzarJ, trans. J. Ibn
Tibbon, 5:12, where mental forms are described as the
vessels of the soul, and the term "vessel" is used in a
fully abstract sense: (279, line 18): , 0*iitfK-m n»Vsi
naa , »«nan nnna mart sxdko im^oson nunni niiisn
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Engraved In voice: 92 in the drawing out of the tone of

the voice the letters are enanated and engraved, as it is

written, "the voice of G-d engraves flames of fire (Ps.

29:7)," for the voice- divides one letter into many letters

through its drawing-out. 93 Voice is inner, for its nature is

very subtle, and none apprehend it. 94 Hewn in breath: by the

»ns»7T ([The soul's] primary instruments are the
spiritual forms shaped within the brain fro* the living
spirit by the power of the imagination). See line 138,
and note, above.

92 Sy 2:3 (sec. 17)

.

93 See Judah b. Barzilai, PSy, 208: >ipn nx'S'ai
aitfm tpns iitiiik aim aamn nto asi» mn»>n mm 70
(when the voice issues from the throat vapor issues
from the mouth and hews the shapes of the letters, bent
and straight). Further on (216-17), he cites an
authority speaking of the variable vocalizations of
voice that compose speech. These variations are formed
by fluctuations in a single letter: *»na man *a istfn
«tt>ih 120a k»*iju Tio»n (you rely on that fundamental
letter and bring forth from it resultant
[letters] ) ;na3^ man rraai mtk hi* mai -no* ntfa >ipm
b«3B (the voice, the foundation of whose speech is one
letter which you bend in several directions).

Compare Dunash Ibn Tamim. PSy, 38-39: otxti »iai *s
n*x *ai aaai oMtfn 11*^1 vni fn*i na»nn »*sa o«BtfiiB
aa»nn ia D»«jn»n nnn D'sjnn D»>a:i (for human speech
is made physically manifest by the instruments of the
lungs, the throat, the palate, the tongue, the teeth
and the mouth, and all these instruments cut the breath
that issues from the lungs).

This is an example of the literalism, almost
hyper-literalism, of kabbalistic exegesis, in which the
poetic image of the verse cited is taken as a
technically accurate description of the process cf
divine speech. In particular, the verse distinguishes
between the agency of voice and the flames it fashions,
and R. Isaac's interpretation highlights and utilizes
this distinction, applying it to the relationship
between voice and letters. This exegetical approach
became characteristic of kabbalistic biblical
commentary.
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power of Teshuvab they are hewn, and they are within

Teshuvah** The letters have a body and a soul.se pi xed in

84 For the concept of a subtle voice that is not
perceived, compare Gen. R. 6:12: n>in imp D*-i3t '*
B1»n ,0»B»»*->B 0a»K1 0»nj»3 m»13TM 1B10 TS1 OMSJTT «|10B
*jnn io jikjm* x'nB> natfa tfnni B»Btf*m (The voices of
three things travel from one end of the world to the
other, yet the people in between do not perceive them:
the day, the rain, and the soul when it leaves the
body). Similarly, Plrkel de-R. 'EUezer, ch 34. imp 'i
'im s&tfs imp i«iti ie io nm B*ian m©a n>m (The
voices of six things travel from one end of the world
to the other, and their voices are not heard).

R. Saadiah Gaon, in his Commentary on $Y, 2:2, 53,
compares voice and speech: y »r aman ibk n>» ntfVtfai
ia»K* na Kin Vipn am ,o>ip satfa »>a B*-ian tut -ibir
o»*b »** man «m na*m .unman B*>an on B»nanm ,iaia
tf^tf lit (regarding these three the verse says "there is
no speech, no words, their voice is not heard (Ps.
19:4), for behold, voice is that which is not
understood, words are separate, speech is the composite
of two or three words). Whether R. Isaac had R.
Saadiah's comment in mind, or even available to him, is
not clear. In any case, R. Isaac conception of voice
goes beyond R. Saadiah's notion of mere
inarticulateness. For R. Isaac, it is not just physical
sound, but the underlying agency or intention of
expression. Compare Maimonides 1 exposition on the
voices of the celestial spheres in praise of the
Creator, based on his own exegesis of Ps . 19:4, in
Moreh Nevukhim, 2:5, in which the non-verbal praise of
the spheres is regarded as a higher level of
intellectual activity than articulated speech.

Judah b. Barzilai, PSY, 208. distinguishes between
voice and speech, though not in the same manner as R.
Isaac: -,* vki Kin an* mpn *d ma*n* mpn nam i»iti
'aitf* mam m** ins (voice is not like speech, for
voice is inferior, and is not necessarily lingual,
while speech is lingual). See, toe, 21S-17. Compare,
too, Theology of Aristotle, 18.13-19 in Plotinl Opera,
vol. 2, ed. G. Lewis (Paris and Brussels, 1959) 39,
regarding spiritual communication without words.

05 See line 166, above, and notes

Ibn
56 Compare Judah Halevi, Kuzarl 4:3, trans. J. . M „

Tibbon, ed. A. Zifrinowitsch, 209 line 6, regarding the
four vowel letters »"-i?i* that: -ixtfi mmia nam
niBiaa ni'mitn (they are like spirits, and the rest of
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the sinews of the head.*? in the breath are all the

letters. 3* and the breath is fixed in the mouth. For there

is a distinction between the Movements of the tongue and the

movements of the mouth," for the vessel of the breath is

the letters are like bodies). Compare Abraham Ibn Ezra,
Yesod Mor'a, ch. 1, (Jerusalem, 1970) 1: sna*nn »s
sn&UJS D'DSBTM J»i»iA3 (for the words are like bodies
and the cantillation signs like souls); Commentary to
Ex. 20:1 in PeruSe* nat-Torah. ed. A. Weiser, 127: »a
Jnatfaa on D»a»a?n ,»imi*a on jn^an ; Sefer hab-Bahir
sec. 115/47 and note 2 (the " YerushaJmr to which R.
Shimon b. Zemah Duran refers, in Mag-en Avot, 74b, cited
by Margoliot, may well be the Zohar, which was so
called by R. Moses de Leon; see G. Scholem's article on
the Zohar, Encyclopedia Judaica, vol 16, 1210).

87 SF, 2:3 (sec. 17): TMDipD Tl*DTT3 n»3 JftSMap
(fixed in the mouth in five places). In the long
recension, this section goes on to list the five
places, along the length of the tongue. See "A
Preliminary Critical Edition of Sefer Yezlrah," 147,
note 2.

See, too, Abraham Ibn Ezra, Torah Commentary, Ex.
3:15, ed. A. Weiser, vol. 2, 29: * 3 jir«i tf-npn n*> *S>ai
m'sniK! »R3na on maipa tfan (The master of the Hebrew
language observed that there are five places [in the
head] which emit [the sounds of] the letters). He goes
on to list the throat, the palate, the tongue, the
teeth, the lips. Compare Dunash Ibn Tamia, PSY, 38-39:
d»3«m Titf*i vm man n»»ia **aa a'aste-sa btrtt *nan *5
n»»na ia o»itsi»n nnri o'SJim o*>»n n** >si neai (for
human speech is made physically manifest by the organs
of the lungs, the throat, the palate, the tongue, the
teeth and the mouth, and all these organs cut the
breath that issues from the lungs) R. Judah b.
Barzilai, PSY, 208 lists the five places as 1) the
lungs with the throat. 2) the lips, 3) the palate, 4)
the tip of the tongue against the teeth, and 5) the
middle of the tongue. Compare line 139.

88 This is not just a description of a physical
reality, but also a parallel kabbalistic statement:
breath, signifying the sefJran BJnah, contains all the
letters. Compare Sefer hab-Bahir, sec. 143/49. This
intended parallelism between physical and sefirotic
structure is true, explicitly or implicitly, of all R
Isaac's descriptions.
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the Movement of the organs of speech that Move with them,

and they have a fixed place, from which place it is

impossible to Move.

88 R. Isaac accounts for the fact that SY
specifies that the breath is fixed in the mouth, not
the tongue, and possibly accounts as well for the
distinction made between tongue and mouth, e. g. , in a
section such as SFlzZ (sec. 3), i. e., between the
covenant of the tongue and the covenant of the mouth.
By rights, tongue and mouth should be one general
locale, the locus of speech. R. Isaac explains the
distinction in terms of their differing movements
contributing to the process of speech.
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The sphere: 60 something which revolves like a sphere, 61

like the sphere of the head. It is from among the separate

entities, 62 and when it rotates it causes everything to

rotate with its rotation. 6 » Half of the permutations of the

60 5/2:4 (sec. 18).

61 Revolves like a sphere: MS Harvard Heb. 58/11:
"revolves from one thing to another like a sphere."

62 The precise nature of this sphere, as described
in SY, was debated in the sources available to R.
Isaac. How R. Isaac himself understood it is not quite
clear from the scanty information his Commentary
provides. On one hand, his comment that it "revolves
like a sphere" implies it is called a sphere only in a
figurative sense. This approach follows that of R.
Saadiah Gaon, PSY 2 : 5 , 84, who suggested that the
sphere in which the letters are said to be engraved is
so called because the letters combine back and forth in
a kind of rotating motion. This interpretation is cited
by Judah b. Barzilai, PSY, 209, as an exegesis of that
recension of SY which speaks only of the sphere itself,
as a phenomenon associated with the letters alone and
not in conjunction with other celestial entities,
specifically the celestial Dragon (See I. Gruenwald, "A
Preliminary Critical Edition of Sefer Yezirah," 148).
According to Judah b. Barzilai, this approach does not
posit the sphere as a distinct entity; the term is
merely a description of the metaphysical permutations
of the letters.

On the other hand, in calling it "from among the
separate entities," R. Isaac grants this sphere real
ontological status, and implies a relationship to the
celestial spheres. Compare Dunash Ibn Tamim, PSY, 70.
See Judah Halevi, Kuzarl, 5:2; and Maimonides, YesodeJ
hat-Torab, 3:1; MoreA Nevukhim, 2:9, who speak of a
highest sphere, beyond the stars, which moves all other
spheres. See the note following.

63 Judah Halevi, Kuzarl, 5:2, after describing the
action of divine Will on primal matter, states: is -inm
dub 310* i*k , ii«*sn *A*in 3130 lnoani e"n>na ran 3»»n
D'^a^an >a ids> 330M ma* ssiKi D'-ttos *D3 (After this
the will and wisdom of God impelled the rotation of the
highest sphere, which rotates once every twenty-four
hours, and causes all the spheres to rotate with it).
In Halevi's system, this sphere, clearly celestial, is
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letters in the sphere Is trc hundred tfclrty one gates, above

and below the sphere," for there are four hundred sixty-two

alphabetical [permutationsl.es the meuaonic being "you

shall turn,"«e and two of theB are called a gate>6 7 Forward

the highest entity of the phenomenal world. Compare
Maiaonides, Yesodei hat-Torah, 3:1; MoreA Nevukhim.
1:72, 2:9.

•« This follows MSS Harvard Heb. 58/11 and
Cambridge 671. The Angelica MS appears confused here.

63 The number of possible combinations of twenty-
two letters in sets of two is represented by the
binomial coefficient formula n! /[m! *(n-m)

! ] , where the
order of letters in a pair is not significant, and
n!/(n-m)! where the order of letters in a pair is
significant, with a=2 and n=22. Or alternatively
[n*(n-l)...(n-m+l)]/m! and n*(n-l ) . .

. (n-a+1 )

.

respectively. In this case, there are 462 possible
combinations of 22 letters taken in pairs, where order
is significant. There would be 231 possible
combinations where order is not significant, i.e. where
ab is considered identical to ba. R. Isaac does not
explain the number 231 in SY in terms of insignificant
order, however, since 57 2:4 (sec. 14) itself insists
order is significant, as R. Isaac notes in the
following sentence. Rather, 231 represents a halving of
the number of possible combinations, situating them
above and below the sphere, as implied by the phrase inSY2.4 {sec. 18) ,*j»a nt»»o> *aio> est :-ia-r> id'o nri
SJA3D :»oo* nan* DR*» (and this is the sign of the
matter: whether for good, above, from pleasure, or from
evil, below, from plague). Compare Judah b. Barzilai,
PSY. 209-10, who explains the two halves as the one
sphere rotating backwards and forwards, or as two
spheres or wheels, a wheel within a wheel, echoing Ez.
1:16, making one complete, solid structure with outside
and inside wheel, above and below.

e « This follows the MS Harvard 58/11, the idea
being that "it shall turn," with a gematrJa of four
hundred sixty- two, relates to the function as well as
the composition of the sphere. The reading in the
Cambridge and Amsterdam MSS seems confused.

67 The number 462 represents the possible
combinations of 22 letters in sets of two. The set Is
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and backward: as a sign of the Batter: forward is 'one?,

backward is aeg*m. And all speech:*" if a creature does not

speak it is nothing.es for the completion of speech is only

called a "gate." See R. Judah b. Barzilai, PSY 209

.

68 5^2:2,4 (sec. 19).

69 R. Isaac is explaining the apposition of
creature, -nj*» , and speech, -na»n , in ^7 2:4 (sec.
19): -ma otfa *si» -na»«rn *ai -»ix»n *s xstas (it turns
out that all creatures and all speech issue through one
name). The general provenance of his position is the
standard Aristotelian doctrine cited by most Jewish
philosophers from Onkelos on, that speech is the
distinctive essence of human nature. See Targum
Onkelos, Gen. 2:7; Solomon Ibn Gabirol , TIkkun tflddot
haa-NefeS, (1807) 7:«»j-i3"t:t tit in (the speaking soul
[i.e., the rational soul]); Judah Halevi, Kuzari, 5:12,
272, line 8: »-i3-rn nan Kip»i onita ia nn»»jutf riai (What
distinguishes a man is called the power of speech);
Ibid. % 5:12, 276: ,Bn«*a ,1^33 o»*a omniaa *in»rr >31
maiD* k>k nn»ajj i»ki (All these powers [of the soul]
cease to exist with the destruction of their organs,
and there is no permanence except for [the power of]
speech); Abraham Bar Hiyya, ffepyon han-Ifefeg, 38: «a
na-rn »nn k-iji im's< *ti-\ti jik smim en** it* (For the
definition of man that indicates the roots of his
created form is "the animal that speaks" ; Idem,
Megilla%_ ham-Megalleh, 58; See, especially, Maimonides,
Moreh Nevukhlm, 1:72, who says: Dixn ia <rm»*tf nana
ht »** dt» »aao nnK 1**23 j»»dt i**x. . .-isnon ns xiin
mj»«J> t3i« a»n ,-ts* »ai»n:i nan dm nam nan (That which
distinguishes man is the faculty of speech... if you
would imagine a human being lacking this power, left
only with the animal faculty, he would perish
immediately). Maimonides' explanation for the necessity
of speech in man is naturalistic, however, while R.
Isaac's, as the example which follows demonstrates, is
categorical and formal. Further, R. Isaac, whose
objective is to explain the statement in SK 2:4 (sec.
19) "all creatures and all speech issue through one
name," asserts that not just man. but all creatures in
general are nothing without speech. What, exactly, he
has in mind is not quite clear, unless it be in
reference to Rava's artificial man in the example he
cites immediately following, which is "nothing" in
comparison to the human being it was intended to
emulate

.
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through breath. Whereas™ Rava created a lan, he returned

him to dust, because he did not know how to introduce breath

into him such that he could speak and exist thereby.« In

one naae: their root is in one name, for the letters are the

visible branches, like the flickering flames, which have

otion, which are attached to the coal, and like the twigs

of a tree and its branches and boughs, whose root is in the

tree." So, too, weighing is from hewing, and exchange is

from weighing, and from exchange is form. All the things are

made into form, and all forms issue from but one naae, like

a branch that issues from the root, so it tarns out that

everything is within the root, which is one name, therefore

it says at the end one name. 73

70 And whereas: A concessive clause showing Arabic
influence in the use of dki for ?im : see M. Goshen-
Gottstein, Tahbirah, 131, sec. 239. a.

71 Sanh. 65b, and Rashi, Joe. clt. The
relationship between speech and breath, particularly
the notion that the absence of speech signifies the
absence of animating breath, is reflected in a nexus of
aggadot and mldrashim concerning the creation of Adam
as a golem or inanimate mass, into whom breath and
speech were placed as the completion and perfection of
his form. See, e. g. , Sanh. 38b; Yalkut gjmonl. Gen
no. 34; Gen. R. 14:8, 24:2. Any or ail of these
midrashim could have served as adequate sources for R.
Isaac here.

72 See lines 3-6. above.

73 R. Isaac explains the dictum of SY 2:4 (sec
19) on the basis of his thoroughgoing theory of
emanation, in which all phenomena can ultimately be
traced back to the effects of the one divine Name.
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Void74 is an essence that has no form, 70 emanated from

74 SY 2:5 (sec. 20).

78 See above, line 166, and note. Abraham bar
Hiyya, Begyon han-NefeS, ed. G. Wigoder, (Jerusalem,
1971) 42, and n. 20, identifies tohu with primal matter
and bohu with primal form.

See Azriel of Gerona, PeruS ba-'A&gadot, 151, note
7, where Tishbi observes that for the Gerona Circle,
based on the teachings of R. Isaac, tohu corresponds to
ffokhmah as primal matter, the essence which has no
form, and bohu corresponds to Blnah, as primal form.
See, too, Nahmanides, Torah Commentary, Gen. 1:1. and
especially R. Jacob ben Sheshet, MeSiv Devarim
Nekhohim, ch. 9 (32a-33b, 120; 37b-38a, 129), who, as
Tishbi notes, consciously cites Bar Hiyya as his source
and precedent. Compare Asher b. David, KabbalaX. Jt.
Asher b. David, 52b. "

~~

Here, however, R. Isaac states that nnsi on the
one hand, is an "essence that has no form," which would
imply identification with the seflrah ffokhmah, yet, on
the other hand, it emanates from the summons of
Teshuvah, that is, from Blnah and the sefirotic efflux
it draws from above to the seflrot below (see following
note). This apparent discrepancy is resolved in the
formulation of R. Azriel of Gerona, which makes
explicit some of the implicit premises of R. Isaac's
system. He explains that the system of sefirot and
letters is not one-dimensional. Rather, it operates on
multiple, parallel levels of imbedded hierarchy. The
arrays of seflrot and letters appear in parallel sets
at different levels of being. In his comment on SY 2.6,
PSY, ed. H. D. Chavel , 459, R. Azriel says that tohu is
associated with Blnah. More explicitly, in PSY 1:11,
457, he says: » 3* naa K-ips ma»j»a -11**1 nsa K-ipstf aai
, "in* iaa asn «n»jn*n unatai .*n«mit »*»** nsai ,jm»»o
irra *•* nvma na ,-inai ,nB**-» ma t »** juMnrt ns at*
flB«tfn (what are called "pathways" in the first power
are called "sefirot" in the second power, and "letters"
in the third power. Within those letters He hewed tohu,
which is the power of the essences that have no
impression, and bohu, the power of the essences that
have an impression). On the first level, corresDonding
in a general sense to what will be called the seflrah
ffokhmah, is the set of what will later be manifest as
ten seflrot and twenty-two letters, appearing as a sum
of thirty-two "pathways," undifferentiated with respect
to their nature as seflrot or letters. On the second
level, emanating from the first and corresponding to
the seflrah Blnah, the set of ten sefirot appear in
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the suuons of TeSuvah,"** froa which darkness issues, 77 and

their ownaost nature. On the third level, eaanating
froa the second and corresponding to the lower frame of
seven sefirot, the set of twenty-two letters appear in
their ownaost nature. Each successive level is
ontologlcally dissimilar to the one above froa which it
issues, while reproducing a foraal similarity to the
level above in terss of the order and character of its
constitutive entities. This aeans that foraally
speaking, tohu is parallel to Hokhmah, and represents
the power of foraless essence. At the saae tiae, in
teras of ontological position, tohu as such appears on
the third level or set of eaanations, the level of the
letters, eaanated froa the second level, Binah, and
called collectively "the suaaons of Teshuvah."

7 s On the phrase rraitfjiTi jijdttt , translated here as
the "suaaons of TeSuvah," the invitation, preparation,
coaaission, elicitation of the sefirah Binah, which
suaaons forth *nd elicits the lower sefirot, see supra,
ch. 8.4. See, especially, the use of the tera tid»t in
the context of an eaanated hierarchy by Abraham Bar
Hiyya, Megiilat ham-MegaJJeh, 22-23: >nan i«*« mitn*
i* »i»in isipa >k aitf* 701 tbi m-ip Kin Ji'jj'snn rr^aoa
inp*i tfn»a n«nM [n'tf'BnTT »'*«>** *"*] ji'«Monrt n>»o
ItD'T ti& ma* rm»ip 7itf> its id niwn -ibmi ikbb
D»an JiiDipoa (For the light which was distinguished on
the fourth level is called and suaaoned to return to
its proper place at the fifth [var: third and fifth]
level. The explication of "called (Gen. 1:5)" is
"suaaoned." You find the tera "calling" for the term
"suaaons" in aany places).

I. Tishby, PeruS ha->Aggadot le-Jt. Azriel, 133,
line 10 and n. 6, defines the expression as "the efflux
of Binah that is prepared to descend to the sefirot of
the fraae. In this sense this expression is brought
four tiaes in [P$y of] R. Isaac the Blind (5^2:6 and
4:3) ."

Coapare Asher b. David, Ha easeh BereSit, in
Kabbalat R. Asher b. David, 54: .fiitn >jj «ibis* «ps)i
*» »!Bi»« «ji» itit* jfios^i jiirm* iTitaii* nnam tona subttt
a-ioa^i n-utBii* maa nn* *b >*s»» .fnun ("...birds that
fly over the earth (Gen. 1:20)," the suaaons of Hesed
and Pahad to Tiferet and froa Tiferet to eAtarah, this
is "birds that fly over the earth," that each one
eaanates froa its power to Tiferet and eAtarah) .

According to this usage, tijbtti is another tera for
emanation, or the elicitation of efflux, and is
applicable to any sefirah in its relation to a sefirah
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therefore it says "the locks of your hair are like purple

(Cant. 7:6). "78 Tohu (void) is in the manner of the

expression "regretting the earlier deeds," erasing what had

been. 79 So, too, the void is the impression of the essences,

below it. Similarly, from the perspective of the
recipient, ibid.-. ^ >a?* ms'-is tubth m^apan simam
djiVijjb »b> MBtf nnxi nmt (and the powers that receive a
summons, each one must receive efflux according to its
activity) .

Afa earekhet J£lohut turns this term into a direct
epithet for the seven lower seflrot: "The adepts call
the seven seflrot and the drawing of efflux one from
the other "summons" and since they are dimensions of
the third (i.e. Blnah) , they add and say "the summons
of the third (ch. 4, end, fol 74b)." According to
Tishby. "the explanation of the Ma earekhet . . . does not
agree with the original meaning."

77 Jfaglgah 12a: D"?i»n *?* xm vpaitf ?iv i? irrr kjji
IBMn rs' DDQil i>is (It is taught: tohu is a green line
that circumscribes the entire world, from which
darkness issues )

.

78 The proof-text shows that from the "head,"
symbolizing Blnah and the seflrot above it, dangles and
descends a purplish darkness. Compare Azriel of Gerona,
PA, 5, lines 4-5, commenting on the continuation of
same verse: ns nnann naitfan »s na-n nas .D'tarrta hok i^a
>s> .o"innn o'-ia-rn *aa ^i^s dtkhi ,*an otfsna otfai maa
s »BT7-i^ msn b*k» "a*? ,3*ama iiifp naia^?! Kin «t>a 'bk is
fr**c ts»a ("The king is bound in her tresses," you
already know that the soul, Hokhmah, is a power in the
brain and from there extends to all. Man is comprised
of all the spiritual things. Therefore it says "the
king," which is TeSuvah, "is bound in her tresses": it
compared the site of the brain, to strands of hair,
flls in the vernacular).

R. Isaac may be reading the term iba-ik , not as
purple, however, but in line with his father's
definition, in his animadversion to Maimonides, Mishneh
Torah, Hilkhot Kiel ham-Mikda§, 8:13: ]qiik nRi) '>
ia*-«K k-i?j is >a ii»asi ?rtf>tfa ik vj«b »jtfe *i-m (It
seems to me that 3argaman is woven from two species or
three colors, thus it is called >argaman (the woven).
If so, the verse is brought to show that multiple
entities, tohu and darkness, emanate from the upper
seflrot.
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for it has no for*. From the subtlety of essence, which is

substantial, is Bade the thick air, 8 ° from which coies a

substantial darkness," which is Batter, which is

substance .*» Therefore it says "darkness, cloud (Deut.

4: !!)."•» The example is the darkness of Egypt, 8 * and

78 KidduSin 40b.

80 The term "as . thick, is used frequently by
the Tibbonites in contradistinction to p«t , subtle or
refined, to convey relatively lore material substance.
See J. Klatzkin, Thesaurus Philosophjcus, vol. 2, 118.

The concept of a lore material versus a more
subtle air appears in Judah b. Barzilai, PSY, 184: Kin
mini ...>ms>* nomn i*mn mrr* D'tfnsa tf*i nxnan man
T*ik> o**atf i»3 «ipian -I'utn Kin pai vtx i*j» imans mnn
ip *x* -i*»*a jnai^n na *** man a»« >i»» naiK-s* ssnni
Tioara map ipn mas n»n» tk a»3n o»a»> nui*nn *s tfatin
nMRn Kim msi^nn ia (This is the visible air. Some
explain that this is air which resembles darkness...
This air is like fine saoke, and this fineness is the
air which is bounded between the heavens and the earth.
Whoever wants to see it can look at a house which has
windows. When a ray of sunlight enters a window into
the house one can see a line like a pillar from the
windows, and this is the air). Here, too, air is
associated with darkness, as R. Isaac proceeds to do.

81 The repetitive use of the term 00 a , substance,
in context with darkness, is not just an address of SY
2:5 (sec. 20), it is also likely to be an allusion to
Ex. 10:21: i*n tfa»i , a darkness which may be felt.
This is substantiated in the reference to the Egyptian
plague of darkness in lines 221-22 following. In this
way, R. Isaac explains the transition stated simply in
SY 2:5, that "He formed matter from void," by supplying
the middle term, taken from Hagigah 12a interpreting
Gen. 1:2, that darkness issues from the void, and
matter from darkness.

82 ^2:5 (sec. 20) reads tfaa -mine -hm (He formed
matter from the void). See Ex. R. 14:1. R. Isaac is
explaining this process by supplying an intermediate
stage of partial materiality between the immaterial
void and matter itself.

83 The proof-text seems to support the notion of a
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therefore they knew that all that darkness was froa a

supernal cause. 'Afelab (pitch-darkness )«» is aore than

darkness, for it does not even have air, and caJata

(glooa) 88 is coaposed of both of them.

Great pillars87 are froa the geainate letters88 which

are froa the great ones, 8 * which are roots. The roots are

inner essences which are included in the ten SefJrot: they

are the six extreaities^o and the "suaaons of Tesbuvab"

which is "the hiding of His power (Hab. 3:4)."8 i Those seven

geainate letters, which are the great pillars, are those of

whoa it is said "who pastures aaong the lilies (Cant.

progression of densities, darkness, followed by cloud
a "thick air."

8 * Ex. 10:21. See Ex. R. 14:1, and Rashi's
coaaentary, Joe. cit.

85 Ex. 10:22. et al

.

86 Gen. 15:17.

87 SY 2:5 (sec. 20) .

88 The association of the "pillars" with the seven
geainate letters is based on the verse Prv. 9:1:
tvusb? n'liDS aaatn. . . ( . . .she has hewn her seven pillars).

89 The sefJrot, as he goes on to explain

»° SVlilZ (sec. 15). These are the cardinal
directions of sy 1-.S (sec. 7), each associated by R.
Isaac with one of the lower six sefirot. See lines 82-
84, above.

81 This phrase froa Hab. 3:4 was used as an
independent descriptive divine attribute by Soloaon Ibn
Gabirol, "Keter Malkhut," glrel bak-Kodesb, 1:22:1 38
line 6. Coapare Sefer hab-Bahir, 148/50: -p »3n 'its'K*3nm tja* -iiRTr unit **R .iris (What is "the hiding
of His power?" That light which was concealed and
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2:16)." The "bet"** alludes to that which is exalted above

the serafim** It is written "for all,"9 * which is Yesod

cOiam, which is of the six extremities, 93 and which is set

in judgment. 86 Therefore it says "who pastures among the

lilies," who pastures97 his world among these six things, 89

hidden). The Babir uses this as an epithet for Binah,
and R. Isaac's usage concurs

The reference is to the letter bet of B*3tiii

D i rtlra i *t*% _ D J C / f ** ** s* w — K A k — — ~ — 1183 Pirkei de-R. >EJiezer, ch. 4, has an angelic
hierarchy in which the serafim are the highest order of
angels, closest to the divine Presence. See, too,
Eccles. R. to Eccles 10:20. Serafim are also implicitly
the highest order of angels according to the KeduSah of
Yozer in the daily prayer service. Alternative systems
list serafim as of middle rank, e. g. , Maimonides,
Yesodei ha-Torah, 2:7.

In this case, the prefix 'a apparently signifies
the lowest sefirab, Afalkbut, exalted above the highest
angels, the serafim. This lowest sefirab is "In" the
group of six sefirot. As such, it is the seventh of the
lower group of sefJrot corresponding to the seven
geminates and seven pillars.

94 1 Chr. 29:11.

83 The point is to identify the phrase >s »s ,

"for all," of 1 Chr. 29:11 as one of the sefirotic
epithets, along with the five more obvious descriptive
attributes of the verse, for a total of six sefirot
that comprise a unified group, alluded to in the verse
Cant. 2:16. In other words, 1 Chr. 29:11 corroborates
Cant. 2:16 as a proof-text for the notion of a special
aggregate of six lower sefJrot.

86 Yesod is aligned with the sefirot of rigor and
judgment. See lines 38-39 above.

97 In the sense of "shepherds," directs and
controls

.

88 The word D'iriif , lilies, is read as o'stf 00,
six years or six lower sefirot, according to the
classic midrashic hermeneutic technique that permits
minor variations in the vocal izatior. of a word. See I.
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which are the forefathers" of all offspring. 100

That Is not caught: 101 darkness that is subtle, 10 z

which is an air so subtle that it passes behind the spheres

and the firmaments and within them by virtue of its great

subtlety, and is not caught. The air caught within a leather

bag, however, is coarse. No obstacle hinders the subtle,

supernal air, for it is subtle, and according to its

subtlety is its strength, for by that subtlety it has

strength such that a wall or partition cannot stop it. 10 * It

is from among the inner spiritual essences that are not

perceived, that appear to the heart. He hewed from them, and

there were emanated from them bodies which are perceived.

Heinemann, Darkhei ha-'Aggadah, (Jerusalem, 1970) 126-
29.

99 The patrices or forefathers are listed by Asher
b. David as the seflrot Gedaiab, Gevurah, Tiferet, in
Sefer ha-Yihud, ATabbaiat R. Asher b. David, 56. In
Ma*aseh Seres'It, ibid., 54, Tiferet and 'A tarah are
also called patrices. Apparently the term can be used
genericaily of all the lower sefirot, as is the case in
R. Isaac's usage in the present instance.

100 See Ezra b. Solomon of Gerona, PeruS ie-gir
haS-girim, to Cant. 2:16, in Kitvei Jtamban, vol. 2
492.

~

101 SY 2.5 (sec. 20). "Caught" is used here in the
sense of "perceived," and was chosen with an eye
towards R. Isaac's explanation.

102 The association of air and darkness appears inSaadiah Gaon, Ha-'Emunot tre-had-De eot, 1:5, 34.

103 This discussion of the supernal as opposed to
physical air is based directly on R. Saadiah Gaon's
Commentary to SY, 4:1, 107; tia->Emunot we-had-De'ot,
ch. 2, 57 (...which Is subtler than all, and stronger
than all), 67. See, too, Judah b. Barzilai, PSY, 178
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Twelve [letters] simple10 * in their subject-natter, [which

are] twelve pillars: for all things are essences from within

essences, faces within faces, faces from within faces. He

envisions, 105 as they have said "He glanced into the

Torah."i°e And the sign of the natter: it used the term

"sign" to hide the latter.!" Twenty-two objects: each of

the twenty-two letters is a great object. io« What is an

"object?" Material that comprises a vessel, but it comprises

a vessel like the stones of a tower: it has many stones, and

each one is a name in itself, and all of then are called by

one name, which is "tower.

"

159

and compare 211-12, 340-2. See J. Dan. Torat has-Sod,
171-74.

~

104 Sy 2:3, (sec. 17)

.

los SY 2:5 {sec. 22)

.

106 Gen. R. 1:2. "They" refers to the rabbis. The
point is that spiritual "envisioning" or "glancing" is
one of the constitutive processes of creation.

107 Sign, in rabbinic usage, usually revelatory of
an inner condition, can also denote something overly
concise, therefore obscure and recondite. See Num. R. t

14:12: "Why can a person not adjudicate from words of
Torah? Because it is closed up and entirely of
signs... But from the words of the sages a person can
adjudicate properly because they explicate the Torah."
Also, see Bava Batra, 123a, where signs between Rachel
and Leah are secretive.

108 This means they have a supernal, metaphysical
existence

.

109 R- Isaac explains SY 2:5, (sec. 22), as
referring to the relation between a compound and its
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constitutive elements, each element a distinctive
existent unto itself, and all combined into a unique
and unified whole.
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Chapter 3

Their foundation: 1 the foundation cones fron then, and

they are its cause.* The foundation of the three matrices Is

Binah* These statements only nention perceptible causes

from causes which are not perceived, and therefore they are

called matrices.* Afterwards it calls then patrices.* A real

1 ^3:1 (sec. 23). See I. Gruenwald, "A
Preliminary Critical Edition of Sefer Yezirah," 151. n

2 Compare lines 26-27 above, where R. Isaac
explains the letters as a "foundation," not regarding
the sefirot, but for what the letters, in turn, will
generate. The sefirot, there as here, are called the
"causes" of the letters. R. Isaac is reading SF 3.1
(sec. 23 and note l) as follows: into* *"dk mDK a"»>tf
(Three matrices: the letters 'w are their foundation).
In other words, the entities that on the sefirotic
level are called collectively "matrices," have, on the
alphabet level below, letters called "foundations,"
specifically tf'nn . The corresponding sefirot are the
"causes" of the foundation letters.

3 R. Isaac identifies the matrices as Binah,
ffesed, Pahad, line 152 above. See, too, line 17, above,
and note. Binah is the "foundation" of the three '

matrices in the generic sense of the term "foundation,"
as the prior and higher emanative source. This is not a
direct interpretation of the term "their foundation"
from SY Z:\ (sec. 23). Compare Azriel of Gerona, PSY,
1:10, in Kitvei Raaban, vol. 2, 456.

4 According to R. Isaac's reading, the matrices
are not identical with the foundation letters tf"B*
rather, they are the sefirot which parallel these
letters. Thus, R. Isaac explains that 57 does not
specify the names of the matrices, the unperceived
causes. Only the names of the foundation letters are
specified, consonant with their nature as perceptible
causes .

R. Isaac's explanation for the term mDX may
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Hand, 6 for scmetia.es a person weighs with the palms of his

hands, according to what is written: "and by the

skillfulness of his hands he guided them (Ps. 78:72)." The

hands also receive blessing. 7

***, a mystery. . .concealed8 froa the prophets. 9 And

refer to their generative properties, imperceptible
causes which give rise to perceptible causes. He aay,
however, be focussing on their hidden quality, in which
case he could have in Bind a reference to Berakhot,
53b, Sabbat, 77b, Pesahia, 75b, regarding tuddik B»>n*
JMDD1J) ik , dark or dia coals.

s SF 3:2 (sec. 27). R. Asher b. David identifies
the patrices as the seflrot Gedulah, Gevurah and
TifereX in his Peru3 Sea baa-MeforaS, in KabbaiaX R.
Asher b. David, 13 (coapare his Sefer ha-Yihud, Jbid.,
56. R. Isaac, in what seems to be an equating of
matrices and patrices, may refer either to the overlap
of the sefirot Hesed and Din, or to the ultimate unity
of all sefirot in general.

6 Rashi, Torah Coaaentary., Ex. 14:31.

7 The point seems to be that the expression ip
nsirr »pi mar should not be understood as merely
abstract and directional, in the sense of "to the side
of merit or demerit," nor even in the figurative sense
of a scale pan. Rather, the ip signifies an entity in
itself, a sefirah that performs functions analogous to
those of a human hand that weighs and that receives
efflux or "blessing" from sefirot above it. Thus the
allusion to Rashi's comment on Ex. 14:31, cited in the
previous note, is apropos.

8 SY Z\2 (sec. 24).

8 The allusion is to Berakhot 34b: "All the
prophets only prophesied regarding the messianic era,
but regarding the world to come, "the eye has not seen
(Is. 64:3)." The matrixes unfold from Dinah and are
represented essentially by Dinah, the concealed. R.
Jacob b. Sheshet speaks of a nexus of associations
between the upper sefirot, the biblical e£den, and the
verse Is. 64:3 {MeSiv Devaria Nehokhia, ch. 9, lines
71, llOff. 125. 396, 434). The "world to come" as an
epithet for Dinah becomes standard among later
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wondrous, in that it ascends upwards, 10 and these are things

to which descent does not apply. ** And sealed with six: 3*S,

a$*, S*a, >£m, Sm*, **£** which are within the Name, as is

written in the first chapter,** in which the six extremities

are sealed." For the Name is sealed in all, and all is

kabbalists (see. e. g. , Zohar, 2:27b, 115b; 3:278a. It
appears the connection was already made by R. Isaac.

10 Compare Azriel of Gerona, PSY, 3:2, 460: .r^bib
1t>jj ins t» n^MitDi nai^jin nan ma* (Wondrous: in that
it comes from Teshuvah, and is elevated unto Keter
c£Jyou) . Both R. Isaac and R. Azriel explain hiddenness
as an effect of ascent. On the meaning of ascent and
descent of the seflrot, see the following note.

11 See H. Padaya, Peg-am ve-Tlkkun, 173, n. 54,
174-77, regarding the definition of ""ascent" and
descent" in R. Isaac's system. According to Padaya, the
descent of a sefirah can be understood in two ways:
positively, to bestow blessing upon beings below;
negatively, in the sense of exile and diminished
reception from above. It also implies vulnerability to
influence and negative impact from below. The upper
three seflrot are immune to such influence or descent.
The ascent of a sefirah connotes its joining to a
higher sefirah resulting in a stabilizing of efflux and
general sefirotic harmonization. As Padaya notes,
ascent may be the effect of human theurgic activity,
such as prayer. See her analysis. 233-51.

12 The explicit permutations of the three letters
is laid out in ^3:8 (sec. 35). I. Gruenwald notes,
however, that this text does not appear in any of the
short recensions ("A Preliminary Critical Edition of
Sefer Yezirah, 155 n. 1.). Even so, it would have been
known to R. Isaac from Judah b. Barzilai, PSY, 219-20,
or from other recensions of SY with which he would have
been directly familiar, or he could have worked out the
permutations himself.

13 Lines 17-19, above.

14 SY 1:13 (sec. 15)

.
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sealed in it." Rings: what is the meaning of a ring? The

finger goes into it. It is something that is fastened to

something that fastens something else, and from that to

which it is fastened coses its power, for as long as that

seal ring is on one's finger, it receives increase by

sealing with them.*** All these are awesome powers, these

from within those, the inner ones among them from those more

interior to them, this from that and this from that. 17

And divided into sale and female: 18 according to the

letters which come into contact with eachother, according to

their order is their ultimate effect. is If the majority of

the feminine [letters] are on one side, the minority is

iS Lines 17-19, above.

16 The image is of a seal ring, moved by the force
of the finger it sits on. R. Isaac reads the term
"rings" from SY as an image for the hierarchy of
connected sefirotic powers. The plural "with them,"
which appears in masculine or feminine form in all the
MSS, apparently refers to the multiple layers of the
seal ring, all of them moved with the motion of the
finger

.

17 For this rhetorical flourish, evoking multiple
hierarchical levels in a IfeJkAaJot style, see line 19,
above, and note.

18 See I. Gruenwald, "A Preliminary Critical
Edition of Sefer Yezlrali," 151 ca SY 3:2 (sec. 24):
this text appears only recensions n...s.

19 Lit., "the completion of their work." This is a
technical expression, from gabbat, 75b, meaning the
final step in the manufacturing process which gives an
object its ultimate character. It is used here in the
sense of "ultimate effect," in that, while each letter
of a word has its own property, the ultimate effect of
their combination depends on the order of the letters.
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nullified in its minority by virtue of the majority. For

shin is fire, it has femininity, 2 * and when it is contiguous

with air," which has Bale and female,22 then the feminine

prevails. When air and water23 are contiguous, the majority

of air is male and the minority female, therefore

masculinity prevails over femininity. 2 * The turning23 of

20 This association between fire and femininity is
made by Judah b. Barzilai, PSY, 220, without
explanation: naps *k (fire is feminine). Other
commentators, such as Dunash b. Tamim, do not associate
a particular gender with a particular letter; rather,
it is the order of letters that results in overall
masculinity or femininity {PSY, 53-58).

2

1

Signified by the letter aleph.

22 Shabbetai Donnolo, Sefer HakmonS, ch. 3: tf»

0*1S3 T1K **1...D'13T R»-»»B1 TT'DSDl T'^IOn B>1»3 T1R
mapj k»-ib»i TT'DSDi t*id:i (There is air in the world
that gives birth to, grows and bears males... and there
is air in the world that gives birth to, grows and
bears females). Air as containing both male and female
elements is also implicit in its role as mediator
between water and fire, 5/6:1 (sees. 25, 26).

23 Signified by the letter mem. According to
Shabbetai Donnolo, Joe. cJt. , wetness gives rise to
masculine creatures.

24 Water is masculine, according to Judah b.
Barzilai, PSY, 220: o'DD yiit -jiia naro rtapsi (female
from male, for example, earth from water). R. Isaac
here apparently means that the combination of air,
which is both masculine and feminine, and water, which
is masculine, produces a preponderance of the
masculine, to units to one, and therefore masculinity
prevails. R. Isaac's explanation of the gender of the
matrices is based on material from Shabbetai Donnolo
and Judah b. Barzilai. While the later assume these
associations and give them no particular emphasis, R.
Isaac develops the relationships systematically.

28 The term iibtt is used in the sense of general
change and variation of form, of turning, but not
necessarily to the reverse or opposite, as in Abraham
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these letters is like the rotating of a sphere, from coneg

to neg ea and neg'a to coneg. 2e Our teacher says27 that

everything is engraved upon the sphere. Just as this is so

for all the species in the world, so too for all the letters

in their entirety, each single one of them has an

engraving, 28 for good and for bad. 89 Sometimes the engraved

letters cone in contact for good, and sometimes the result

of the engraved letters is for bad. For the matter does not

depend on the varying contact of the letters, rather, the

letters themselves, each thing and letter being engraved in

Bar Hiyya, ffegyon han-NefeS, ch. 1, 39, regarding the
forms of. earthly beings: jobtthd i»ta jutaoan muimtf
itfi^nn (for the form of these things changes and
alters). Similarly, Judah b. Barzilai, PSY, 209,
referring to recensions of 57 2:4 (sec. 18) that read
"sphere," and not "dragon and sphere" : *a*x. ia^ asm
it D3) i.t> .isi»»nn imrni ai'mita iib»?i i*itf> >a> na*
(The intent of saying "sphere" alone is in the sense of
the turning and returning of the letters, and their
changing from this to that)

.

26 This is a reference to SY 2 : 4 (sec. 18).

27 For the question of attribution and authorship
of the Commentary raised by this reference to "our
teacher," see supra, ch. 2.4.1.,

28 This idea is a conflation of the prevailing
twelfth-century concept of the apianos, the sphere
containing the shapes of all things, (Adelard of Bath,
QuaestJones NaturaJes, ch. 76, in Berakhya ha-Nakdan,
DodJ we-Nekhdi, ed. and trans. H. Gollancz, (London,
1920), 160), with the Heikhalot_ concept of the pargod,
the heavenly curtain into which is woven the forms of
all creatures {Seder Jtabbah de-Beres~it, in Bate/
M/drafot, vol. 1, 44), together with the concept of the
sphere of the letters in Sefer Yezirah. See G. Scholem,
Major Trends In Jewish Mysticism, 72, 367 n. 114. See
supra, ch. 2.4.1, for a discussion of these doctrines.

29 From SY 2:4 (sec. 18): bki , ajsid n*»B* naie* bk
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its place to accomplish an act. 30 Sometimes the letter

itself changes from good to bad and from bad to good.

Mem Is quiet: 31 Silence, "subtle quiet (1 Kings

19:12), "32 as it is written, "a time to be silent, and a

time to speak (Eccles. 3:7)." This is Hashmal, about which

they have said "at times they are silent, and at times they

SA3& noo^ run*.

30 conpare lines 252-56, where it is the order of
contact that determines the ultimate effect of the
letters. Here, where R. Isaac states that each letter
itself is determinative of an outcome, without
reference to its combination with other letters, the
issue centers around the good or bad quality of the
letter, based on SY Z-.4 (sec. 18).

In this case, the place in which each letter is
engraved may have something to do with the sefirotic
context of the letters, particularly regarding the
lower seven seflrot. With respect to the issue of good
and bad effects, the letter may acquire the character
of the sefirah with which it is associated in its
engraving, for good or for bad. Compare, for instance,
Azriel of Gerona's comment, regarding the motion of the
sphere of the letters, in his P$Y, in KJ\veI Ramban,
vol. 2, 459: 1*T* nT IITTIC ,0»Bm flt D'JB ."limtl D'JB
(Forward and backward. Forward is Mercy, backward is
Judgment). The se/y^f provide a context for the
letters, in this case, in terms of the direction of
their motion on the sphere. Similarly, in R. Isaac's
system, there seem to be two dimensions that affect the
ultimate meaning of a combination of supernal letters:
their order in contact with other letters; their
individual position in relation to the sefJrot, and the
quality they acquire in that relationship.

31 See I. Gruenwald, "A Priliminary Critical
Edition of Sefer Yezirah, 152, (sees. 25, 26) and
notes. Gruenwald places this mishnah in context of the
third chapter of the long recension, as it appears here
in R. Isaac's Commentary, though Gruenwald notes its
position as 6:1 in most short recensions. This mishnah
is 3:3 in Judah b. Barzilai, PSY, 216.

For the variant naan o"a see Gruenwald 1 s
apparatus

.
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speak."33 For silence precedes the sibilance of speech from

above to below: AaS-mal, and from below above: aal-ha$.**

All the letters are divided into silent, sibilant, and their

intermediate. 3 ' In each one of the letters is all letters,

but each one has a root36 of its own. All ten seflrot are in

each and every letter. 37 Therefore it says " aleph with all

of then and all of them with aleph, bet with all of them and

32 This proof-text is brought by Judah b.
Barzilai, PSY, 221.

33 Hagigah, 13b.

34 Judah b. Barzilai, PSY, 221, explains that the
silence that initiates speech is the closing of the
lips to form a consonant, followed by an opening
through which issues a sibilant or vocalic sound. R.
Isaac seems to refer to this explanation.

The association of haS-aaJ with "from above to
below," and mal-haS with "from below to above," may
also be based on Judah b. Barzilai's dipiction of the
closing and opening of the lips in speech as upward and
downward movements. In JbaS-aal, the lips begin open,
and move together, what Judah b. Barzilai calls a
downward motion, from above to below; in mal-haS, the
lips begin closed and move apart, what he calis an
upward motion. For R. Isaac, this process also has its
metaphysical counterpart.

In Hagigah 13b, the composite name HaSaal is
explained: "when the divine Word goes forth from the
mouth of the Holy One, blessed be He, they are silent;
and when the divine Word does not go forth from the
mouth of the Holy One, blessed be He, they speak."
Above to below is silence, then speech; below to above
is speech, then silence.

38 This reading of the three matrices as
categories under which all letters fall is implied in
the discussion of the process of speech by Judah b.
Barzilai, PSY, 221.

36 or principle.

37 See supra, ch. 6, for a discussion of lines
264-71, this concept of mutually imbedded principles,
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all of the* with bet,"** for how can there be a comparing

unless one of the letters Includes all?39 For instance,

aleph contains the first ten seflrot, which are engraved in

breath from breath.«o j n each and every one are something

like subtle essences, inner, hidden, immaterial. All that

would in the future be hewn fro* then was already in thei,

just as within a person were all his offspring. *i So too

regarding each letter within the pillars of the letters.**

For this is their engraving within the forms of the great

letters:* 3 closed within them, hidden and recondite, was all

and its precedents in Aristotle, Proclus and R. Moses
Ibn Ezra.

38 SY 2:2, 4 (sec. 19)

.

39 Based on Maimonides, Moreh Nevukhim, 1:56,
trans. S. Pines, 130: "Know that likeness is a certain
relation between two things and that in cases where no
relation can be supposed to exist between two things,
no likeness between them can be represented to oneself.
Similarly in all cases in which there is no likeness
between two things, there is no relation between them."

*° Compare line 10, above, that the sefirah
ffokhaah, symbolized here in the letter aleph, contains
all sefirot, and lines 54-56, that all the sefirot are
contained in infinite series in Mahgavah.

"Engraved in breath from breath," based on SY 1-.1A
(sec. 16), refers to the sefirah Binah. See lines 139-
41, above. Compare Azriel of Gerona, PSY, in KJtveJ
Ramban, vol. 2, 457.

"~

41 While this common-sense concept does not
require any traditional source, exaap.les of precedents
include Gen. a. 24:2, regarding Adam's vision of all
future generations of his descendants inscribed in his
unformed matter; Sanh. 37a on Gen. 4:10, that capital
punishment based on mistaken testimony destroys not
only the individual but all his future offspring.

42 Lines 224-27, above.
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that would eventually be hewn from them and emanated from

them, in the same way the essences were placed within

Hokhmah, as we have explained.* 4 For all things go by way of

Binah in Hokhmah, as it is written, "I sought comprehension

in books (Dan. 9:2) . "«9

Aleph it a rule: 46 the elevation of the rule and the

exaltation of its crown. 47 Three patricea48 related to the

43 Lines 224-27.

44 See line 10 above.

43 Books, Sefsrlm represent Hokhmah, as in line
17 above. The idea is that Binah, the emanation of
Hokhmah, is yet contained within it. The proof-text
alludes to this relationship in a formal, rather than
semantic, way, with the preposition "in." This kind of
formalistic interpretation becomes a distinctive
hallmark of kabbalistic exegesis.

46 SV 3:2 (sec. 26). See line 162 above and note.

47 See line 163, above. Azriel of Gerona, PSY, 3:1
in kltvel Ramban, vol. 2, 460, explains: tfn»» . pn "i">K
Ripan ti *>» -ma tj) n^una pin xnpaTi mKBJintfs 7i*>j> ins
n^»o> imtBJirr n>»jio ia»xtfsi .pin «i">Jt it-ipan unn »i">»
D<3I3*31 >KDfcn 1«D« U'-IDQI '1SXBX mm pin 1 1** K"lpa
{Aleph is a rule. This means Keter cElyon\ when
Tiferet, which is called a rule, ascends to keter
eElyon, which is called aleph, it is called "aleph is a
rule." When Tlferet does not ascend above, it is called
"the tongue is a rule," and it is central and mediates
between right and left, in the middle). The
identification of the letter aleph with Keter cElyon,
is based on its association with the divine Name >hyb>
already attested in the fragments ascribed to R.
Abraham b. David and R. Jacob ha-Nazir, in G. Scholem,
BeSlt Hak-Kabbalah, 73-74, note 2: ists «r*a3 n"n i)"*k

R. Isaac, here and above, line 163, is comparing
Sr sec. 23: D»»J1J»3 s*nsD pin "iitf^i ...man tfi^U
with .ST sec. 26: D'jia*3 smsn pin »i>r ...jiibk tfi>*
He explains the latter as the inner, ideal dynamic of
the former condition, the ascent of Tlferet^ towards
keter. The sefirah Tlferet, when characterized by
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matrices. *«» They have Mates through exchange;^ not exchange

in the sense that this should be nullified and that should

come to be, but rather, this exerts its power and that

exerts its power, just as there is *m£ in one place, and

from there comes one effect, and in another place there is

aleph, is in an elevated state, in intimate relation
with the sefirah Keter.

On the meaning of the ascent and descent of the
sefirot, see H. Padaya, Pegaa we-Tikkun, 173-75, and n.
54, and note 11, in this chapter, above.

According to R. Isaac and R. Azriel, the sefirot
are arranged, in an abstract sense, bi-symmetrically

,

according to function, with Keter and Tiferet defining
a median line and sharing a parallel, mediating
function vis a vis the other sefirot-. Keter at the
highest level, Tiferet in the middle.

« 8 SY 3:2 (sec. 27).

48 See lines 226-29 above, and note: the six lower
sefirot are all called patrices. See, too, lines 243-44
and note 5, above.

00 Compare Asher b. David, "Perush Shem ha-
Meforash," Kabbalat R. Aster b. David, 13: tf« naiam
miaajT »p*no tnit ?>m 7 inn a »jas> mnti im* D'tf-nBD
jiiKBjim mi3a.ni r»*na,!i la-iartf '*,* ,nii3 *3*d 't* rip^nan
»7»>nB -rn« p>n jm?t msa v»a» >3i .omsaaj iittfni max on
:..nonn ht»b »»£»-• y?n inn nsantf o*i?iaa tf»i ;a*iiaain
n-na»a »p>rtD mart mm o*0ib& tf* 73 ids imm (There
are those who explain Nezah as the first branch and one
part of the portions of Gevurah, which are divided into
four kinds of atonement ( Yuma 86a). For the three we
have mentioned, Gedulah, Gevurah and Tiferet, are
patrices, and the rest are their branches. Everything
about Nezah indicates it is one part of the portions of
Gevurah. There are others who explain Nezah as the
first part of the dimension of Nesed. . ; For Bod,
similarly, there are those who explain that it is one
of the parts of Gevurah). This passage may be a
paraphrase of R. Isaac's account of the patrices. If
so, R. Isaac means that the three patrices, Gedulah,
Gevurah and Tiferet, are ramified into three more
sefirot, their mates or branches, Nezah, Hod, and
Yesod, respectively.
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*€* and from it comes another effect. 51 From each of their

exchanges coses an effect having no resemblance one to

another, according to the exchange. In world92 deals with

'"''
'
'' -. V:t it,,, things do not move

><1 year54 is below world, consisting of

-* compare lines 170-80 above, where R. Isaac
defines miDJi , exchange, as the replacement of one
principle, which has run its course or has been
nullified, with another principle. Here he uses the
same term, but modifies the definition to mean
exchange, not in the sense of permanent replacement,
but as alternating prominence among a set of equal and
persisting principles. In lines 170-80 above, the
subject was the permutations of the letters. Here, the
issue is the changing effects of the combined activity
of the three patrices or seflrot, hence the modified
definition.

52 SY Z.% (sec. 28); 3:5 (sec. 31).

33 The patrices, or sefirot, cause a myriad of
effects in the world of separation, but they themselves
remain in their place in unity. The notion that "the
things do not move from their place" refers to a nexus
of concepts that trace back to R. Saadiah Gaon Sefer
Yezlrah. ed. J. Kafah, 72, with reference to 5/1:6
(sec. 8), that the divine word in the sefirot runs
forth and returns, and appears as if it does not move
froa its place. This passage is quoted by Judah b.
Barzilai, PSY, 162-63: mfra -ra "neonate -i»od:i ht »a
ins '*** nos i*>»k -ibod v* "ta "t'Bn liatfn tpo-un aitfji
ins irvi jiir3i niacin in prari hkibs aitM man ni*nni
DQipB D'TT'iB at>i o«rr BS'Ktf (Regarding this number
[system], when you count ten, you return and add sums
continually without end from our perspective, as it
says, "and the Holy Beasts ran forth and returned like
the appearance of lightning," they go forth and come
back and seem as if they do not move and do not leave
their places). While R. Saadiah Gaon uses this concept
to explain the base-ten number system, Judah b.
Barzilai applies it to the process by which Heaven
controls the lower world. R. Isaac's usage is based on
that of Judah b. Barzilai, together with other sources.
See supra, ch. 7.6 for a fuller discussion.

»« 5T3:4 (sec. 29); 3:5 (sec. 31).
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twelve Months that function in the functioning of the

world. ss The months differ one from the other, and in year

there are differing elements. 88

Three matrices: 57 things that emanate, and are emanated

and received one from another. But when it arrives at the

world of the separate entities, 58 they are only called

88 5K6:3 (sec. 48) introduces the term B»a»nao in
a temporal sense: D'A>naoi D»Kim ni^ra (Zodiac
constellations, months and guides). See, too, Judah b.
Barzilai, PSY, 223: a nunae'i n«mn*imrf nstfs *aa <j3i
. . .naitfa ataxia un»n* tf*a maa oin n*ni oim nip
(So, too, in year, whose effects and functions are cold
and heat and moisture [or temperance]. Heat is created
from fire to function in the year). These associations
may have suggested R. Isaac's choice of terms here.

Variants of the term irti connote function,
operation, governance and direction of the changing
patterns of the world in the framework of time or year.
The term d^-istt iututt further carries the connotation of
the natural order and patterned operation of the world,
as in Avodah Zarah, 54b: Am a lanaaa D>ns (the world
operates according to its natural order).

56 R. Azriel of Gerona alludes to this formulation
in his PSY 3:4, KiXvel Ramban, ed. H. D. Chavel, 461,
and interprets it in an astrological vein: tfnnana *s
j»TT*in itfnn«» 73 naafa na^Krr »nax tf-rrnirrai sn>raa ?- !:»
»*»a> o'Bh ea«x i? na*a dhm» o**n **»a »a ,*sanmim natf *?ti o»»n (For with the renewal of iight among
the constellations, and the renewal of the vegetation
of the earth during the year, so, too, the offspring of
soul are renewed, for the animals that are born in this
year do not resemble the animals born in another year).

57 5/3:2-5 (sees. 24-31).

88 The indefinite pronoun "it" here seems to refer
to the underlying, unfolding continuum of being itself.
It is also possible to read this as a reference to SY
itself, i. e., when the discussion in SY Z:Z (sec. 27)
arrives at the consideration of the realm of the
separate entities. It may also be an idiomatic
expression, rendering in an active form the static
connotation "at the level of..." The first reading
seems preferable, however, and is supported by the
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patrices, ss from whom are progeny. •© For at first [they are

matrices, ]ei for the patrices themselves are so called, like

similar usage in line 281 following.

59 The terms 3R1 ok both denote fundamental and
originary principles in talmudic and philosophic
Hebrew. R. Isaac detects a subtle distinction between
the terms, however. Matrices connote a more original
and primal source. Patrices connote more mutually
differentiated categories. Both, however, are terms for
seflrot. See J. Klatzkin, Thesaurus Philosophicus, vol.
1, 17, 49.

60 Sabbat 49b. 73a; Bava Kama 2a: kb*kt *>sb ma*
lunula (Patrices implies there are progeny). In other
words, sefirot considered in their own recondite being
are called matrices, characterized by unity based on
mutual, multidirectional emanation: "things that
emanate, and are emanated and received one from
another." When they are considered in terms of their
effects in the realm of the separate entities, they are
called patrices, viewed as a unidirectional cause-and-
effect relationship, with an eye towards their progeny,
in the spirit of the Talmudic dictum.

61 There is confusion regarding this phrase in the
text. Most MSS read max ' &k n>nnB *s . The intent of
the abbreviation is unclear: "says," or "matrices."
Either way, the result is difficult to render
conceptually. Three MSS, however, indicate another
reading. JTS 839/ Halberstam 444 has: ibk rr^njiB »s
13 iKipa ' 13Rtt* , translated "for at first they are
matrices, for the patrices are so called." MS
Cincinnati 532/3 shows signs of confusion on the part
of the scribe: max ' &K [iR-ipa] rr^naiB »a , translated
either "for at first they are called matrices, the
patrices..." or "for at first the matrices are called
patrices." Montefiore 313 has: max [max] 'bk n>nno *s
ID *pa lDSl) jnaxri »» where the parenthetical comment
is intended to explain the abbreviation: "for at first
they are matrices, patrices, for the patrices
themselves are so called."

Based on these signs of conceptual and scribal
confusion, the above translation was reconstructed. The
original may have had jiibk , which was abbreviated 'bk
when the copyist could not make sense of it. The idea
is that the patrices were originally matrices, in the
sense that -they were originally included within them,
emanated from them, overlap them and remain joined to
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flames from coals. When it arrives at the separate entities

it becomes the effect that issues from all the matrices.

From all the connections we have spoken of62 patrices are

made, to make connections in the separating of all the

things that made progeny. 63 Even though we speak of separate

entities, it does not depart from the connected things, 64

for all draws from there. Therefore every thing is sealed

with these patrices, and it speaks of how world, year and

soul are made cf them, and those connections, all of them,

are created and emanated from them.63 Man himself is

constructed with letters, 66 and when he was constructed, the

them "like flames from coals." This is essentially a
paraphrase of the previous sentence.

62 Lines 273-76 above.

63 The description is of the recombination of
elements in the realm of the separate entities. This
notion of the combination or joining of separate
elements reflects terminology from Bahya Ibn Pakudah's
ffovot AaJ-Levavot, 1:6: ,D»»n **saai D*n&sa i»»itfai
D»om tnnm tfitn :oai nsamtrt jinno»:7D o«iainD oxatms
nana Dian* n*ia* iaa <j *m o*m»si D»p*na rtoni , ->ssjm
D»pi ipijm Tian mn m^imn ihik man* iiana i*...»s»aon
r? Ji» *r» (when we examine plants and animals, we find
them composed of the four elements, which are: fire,
air, water and earth. They are divided and separated,
and we have not the power to join them in a natural
connection. . .but the connection in which they are
connected by Nature is a fixed connection lasting until
the time of the end).

6 * The realm of the sefirot.

63 The reference is to SY 3:2-5 (sees. 27-31)
which speaks of the creation of the patrices in world:
heaven, earth and atmosphere; in year: heat, cold and
temperance; and in soul: head, stomach and body.

66 This is the explicit doctrine of the entire
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supernal breath that governs that frame, governs all. 67 The

result is that all is connected among supernal beings and

among lower beings, es and he is of wor id, year and soul. For

second half of SY 3:4-6:4 (sees. 30-62), which compares
the parallel constructions of world, year and soul by
the permutations and combinations of the letters. This
doctrine is also the basis for the development of the
legends and theories of the golem, the artificial man
created by letter combinations, from the talmudic
period onward. See G. Scholem, "The Idea of the Golem,"
in On the Kabbalah and Its Symbolism, (New York, 1965)
158-204.

87 Compare Shabbetai Donnolo, Sefer Hakmoni, ch.
l: hr a"3pn itnatf ntm> .miiu-rj i:ofsa otr ntesa *»i-i»bi
***** ,on*tn hr jn«na> tfnpri mn: ?»«** . . .di*s»?t *d
...«i»13TT >a linm iBitfi miBB (The interpretation of
"let us make man in our image and like our form." After
the Holy One, blessed be He, created the entire
world... He took counsel with His holy spirit to create
man, that he should be a ruler, guardian and lord of
all creatures...); Abraham Bar Hiyya, Hegyon han-NefeS,
55: i>JJ3 -iMte Tllti&TltfBTT jn*l»sH *s J1R **i 3 0nKn ksBjt
.•*}* *tbh t* nri...ia nnitin nBtfari Dn»t»j) tpoiai B*«n
. «««^tf tfnem .«io^n nnn d*rxdj?i >» Vsj 13 -raisa D-run
om>» n"3m id»*0th0 (It turns out that man comprises
all the actions that operate in the other living
creatures, and there was added to them the soul that
was blown into him... This is a second distinction, that
man Is honored, by virtue of [the soul], over all other
creatures under the sun. A third distinction is that
the Holy One, blessed be He, set him to rule over
then)

.

The abovementioned interpretations of the
rulership of the human soul over the lower world follow
the lines of the verse Gen. 1:26, without offering a
systematic explanation of this status. R. Isaac, here
and in lines 283-39, hints at a more integral
relationship between the divine, the human soul, and
the world, in which the soul Is the channel and
mediating instrument for divine control of the world as
a whole. This doctrine of the centrality and exalted
status of the human soul echoes that of R. Abraham Ibn
Ezra in a number of passages in his works, e. g. Ex.
3:15; Ps . 22:21. See D. Rosin, "Die
Religionsphilosophie Abraham Ibn Esra's," MGffJ, 42
(1898) 445-57.
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all that is in world, is in year, and all that is in world

and year, is in soul ,63 and the soul70 outweighs all. 7 * The

ea The phrasing D'amnaisi B'sn^ua reflects Gen.
R. 8:11: d' a inn Tin ibi D<3i'^sn ja in* ma » ait »nn
(Behold, I shall create his from the supernal beings
and from the lower beings). The context is
interpretation of Gen. 1:26. Compare Avert de-Jf. Natan,
ed. S. Schechter, (New York, 1S67) recension A, ch. 31,
46a: D"&tfn sue xnai 1*13 o>i»n *a am it-ia . . .

n "apn >ax
iBMaa xistf na *s onus nan 1 Dumnni d«iv>s mun ami
(But the Holy One, blessed be He... created the entire
world, He created the heavens and the earth, supernal
beings and lower beings, and formed in man all He had
created in His world).

69 Sefer Yezlrah describes the si»ilarities
between world, year and soul in tens of parallels. See
^sec. 53 and n. 1, a mishnah that appears only in
certain long recensions, but expresses the spirit of SY
3:3-6:1 (sees. 28-58). R. Isaac, however, takes a
further step and describes these three realms as nested
within eachother. His precedents include numerous
midrashic dicta, such as Avot de-Jt. Natan, ed. S.
Schechter, (New York, 1967) recension A, ch. 31, 46a:
ami D»»Dtfri am xnai i>ia o^isn >5 six x-13. . .rTapn *ait
ib^ids Riatf aa >s anxa nam a 'airman cn^s riitn (But
the Holy One, blessed be He... created the entire world.
He created the heavens and the earth, supernal beings
and lower beings, and formed in man all that He created
in His world). See, too, "*Aggadat c 01am Katan," in Bet
ham-MJdraS, A. Jellinek, (third edition, Jerusalem,
1967) vol. 5, xxv; 57-59: -pa* B >12) »tf lJl**n3 1331 ian
x-»3 ia>iai3 n"3T»a 1*13* ?tb >aa» ansa o-m ftt isi*»n3
3TR3 xns o*ia oVisa n"3?n *n3 sii>tb a"» 3*1 nax...B"TK3
(The sages taught: the creation of the world is like
the creation of man, for all that the Holy One, blessed
be He, created in His world fie created in man...Rav
said, the twelve signs of the zodiac that the Holy One,
blessed be He, created in the world, were are created
in man). Here, man is considered a microcosm according
to the temporal as well as spatial forms of the
macrocosm.

See, too, Shabbetai Donnolb, Sefer HakmonI, ch.
l.: fa *ina,n nrn D^isin am ai'tfxis ai>nai3 o«nVxn ina itfatan
jo? d*ij> xirrtf D-rxa am >ini!i o^isja ia ism ma (As God
created this macrocosm at the beginning of Creation, so
He created and formed from the macrocosm man, who is a
microcosm)

.
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things separate from eacbother, for they are essences from

within essences. But from the beginning of the separate

world, they are perceptible progeny, formal, 72 which have

f initude.

70 Nesiiamah as opposed to nefesh.

71 In the sense of containing all. Or R. Isaac may
be using the term juj-idb as it is used in SY, in the
sense of mediate, balance and determine, as that which
joins all. In SY, however, the phrase is D" 713*3 s'nsa
(e. g., SY2.1 (sec. 23, et al . ) , while here it is
>sn tik Ttansa , supporting the former reading.

72 This adjectival usage is rare. E. Ben Yehudah,
MUon haJ-Lashon Aa- eIvrJt, vol. 6, 5443, and J.
Klatzkin, Theasaurus PJillosophlcus, vol. 2, 239, cite
examples from mainly thirteenth-century translations
and later.
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Heat la created fro* fire: 73 He is not concerned to

mention that heat is created from heaven which was created

from fire first; 74 he mentions only the patrices and their

descendants, and their descendants' descendants forever. 75

Temperate froa breath: from air which is breath, 76 but he

was not concerned to mention anything but the patrices, in

order to clarify the start of each and every descendant.

Therefore he uses the term firet, 77 for man is a great

seal78 hawing a beginning79 and end comprising all

7 3 SY 3:4 (sec. 29)

.

74 According to SY 3:3 (sec. 28): a^nn 1K133 D'Bti
txn (The heavens were created first from fire).

75 The fact that the order of creation skips the
middle term "heavens" is merely a stylistic
simplification and not meant to convey anything
substantive. R. Isaac, fully committed to the concept
of hierarchy, is sensitive to any apparent irregularity
in the gradual hierarchic unfolding of creation.

76 As in .ST 3:3 (sec. 28).

77 SY, 3:3 (sec. 28). Hebrew: n^nil

.

78 In Merkavah tradition, a seal is that which
binds a being or class of creatures, setting limits to
its power to prevent it from doing damage. See "Seder
Rabbah de-Bereshit ,

" in Bate! MidraSot. ed. A.
Wertheimer, vol. 1, 20-21, 24; "Midrash 'Otiot de-R.
e Akiva." Ibid., vol. 2, 363-65. See N. Sed, REJ, 124
(1965) 28, 46. In Sefer Yezirah, seal has the more
neutral connotation of spatial or existential
limitation. See, e. g. , .ST" 1:13 (sec. 15), and 3:5
(sec. 31), where in each case the seal is effected by
supernal letters. A seal also hides a secret (SY 3:2
(sec. 24). See I. Gruenwald, "Critical Notes on Sefer
Yezlrah," REJ, 134, (1973), 510. G. Scholem, Origins,
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creatures. so So too, heaven was created first, 81 for it was

32, 330. Judah b. Barzilal discusses of the concept of
"seal" as it applies to the process of Creation, PSY,
112, 186, and especially 202, 219, where he defines "to
seal" as to create a finite world, and bind the world
in the finitude of space.

R. Isaac appropriates the term seal from these
sources and places it in a Neoplatonic context to
denote the liaits set within the process of eaanation,
fixing a given being or level of creation in its
ontological status in the continuum. See his further
discussion of the meaning of "sealing," lines 299-303
below. The association between nan and seal aay have
been suggested or supported not only by its use in
connection with the human soul in SY 3:5 (sec. 31), but
also by the Nishnah Sanhedrin, 37a: dtk ^d saa n'

rapn
litfanri ena >tf iBnina (The Holy One, blessed be He,
stamped all men with the seal of Adam).

Compare Sefer hab-Babir, 30. Asher b. David,
Kabbaiat R. Asher b. David, 5. Eleazar of Worms, PSY,
4b, defines "sealed" as "closed {djio )."

79 Hebrew: a>nn

.

80 See Abraham Bar Hiyya, ffegyon han-NefeS, 38:
i»ai onan misD Dipnoa i^»nnn onn B»oann »s ,naia »aai
Jiia-iaari «pc n»n am »a niann* (I say that those sages
began their inquiries from the form of man, and
demonstrated that he was the end of the created
beings). Compare, too, ibid., 55. R. Isaac's conception
of man as the "great seal," based in part on this
formulation of Bar Hiyya's, as well as the Genesis
account of cosmogony that lists man as the last
creature in the order of creation (Gen. 1:26-31),
implies more than the mere parallelism of the standard,
prevailing concept of man as microcosm. For R. Isaac,
the process of creation is hierarchic, linear and
unified. The form of man is not merely similar to that
of world. Creation is a single process that culminates
in man, whose form comprises and "seals," that is,
finalizes the entire creative unfolding that preceeds
him

.

Compare Azriel of Gerona, PeruS ba-*Ag&adot, 67
(5): D^mnn o«nann >aa >i*3 onan (Man is comprised of
all the spiritual things). See Tishbi's note 7, and the
citation froa Ezra of Gerona: dtr »s n»"T> ruia f»Tan
>sn in >i*s aim *an onina «tftfa la-iaai itoaa aim (You
should know that Adam and Eve were made and created on
the sixth day, with the sealing of the totality, and he
is comprised from all). Compare Sefer hab-Bahir, 82/36,
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the first of the separate entities, and he was not concerned

to speak other than from the beginning, which is the

172/55.
B. Stock, Myth and Science in the Twelfth Century,

(Princeton, 1972) 197-200, notes that while the notion
of aan as microcosm was a coiionplace by the twelfth
century, the particular formulation which regards the
full being of nan not only as comprising all elements
of creation, but as the culmination of the continuous,
hierarchical process of Creation, was the theme of a
particular strain of Platonic thinkers, from Macrobius
and Eriugena, to the Porretani and Bernard Silvester.
See 197, note 70 for his summary of the literature on
homo aicrocosmus.

The more immediate question. is how this dictum,
"for man is a great seal having a beginning and end
comprising all creatures ,

" fits in with the flow of the
argument at hand. The problem is the assertion in SY
3:3 (sec. 28) that "the heavens were created first,"
that this one, essentially spiritual, element of
creation has temporal and ontological precedence over
the other elements of creation. R. Isaac justifies
this, implicitly, by reference to the human form:
"man... has a beginning and an end." Man, as the seal
or formal limit of creation, the all-comprising
microcosm, serves as a paradigm useful for an inductive
understanding of Creation. Just as his beginning,
whether understood temporally or even anatomically, as
a reference to the head, takes precedence over and
gives initial direction to the other parts of the body
(see above, lines 42-43), so, too, "the heavens were
created first." Head corresponds to the heavens in SY
3:4 (sec. 30).

A similar pattern of argument is used by Azriel of
Gerona, PeruS ha-*Aggadot, 67/5, in which he justifies
the anthropomorphic concept of the divine tephillin,
from Berakhot 6a. He supports the notion that the upper
seflrot direct and influence the lower seflrot, by
reference to the structure of human being: »a ji»t» -133

*30 *1*3 DTKTM ,>371 Ot>BJlO DtfB 1 TT1B3 TI9 71031171 710*271
.D'BTi-ia "utfp as 1*1171 mn t>o 'ok is *s ,o"jnnn o'istti
to^'B rs>3 B*a7ii> niOTi Dipo tiot (You already know that
the wise soul is a power in the brain, and from there
all extends. For man is comprised of all the spiritual
things. Therefore it says "the king," which is TeSuvah,
is bound "in her tresses (Cant. 1:13).": it compared
the site of the brain to tresses, pllus in [Latin]).

81 SY Z.Z (sec. 28). See, too. Gen. R. 1:15.
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matrices. For each and every descendant, by the power of the

seal by which they are sealed in the patrices, make

descendants.** But if they are separated from the patrices.

even if they are sealed by a descendant of the patrices,

they cannot make descendants ,»* for all things return to the

root of their principle.

And He sealed in them: 8 -* after the making of the

bundle, ss it is sealed with one letter.ee in order to

82 "Sealing" here means "binding to the source."
The effect of sealing is not only to establish a being
as a subsisting and stable level of emanation in
itself, but to maintain an emanative connection between
that being and its source.

83 This explanation of infertility aay refer to
observations such as that of Abraham Ibn Ezra in his
Torah Commentary. Gen. 1:11: *> 3)ilD t*»k > 3 <<i B »s
lint n»D3« (For the seed of the fruit of all grafted
trees does not grow)

.

8 « SF3:5 (sec. 31).

83 Note variants: -nann jnrun *itm (after the
making of the word).

See Asher b. David, Kabbalat R. Asher b. David,
57, who defines the lower seven sefirot, unified and
joined with eachother, as the "bundle": «rn» oksbtt Van
'> '-tit man -ms 'a* n-n* *-,?3 tn»t K*a (With regard
to their existence together without separation they are
called "bundle." as it says "a bundle of myrrh is my
beloved to me (Cant. 1:13)"). See. too, Azriel of
Gerona, PeruS ha->Aggadot, 66-67/ 4-5, esp. 67, note 1with reference to a citation of R. Isaac the Blind by
Ezra of Gerona: dttjttk msaa »|ian id [anotfan] pinni
B»*nn ninai *»:rtf mauna imsai mrm anat ok (When the
souls separate from the body by divine command, if it
is worthy, it returns and is bound in Tiferet, which is
the "bundle of life (1 Sam. 25:29)"). This is not a
contradiction. Tiferet is the central, unifying sefirah
of the lower six or seven. See, too, Ibid., 74/12 The
verse 1 Sam. 25:29 served R. Isaac's students, and
from the evidence of his usage here, R. Isaac himself
as an apt biblical expression for the unification of
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maintain everything,*' so that in world, aale and female not

change, 88 and so too in year, and so too in soul, which

the sefirot among themselves, as well as for ultimate
human felicity understood as the binding of the human
soul to the sefirot.

R. Isaac's reading of SY 3:5 (sec. 31) can be
paraphrased as follows: the "three matrices,"
corresponding, in R. Isaac's system, to Binah, Hesed,
Gevurah, (line 152 above), are "inscribed, hewn and
combined," that is, ramified into the "bundle" of the
six lower setJrot.

86 This passage should be correlated with lines
334-38, below, where R. Isaac states that the "six
extremities" are sealed with one letter, the letter
aleph. Here, the "bundle," corresponding to the "six
extremities," is sealed with one letter. Compare,
however, lines 151-52, above, where the three matrices
themselves are sealed with the letter yod.

R. Isaac phrases SY 3:5 (sec. 31) as follows: «M>tf
,o>ijja nia»R *if* . -jna onnn iBiai isxn i?im :fc»"an mo»K
napai iar ,*c*a mo** *iW\ .mifa Tna»* tfi>tM (Three
matrices », m, £-. He inscribed them, hewed them,
combined them and sealed them. Three matrices in world,
three matrices in year, and three matrices in soul,
male and female). Accordingly, he inserts and
elaborates his interpretation of sealing by a single
letter. The matrices of world, year and soul are a
separate issue. This is unlike the readings of other,
earlier commentators, Judah b. Barzilai. for instance
{PSY, 224), for whom the matrices of world, year and
soul are themselves the agents of the sealing.

87 The function of letters in sealing, in the
sense of maintaining or fixing the process of creation,
is a ffelk&aJot concept. See lines 17-18 and note,
above. Compare Judah b. Barzilai, PSY, 202.

88 ^^3:5 (sec. 31) reads: "Three matrices in
world, three matrices in year, and three matrices in
soul, male and female." R. Isaac reads the last clause,
"male and female," as applicable to all three
categories, world, year and soul. See Shabbetai
Donnolo, Sefer Bakmoni, ch. 3, who explains that all
three realms, world, year and soul, have male and
female elements; and Judah b. Barzilai, PSY, 220, who
expounds the male and female principles in world.

The function of sealing in general is to impart
stability, according to its usage in Heikhalot
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receive one fro* the other, for this is below that.sa

Therefore all the descendants are sealed with the patrices.

For each and every letter has a body, a spirit and a soul. so

literature. In the present case, however, "not change"ay have the further technical meaning found in the
writings of Asher b. David and Azriel of Gerona,
according to whom sealing with the letter aleph of the
divine Name imparts the immutability of divine unity to
that which is sealed. See Asher b. David, "Perus Sem
ham-Mefora§," in Kabbalah R. Asher b. David, 15- Azriel
of Gerona, "PeruS Yihud HaS-gem," in G. Scholem.
SerldJm HadaSlm, 218.

8 3 The arrangement of World, Year and Soul in
linear, hierarchical order, connected by emanation, is
not a necessary inference from SY itself. In SY, Z.z-*>
(sees. 28-31) these realms are merely parallel. Azriel
of Gerona, PSY, 460. makes clear the Neoplatonic
provenance of R. Isaac's arrangement: id ntfoj nsntf
Tin *sn .flam *» man ibi ns«f> d>i»ti idi d>ij>* ni»ni»tn
D»>A>*n uai D^A>*n *» >3«tj *>*** -n R -ipnorT »Ban iibk nrdtk »ja ** 0*3313* <|Bi D'aansn *k (for the power is
drawn from the letters to the world, and from world to
year and from year to soul. In a similar way the
philosophers said that the light of the intellect
emanates upon the spheres, and from the spheres to the
stars and from the stars to human beings).

90 See line 205, above. Each letter reflects the
triadic structure of soul, year, and world in its body
spirit and soul. R. Isaac defines the body of the
letter as its vocalization through breath, the soul as
its mental intent, lines 302-03. below. Compare Ma*aaarcal Penimiut hat-Torah, in XitveJ Ramban, ed. H. D
Chavel, vol. 2, 469: mis* n 'B-rs in manijin »a
-iBinn n *ona sii«mitni (for the vowels are like the
form and the consonant letters are like the matter) R
Isaac, too, may have identified the spirit of the
letter as its vocalic pointing in particular, not just
its vocalization in general.

The precedents for this spiritualized
interpretation of the letters can be found in Halevi
and Abraham Ibn Ezra. Compare Judah Halevi, Kuzari

,

trans. J. Ibn TIbbon, 4:3 (ed. A. Zifrinowitsch , 209,
line 6), with reference to the four vocalic letters
used in the divine Name: m'jnxn «mtfi Jimma neni
jmbias (they [the letters aleph, heh, vav, yod] are
like spirits and the rest of the letters are like
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It receives power from the inner intent9 * of thought, which

crowns it, 92 to establish it in its status, and to add to

its strength and increase33 to receive power over which it

bodies). Compare Abraham Ibn Ezra, Yesod Mor*a, 1: »a
niQ*23 D'BDorti ni«i&a sii3*3n (for the words are like
bodies and the meanings are like souls). From Halevi,
R. Isaac gets the contrast between the spirit and the
body of the letters. From Ibn Ezra, R. Isaac gets the
third term, the meaning or mental intent.

31 The term ji«Vs>i here is used in the sense of
purpose or mental intent, one of the definitions
offered by S. Ibn Tibbon, PeruS me-haa-Milot Aaz-Zarot,
entry takhlit: jp*sh i»*»a tp>sji «ibr*i . . . «|3ii*B oti r*Van
.nans n^o JumpDTi ana i**j> 'sisoin »am...nan3 nana
TiR3 nBOtn^ nais ti»>3ji -ibiki {tak/rS/t is an amphibolous
term. . . taknJIt is used regarding a thing's purposeful
intent... In most places I have added the word "intent,"
saying "purposeful intent," to enhance clarity). R.
Isaac, too, couples the ten with an indicator of
mental activity, in the phrase jjsjt Ji»>an (aental
intent), line 303, below.

92 Based on SY 3:6-8 (sees. 32-34): ins T> ^tfpi
(and He tied a crown on it). Compare MexaAot 29b: na*3
311 'DIK* D'-13!3 1*1pl 3*1** !T"31?:i* 1KXB 0110* TltfB TI>1»*
(When Moses ascended on high, he found the Holy One,
blessed be He, sitting and tying crowns on the
letters); MldraS R. cAkiva ben Yosef 'aJ hat-Tagin, in
Batel Af/drafcrt, ed. S. A. Wertheimer, vol. 2, 471: *-m
3ii»«iK »nTia (the interpreter of the crowns of the
letters). Behind R. Isaac's account of the divine and
human psychological process of verbalizing thought
stands aggadic and midrashic accounts of the crowning
of the letters. R. Isaac interprets the divine activity
of crowning letters metaphysically, in a Banner similar
to sealing, in the sense of establishing as an entity
In stable relation to its divine source, and applies it
analogically, microcosmically , to the process of the
expression of human thought in speech.

83 The term 31BQ131 is used by J. Ibn Tibbon in the
sense of growth throughout his translation of Hovot
AaJ-Levavot, e. g. , ^a«ar hap-Perisut, ch . 1: meiia
on> o'»i»tnn tmjitdtt sisbs nsoinm *tt»at* 3ii>3pB 3ii»tb»
(in earthly bodies that are subject to growth and
increase by means of food appropriate to them). R.
Isaac seems to be employing the term in an abstract
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can rule. 84 The body of the letters, of which we spoke, is

breath, and their purpose is according to the purpose of the

mental intent of the one who expresses them. Male with

*mf: 9s this is when the woaan ovulates first, and thereby

gives birth to a ale, 9p for the descendant of fire comes

first, 97 and afterwards coies the drop from the Bale and

sense based on this usage.

94 Based on 5/3:6-8 (sees. 32-34): »|>a na V*Bn
T7I3 »> "Htfpi nna (He set aleph to rule over air and
tied upon it a crown). See lines 311-12, below. R.
Isaac's explanation of the effect of the ruling and
crowning of the letters follows the discussion of Judah
b. Barzilai, PSY, 224-25, especially 224, where he
states: nVrtaa aman uia 'Bi*a »an 'i nmns T'Mt v>dti
ibr nin»n> i»*s> Tia»>am nm tijbb anai )"*»* nai niaVBi
[d»ar« Vs] 'dx »aan oni 'a> ins i* itfpt ia*ai ltf-itfi

R1T1U 1HD 1> ^tfpl tflBV flSM-ltf *B tf»l . D**an "1B03 tflBOS
li*ana -»ai* aa mi >v 'a i^aritf I'arntf »b> n»ata -naa
sna>a iJiaa a*a v?a -patf -ina n* -iafp«« ("He set aleph to
rule over air," which is to say that the Creator gave
rulership and kingship and power to aJeph and created
from it air and set [aleph] to rule over [air], to be
its matrix and root and king. "And tied upon it a
crown," on the aleph, which are the crowns as explained
in the Book of Crowns. There is a commentator who
wishes to interpret "He tied upon it a crown," as being
said figuratively. Since it mentioned "He set aleph to
rule over air," it comes to say figuratively that He
tied upon it a crown, for there is no king without a
crown of kingship)

.

R. Isaac's paraphrase, which states that it is the
inner intent of thought, divine and human, rather than
the Creator in a general sense, which crowns and
empowers the letters, gives to R. Judah b. Barzilai's
explanations a more systematic metaphysical and
psychological twist.

93 SY 3:6 (sec. 32)

.

99 Nlddah 25b, 28a, 3la: jisitb ntfit rnar» ««i naa
riapa Jn>i» n>nn s*ttb tf*a ,-iar m*i* n>nn (R. Isaac
says, when a women ovulates first, she gives birth to a
male; when a man impregnates first, she gives birth to
a female)

.
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overpowers it, and the spirit enters the drop, into its

letters, at the loient that it is fire. The male brings

water, 98 in which is breath," which is 'm,ioo the causal

principle it utilizes. For the sale brings water upon the

Sin of the female, and therefore she gives birth to a

ale. 101 And female with »#»: for the water of the drop from

the male comes first within her by his inseminating first,

and the fire of the female attaches to it, along with the

breath implanted in it. According to the inversion of the

letters, the created form changes, from male to female and

from feaale to male. Sometimes the infant is sexless or an

androgyne, 102 according to the changing inversion of the

97 Fire is female, associated with the letter
shin, according to Judah b. Barzilai, PSY, 220, 225.

98 Water is male, associated with the letter mem,
according to Judah b. Barzilai, PSY, 220, 225.

99 The letter aleph precedes, and is therefore
within, the letter mem.

100 The order *
, m, S, is explained as » imbedded

in m, implanted in a pre-positicned £. The *m builds
upon the s~. Compare lines 302-03.

101 R. Isaac conflates SY, 3:6 (sec. 32) with the
talmudic dictum from NIddah 31a to mutually elucidate
both. He applies the linguistic theory of SY a.s a
technical scientific explanation for the talmudic
dictum, and uses the temporal sequence specified by the
talmudic dictum to explain the significance of the
differing order of the letters *ms~. Judah b. Barzilai,
PSY, 225 confessed that he did not have a convincing
explanation for the identification of *m£ as male and
3£m as female. R. Isaac's explanation may well be
original

.

102 a discussion of the sexual aberrations of the
sexless or androgynous person is the context for the
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letters *m£.

Installed: all installation in the forn of any created

form is coupling. i»» For everything was in BJnah, and it

installed. 10 * For a king takes counsel, and every piece of

advice can speak and rule over him. 103

citation of R. Isaac's dictum in Niddah 28a, 31a.

103 see lines 181-82, above. The impact of the
letters on the elements is described by R. Isaac as a
coupling, following Judah b. Barzilai, PSY, 215.

The translation of "installed," in the
anthropomorphic sense of "installed as king," into more
neutral, abstract terms, as "coupling," justified by
the context of discussion, "the form of any created
form," alludes to a disposition of thought similar to
Maimonides'. In his discussion of divine attributes,
Moreh Nevukhim. 1:54, Maimonides insists that
attributes which are expressed in terms of moral
qualities must, when predicated of God, be translated
into ontological terms.

104 The joining of letters and patrixes is
effected in the sefirah Blnah.

109 R. Isaac puns on the connection between the
hJph cU and the niph eal, to express the mutuality of
the process of the installation of a letter over an
element, as a bilateral coupling, not just an
imposition. The king who is installed to rule over his
subject, himJIkh, also receives advice from his
subject, ndmlakh, and in this way is himself ruled.
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Chapter 4

Geminates: 1 for after the cause of life emanates the

cause of death. 2 It is the accented form3 that indicates the

effects of the life cause, while the death cause is soft. 4

But there are those who say that the life cause is silence

and quiet and softness, and the death cause is strength and

sibillance and accented and sharply articulated. 5 There is a

* SV4.1 (sec. 37).

2 R. Isaac is explaining the initial list in this
section of SY which mentions only the positive member
of the given pairs of opposites listed later: -j-no*
jiiib B*»n ji-iibh. . .

' isi riosm oi^tfi o»«n (Their
foundation is life and peace and wisdom, etc... The
opposite of life Is death.) He explains that the
positive member of the pair is primary.

3 Accented with a dagesh.

4 This is also the position of the PSy 4:1 from
the circle of the Hasidei Ashkenaz but attributed to R.
Saadiah Gaon.

s See Berekhiah b. Natronai ha-Nakdan, DodI we-
Nekhdl, Munich Codex, ed. H. Gollancz (Oxford, 1920)
32, who paraphrases Adelard of Bath's comparison of the
relationship between soul and body in the processes of
death and life: na> .oms *aai om»"i» xnsi iisnatf "imtn
e>3 R'tii , 'tfipai B**anai sj-s^n t= nK»sm> i^s^s ssr kjmi
tttib:! n»na hd> ,»iiaa oa iannn> *iin »*a Jinsnai nniai
tbhsi pism iivtni .irniitai »aaa (Since their separation
is by the will of the Creator, and under duress, why
has He decreed that [the soul] be taken out of the body
with pain and difficulty, while she was joined to the
body in silence, in ease, cleverly and without
sensation? Why should her separation be with tears and
groans, and her coupling so sweet and delightful?). R.
Isaac's comment may be a paraphrase of Berekhiah's
description, put into the idiom of Sefer Yezirah-, or he
may be quoting another source who had already composed
the paraphrase; or, simply, he may be expressing a
prevailing view, to which Berekhiah, and Adelard, also
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distinction between the geminate and the simple letters.

Even though we find among the simple letters that the

opposite of sight is blindness and so forth, 6 even so, they

are not geminate but simple, for this cause is not a cause

that comes from itself, but the removal of sight. 7 But the

way the geminates behave6 is that after the life cause

emanates the death cause, the good emanates from the depth

of good, and evil emanates from the depth of evil, 9 and this

is good from good and evil from evil.* If you ask "how is

attest

.

The two opposing views of the life and death
principles cited by R. Isaac differ essentially in
their focus. That which characterizes life as strong
and death as soft or weak centers on their effects.
That which characterizes life as soft and death as
strong or harsh focusses on their causal processes.

6 Sight is associated with the simple letters, SY
5:1 (sec. 45).

7 Isaac Israeli, Book of Substances, in A.
Altmann, S. M. Stern, Isaac Israeli, 87: "as for
blindness, it has no form, because it Is the privation
of sight." Abraham Bar Hiyya, MegfllaX. ham-Megalleh,
ch. 1, 5: ii«n hb»ox mn itfinri tdi (sc , too, darkness
is the absence of light).

8 This word choice reflects the language of SY 4:1
(sec. 37) itself.

9 SY 1:5 (sec. 7)

.

10 SY, 6:2 (sec. 60): sidd aioi stD ml (evil from
evil and good from good) ; Menahot 53b; J. Alharizi,
Musrel ha-PhlJosophlm, 2:1, (1807), 7b: to 310 TORI
imtrs sin fa sn no*i . untov aion (He [Socrates] said
the good is made by the good and the evil from the
evil)

.

R. Isaac explains the mechanism of the emanation
of opposites from the geminates as based on their
rootedness in the seflrot, particularly Hesed and
Gevurah, the depth of good and the depth of evil.
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fire from water?"11 one should say that from ten sefirot,

which are inner essences, that are so because their

innerness Is within Hokhaah, for they are roots from the

One: good and evil are within them. 12 For they begin to grow

like a tree whose beginnings are not recognized until they

become a sprout. 13 But these1 * are not so, for they are

letters, which are like branches of a tree. For the

geminates are progeny of the ten sefirot,** which are

respectively. Compare Azriel of Gerona, PSY, 454 on SY
1:5. The beneficial aspect of a geminate is rooted in
the depth of good, while its injurious aspect, which is
a self-standing principle and not just an absence of
the good, is rooted in the depth of evil. In this way
he also explains the otherwise problematic dictum of SY
6:2 {sec. 60) "evil from evil and good from good,"
which, on the face of it, implies a theologically
dangerous dualism. Instead, this dictum is interpreted
as referring to an even more integrated, unified
process: the emanation of these opposites, and their
offshoots, from the two "depths," the sefirot which are
necessarily unified.

11 A reference to 5/1:12 (sec. 14): #k - aann
D»0» (Four - fire from water}. To paraphrase: "how does
the sefirah Gevurah come from its opposite, the seflrah
HesetiTi

12 The sefirot, even those expressing opposite
characteristics, are all one. This is a kabbalistic
explanation of the doctrine that case to be known in
Christian scholastic theology as coincidentia
opposltorua, the unity of all opposites in God. Earlier
discussions of this concept in Jewish sources include
Judah HaLevi. Kuzari, 2:2; Maimonides, Moreh Nevukhim,
1:53.

13 This image is used above, lines 4-6, 213-16.

14 The geminates.

19 In R. Isaac's hierarchical system, sefirot and
letters are superimposed upon eachother, nested within
eachother

.
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matrices, which are three triads, 16 and one17 is with all of

them, 18 and therefore they are called ten.

Geminates: that each one plus another one are included

in their principles. 13 Soft: there is softness for good and

there is softness which is for evil. And hard: there is

hardness for good and hardness for evil. So with each and

every attribute: there is good that is for evil, and there

is evil that is for good. 20 Therefore it is said geainates

16 How exactly R. Isaac apportions nine sefirot in
three triads is not clear. In line 152, above, he
identifies the three matrices with the sefirot Binah,
Hesed, Pahad. Azriel of Gerona, who endorses this
position, explains that these three are doubled below
to six (PSY, 1:10, 456). This scheme would not account
for nine sefirot in any natural grouping, however. In
another place, Azriel of Gerona identifies the matrices
as Gedulah, Gevurah, Tiferet (PSY 3:2, 420). In this
approach, there would be another triad sefirot above
and a third triad below. R. Isaac himself may be using
the term "matrices" in a non-specific sense, as
applying to all the sefirot, which can be grouped in
three triads in a number of ways, to comply with SY1 s
notion of three matrices.

Isaac of Acre suggested that the three matrices
are Binah, Tiferet, Yesod, each standing as the
bottommost sefirah of a triad (PSY, 383). This is not
supported by the words of R. Isaac the Blind's own
commentary, however.

17 nnxn, feminine, referring to a sefirah, the
sefirah Hokhmah.

18 See line 44, below. The triple triad structure
appears in SY 6:3 (sec. 48), in relation to the
matrices and geminates: n»s* .tots i-ra* in* inx - rrtf^tf

D»'JU3 s'-iao pi" inm :»*>* >» i*m>n ntf*tf - (Three -

each one stands alone. Seven - three divisions upon
three and one is a rule that mediates between).

18 Each is composed of a pair of opposites in
principle.

20 This reflects the sentiment of rabbinic
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which are exchanges, for the principle itself which is good

is exchanged in itself to effect evil,** like the wicked,

who invert the attribute of mercy to cruelty, and the

righteous invert the attribute of judgment to the attribute

of mercy. 22 Corresponding to: 23 seven inner geminates, 24 and

the branches from them correspond to them, like seven days,

seven weeks, seven years, seven sabbatical cycles. 28

expressions such as Gen. R. 68: "There is no evil that
does not have some good in it"; Tanhum 3a, introduction,
sec. 9: "There is no good that does not have evil in
it."

21 That is, the principles of the geminates are
not exchanged or transformed into something else, but
rather, the geminates themselves are the double,
exchanging principles.

22 Gen. R.. ch. 33:4: d'BBin ottbJ D'Stf-i*? on* »1R
T"nB* n*Bm Jina (Woe to the wicked, to change the
attribute of mercy into the attribute of judgment);
Sukkah 14a: man n"3pri *?* man jisbttd o*p»ts >* isi^bti
maam jiid^ ni'iTait (The prayers of the righteous
change the mind of the Holy One, blessed be He, from
the attribute of cruelty to the attribute of mercy).

23 SY 4:2 (sec. 38): jnisip satf -r»J5 . . .jii^ibs sss?
(Seven geminates... corresponding to seven
extremities )

.

24 The seven extremities of SY 4:2 (sec. 38)
refer, in R. Isaac's system, to the seven lower
sefirot, which are the inner principles of the seven
geminate letters. Therefore R. Isaac calls them "seven
inner geminates," to which their offspring, the seven
letters, correspond.

25 The reference is to SY 4:3 (sec. 39, short
recensions), which cites the correspondence between
seven geminates, seven days, and seven weeks, upon
which R. Isaac expands to include seven years and seven
sabbatical cycles. SY itself states that the seven
geminates are the archetype of all sets of seven: -js^b*
B'&sta *9 nnn 'V<3# aan (therefore the seventh is
beloved under all heaven). See Judah b. Barzilai, PSY
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Extremities. 26 from the ten "end." and all of them27

are from waw was/. 7-* Thus It is written "in six troubles He

249, who extrapolates in a similar way.

26 SV 4:2 (sec. 38). Lines 330-38 are carefully
annotated and insightfully analyzed by H. Padayah,
"P*gaa we-Tikkun," Mehkerel YeruSalayim be-MahSeveX^
YJsrael, vol. 6, nos . 3-4 (1987) 157-285. The present
annotation of these lines is in large part indebted to
her work.

27 All "ends,"

28 The MSS Milano-Ambrosiana 57, 32; Harvard Heb.
58/11; and Cincinnati 523/3 read ntfu nifttfD i^isi (and
all of them are from sixes). In this version, the
asculine form of the number and its referent are
unclear, and the meaning of the phrase is nearly
unintelligible. MSS Cambridge Add. 671; Halberstam 444;
Montefiore 313 read: ' i • m 1*131 (and all of them are
from waw waw) . MSS Cambridge Or. 2116,8 and Cincinnati
524/3 read ' ib . MSS JTS 2325/10 and Leiden 24/25 have
i"hb - This group of MSS, which have the letter waw
in some form, rather than the number "six," would sees
to have the original version here. The idea is that the
term nsp , direction or extremity, in its plural form
hints at its own kabbalistic meaning, by way of a
grammatical pun: the doubled waw, which can represent
the pJene form for writing and enunciating the letter
waw itself, signifies the third letter of the
Tetragrammaton, as well as the number six, and
corresponds to the six lower seflrot. This is why R.
Isaac sees the need to comment on the derivation of the
word misp from na»p , an otherwise obvious and
unnecessary explanation. His purpose is to contrast and
highlight the waws of the plural for* in comparison to
the singular, and set up his interpretation. The other
MSS, which can be assumed to be later, scribal
emendations, spelled out the letter waw as the number
six, and missed the point.

This renders unnecessary Padayah' s attempt to
justify R. Isaac's mention of the number six at this
point by reference to the long recension of SY cited
Judah b. Barzilai, PSY, 231 ("Pegai ve-Tikkun," 164,
25). Several of the short recensions, upon which R.
Isaac's commentary is based, also speak of six
directions, and an example of these, too, is cited by
Judah b. Barzilai, PSY, 231, 246. See I. Gruenwald, "A
Preliminary Critical Edition of Sefer Yezlrah," 157. As

by
n.
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will deliver you (Job 5:19)." It did not say "fro* six," but

"in six." They are the troubles that afflict others, but for

you they are laughter. 29 For the seventh which mediates3 ** is

the second letter of the Name, 31 because its essence is

it happens, R. Isaac's interpretation of the letter vav
as a reference to the six seflrot and the third letter
of the Tetragrammaton works well whether or not he was
using one of those texts. It also explains his
otherwise inexplicable shift into a discussion of the
letters of the divine Name in the lines following. See
a further development of this doctrine in Asher b.
David, Sefer ba-Yihud, in KabbaJat R. Asher b. David,
57.

29 I. e., the righteous person is not saved "from"
the six, but "in" and "by" the "six." the six lower
seflrot which are the basis for the geminates which can
have both a benificent and a harmful aspect.

Padayah suggests that the term "laughter" here has
an eschatological connotation, based on aggadic
passages such as BeraJcbot 31a on Ps . 126, and Sota 49a
("Pegam ve-Tikkun," 164, nn. 27, 28). Add to the list
ffakkot 24b, where the very incident that saddens the
sages provokes laughter in R. Akiva, as a sign of
coming redemption.

30 R. Isaac is explaining the contrast in SY 4 :

2

(sec. 38) between the initial sum of "seven geminates,"
and the ensuing division into "six directions" and the
seventh, called the "holy temple." See Judah b.
Barzilai, PSY, 246. SY states this seventh principle is
S3IDK3 11190 (lined up in the middle), in the middle of
the six directions. R. Isaac, here and in lines 39-40
above, associates this central position with the
function termed "mediating," balancing between
extremes, whether in divine qualities such as grace and
judgment, or the extremities under discussion here.

31 It is the second letter of the Tetragrammaton,
as opposed to the third letter, which designates the
lower six seflrot. This second letter is the seventh
sefirah, which, as Padayah notes, corresponds to Binab,
counted as seventh beginning from Yesod, at the bottom
("Pegam we-Tikkun," 164, n. 29). It is both part of the
grouping of six, as its basis, and yet distinct. R.
Isaac explains this distinctiveness expressed in SY by
virtue of its representing a different letter of the
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aleph** and by aleph the Name is elevated. »» It is the

inner Names* by which the Name3 * is elevated. For we say

Tetragrammaton.

32 R. Isaac is concerned to prove that BInah
should be considered a mediating sefirah, as indicated
in his interpretation of this section of SY, whereas
this role had been previously ascribed to Nokhaah,
lines 39-44. He shows that the essence of Binah is the
even more interior Keter, the aleph of the divine Name
3hyh. The question here is why R. Isaac found it
necessary to relate Binah to aleph and Keter to justify
its mediating role? He could just as well have
demonstrated its rootedness in ffokhaah, which has been
established as a mediator. It seems he is interested in
an explicit proof of Binah 1 s mediating role, from SY
itself, in his identification of aleph is a role
mediating between (5/6:1 (sec. 26) as denoting Binah
itself. See lines 163-4, 273, above, where aleph-rule
denotes Keter-Binah, and tongue-rule is TifereX.
Further, the direct pairing of Keter and Binah is
indicated by the divine Name 3h itself, according to
his doctrine and the doctrine of his Provencal
predecessor, R. Jacob Ha-Nazir.

33 In the Neopiatonic sense of returned to its
source. See supra, ch. 8.4.1.

3 * Padayah, "Pegam we-Tikkun", 166, n. 35b, notes
the use of the term "inner" by R. Isaac to refer not
only to that which is esoteric and hidden, but also
that which is ontological ly higher. See, too, I.
Twersky, Babad, 243, n. 16.

In R. Isaac's system, the divine Name Jhyh ranks
ontologically higher than the Tetragrammaton. Earlier
precedents for this ranking include Judah Halevi,
Kuzari, 4:3. More explicitly, Abraham Ibn Ezra, Sefer
haS-Sem, ch. 8, (Fiirth, 1834, reprinted Jerusalem,
1970) 19a, says: 1*37* ot Kia jn»jn* « a 7a Dtf n3ni
ht Tiasai . '* ™>nm* o*n nasi .men 03«Ktf o'tssjti
*mtf Dtfn -M33> non» nam -lansas Dips ^33 dtr >s iin-ip*
O'DR^na i»3 a»ntf na»atf:i iaa jib o in *st ins >a *a n^jjj
O'DtfTi niioai o»s>*jb:i d'dhds dtt* (Behold, the two letter
Name is the Name received by the glorious ones that are
not corporeal, so, too, the Name that begins with
aleph. Because of this, it is pronounced by all men in
all places in the way it is written. And it is compared
to the glory of God exalted beyond all glory and all
possible excess, like the divine Presence that is among
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regarding it: "Your Name is awesome , "»« for this is alepb is

a rule, 37 which is TeSuvab** which consists of JA, 39 and

the angels in the heights that move the hosts of
heaven). By contrast, the Tetragrammaton is the Naie
that expresses the divine Presence that adheres to
Israel and the lower world. Having ranked the Name 3byb
higher than the Tetragrammaton, Ibn Ezra has to account
for the fact that the higher Name is pronounced as
written, while the lower Name is not pronounced as
written, but traditionally given instead a protective
epithet {PesabJm 50a). He explains that the higher Name
is »ore accurately reflective of its incorporeal
status, and requires no concealnent, while the lower
Naie, attached to and reflecting the physical world,
must be concealed.

The supreme status of the divine Name *byb is
stated explicitly in the kabbalistic doctrine of R.
Jacob ha-Nazir, who assigns yb to Hokbmab and >b to
Keter eElyon (see the fragment cited by G. Scholem,
ReSit ba-Kabbalab, 73-74, n. 2). See R. Goetschel,
"

'
3byb aSer 3byb ' >zel Mekubbalel Gerona, MebkereJ

YeruSalayJa be-MabSeve\ Yisrael, vol. 6, nos. 3-4
(1987) 287-98 for a summary and analysis of the
doctrines relating to this Name among the Gerona
kabbalists .

39 Tetragrammaton.

36 cAaidab prayer for the Days of Awe (Scholem).
Compare lines 115-16, above. The full phrase is intf\
jmnatf no *s *a kiu (You Name is awesome above all that
which You have created). See Padayah, "Pegan we-
Tikkun," 166, n. 36, who suggests that the "awesome
Name" is the Tetragrammaton, associated with TJferet,
and it is this Name which is elevated. It may be,
however, that R. Isaac is providing one of his
hyperliteral interpretations, reading the liturgical
phrase to say there is a divine Name which is "above"
"all the no ," the "whatness," i. e., above even the
sefirab Hokbmab, associated with the term aa ,

whatness, lines 25-26, above.

37 Sy B.l (sec. 26).

38 See lines 163-4, 273, above, where alepb-rule
denotes Xeter-BJnab, or TeSuvab, as that which elevates
and returns to the source, and tongue-rule is TJferet,
that which is elevated.
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therefore it is counted by number as one letter, as if it is

aleph.** The seal of aleph is from all sides, beginning and

end,** but the median aleph** of the Naae is like the

39 See the fragment of R. Jacob ha-Nazir, G.
Scholem, Refit hak-Kabbalah, 73, n. 2, who associates
this Naae with Keter. R. Isaac is refining this
doctrine: the aleph is Keter, the combination alepJ-heh
denotes Binah, or TeSuvah elevating towards Keter.

40 Aleph is a rule is counted according to its
inner essence, only the letter aleph is mentioned as
such, even though it is a composite.

41 See Bate! MidraSot, vol. 1, Seder Rabbah de-
BereSit, 20-21, 23-24; and especially vol. 2, 'Otiot
de-R. 'Akiva, 363-64: catf lannsii tnatf ni'init in riDsi
iBRjtf m »mit mfcD D*ntf in i>m . . . m mfra d»jw? .fim
*nn tt-'hr o'&ub *** .oa»*s »an*tf n"*na n^nx -stfx a"-n*i
*a> j>aiit sain .pa lanmia ta nr »rsi .jitjiir mfea o*7itf
*ob*b hi«hik *ntfi nn *at» n>j>a>a jn*m*t *ntf ,m-n m-i
• ttbb^b n"» n*j>a*a n"x ,n*aa>a n"» nea^a n"n ,nn *s*
nmjiB «»ntf ibt tf» .aauin na»Ri jitbisi rtmne n»»*a ,n mm
«*ntf latai .nauin R»ntf ibt tf»i .naiim na*Ri maim
.naa^a n"i n*»B*a n" » ,n" i n"»a r*r aamn na *r aBuin
Rnn Tina *n?n na nmtf *3bb nnme R*ntf ibt tf* na »atai
nm» n»ns> nai...«a«o in *a nm aai...n*>a jir *a*a*
a>isin tir tfin> o'Wit> (How many are the letters with
which heaven and earth were sealed? They are
twelve... And these are the twelve letters, as it says
" *hyb as~er =>hyh, >byh sent me to you (Ex. 3:14)." Three
times *hyh is twelve letters. How were they sealed with
them? Four by four for each and every direction, >h
below, yh above, >b above, yh below. The fourth
direction stands open and is not sealed. There are
times is stands open, and there are times it is sealed.
At the times it is sealed it is only sealed with yhwh,
yh above, wh below. Why are there times it is open?
Because the Holy One, blessed be He, descended through
it to confuse the languages. . .and He descended through
it upon mount Sinai... and in the future He will descend
through it to Jerusalem to renew the world).

R. Isaac's doctrine of the function and relation
between the divine Names *hyh and yhwh builds upon this
passage from the 'Otiot de-R. cAkiva. Here are the
themes of the sealing of the world on all sides with
these Names, and the higher status of the divine Name
3hyh, with the Tetragrammaton Yhwh functioning as the
gate for the divine Presence to descend to the lower
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soul:*3 were it not for the spirits, the bodies could not

world.
There is an echo, in R. Isaac's phrase "beginning

and end," of the terms "above" and "below" in this
idrashic passage. The actual conception behind the
phrase, however, is laid out explicitly by R. Asher b.
David, and following hi*, R. Azriel of Gerona. In his
PeruS gem Ham-MeforaS, in KabbaJat R. Asher b. David,
3/15, R. Asher b. David demonstrates the way each of
the four vowel letters that compose the divine Naaes,
»"mx , unfold from eachother phonetically, following
the paradigm of their enunciation in speech. He shows
that the ultimate, complete order of letters, based on
their full, phonetic pronunciation, is x"mK . This
is the "sealing" with the letter aleph "at the
beginning and the end," expressing the absolute divine
unity. According to R. Asher: *"inR m «n-mn an i^x
nsnasin in© n^njie atRxi' i>r *si ,ni»n:nn -»j»oa nnjioan
VRi ,« 'Rn jisnan n^nn : "m^s -stiti -neio na> 'Rn ia Ran
njioa Vn ,t"i» R*a [R"nn >"s] «r"i»n vri .a"n R*a «
' m JMRai ,'i r>3 t"i» i«m...<r"i« R*ao »nsn nanjji
nno *a jiR?n 'Rntf nmai . rrumjrt ji>nna Ran njioa 'Rn htd*»j
n^nna jiri?j R*ntf »b> ,nB>*on mm j»*nnon R»m .naoa R3
. ..>poai (These letters, >htry, are the ones hidden in
the hidden vowels, and they all issue from the
beginning of the hidden vowels that issues from the
letter aleph until its end. This is their order: the
beginning vowel of aleph is Jo, and there is no 'o
without heh, and there is no heh without yod, that is,
the hidden vowel of the J [the heh pronounced hel]
brings yod. . . and there is no yod without waw, and in
the letter waw the aleph is alluded to in the vowel
that is hidden at the beginning. This shows that all
vowels come from this aleph. It is the one that begins
and it is the one that completes, since it is read at
the beginning and the end). See, too, his discussion in
Sefer ha -VIhud, 57.

This doctrine of the unfolding of the vowel
letters from eachother Is clearly a development of
Judah Halevi's explanation of the meanings of the
divine Names, as composed of the four Hebrew vowel
letters. »

" mR , in Kuzarl, 4:3 "the spirit in the
bodies of the consonants." R. Isaac's overall
conception of the relationship between the divine Name
n"»nR and the Tetragrammaton may well have been a
meditation on the passage in 'Otlot de-R. Aklva cited
above, and fleshed out with the linguistic explanation
of Halevi.

An account similar in form but differing in
details is offered by Azriel of Gerona, in G. Scholem,
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stand, 44 but if all were spirit45 a name could not be

invoked. 46 Therefore heh does not change, rather, it is

Serldim HadaSim, 216-19, and 218, n. 8; and "Kabbalot
R. Yaakov ve-R. Yizhak Benei R. Yaakov ha-Kohen,"
Afada ceJ ha-Fahadut, vol. 2 (1927) 231-32). In R.
Azriel's conception, the order of the unfolding of the
vowels of the divine Name is given as >hyh* or 3hywh>,
also with the letter aleph at the beginning and the
end. See Padayah , "Pegam ve-Tikkun," 167, n. 40, who
distinguishes between R. Isaac's and R. Azriel's
Interpretations and their eschatological implications.
According to R. Azriel, there is a flaw evident even in
the supreme divine Name >hyh, which will be completed
with an aleph at the end only in the Messianic era. For
R. Isaac, this Name is fully intact as is; rather, it
is the Tetragrammaton that must be rectified.

42 Based on SV 4:2 (sec. 38): 71130 bHi?:i ^a»m
ustBKa (and the holy temple is lined up in the middle).
While the aleph seals on all sides, it is also in the
middle, as the essence of the Name. See Padayah, 168,
n. 42, who translates "median" as "inner," and shows
its explicit use in this fashion in the Neoplatonic
doctrine of Abraham Ibn Ezra, Ex. 8:18 (57).

43 Berakhot 10a, where five parallels between God
and the soul include: just as God fills the entire
world, so the soul fills the entire body; just as God
dwells in the inner recesses, so the soul dwells in the
inner recesses

.

44 See G. Scholem, Qabbala: das Buch Bahlr,
(Leipzig, 1923) 87-89, who analyzes the sources
underlying this concept, from Judah Halevi , and Abraham
Ibn Ezra, and from earlier Muslim and Christian
writers. Especially striking is the parallel between R.
Isaac's formulation and that of the eighth-century
English scholar Alcuin, in his Didascalia {PL 101, col.
855): "Vocales sunt sicut animae, consonantes sicut
corpora. Anima vero et se movet et corpus. Corpus vero
immobile est sine anima. Sic sunt consonantes sine
vocalibus .

"

45 That is, if all the letters of the divine Name
were of equal ontological status.

46 R. Isaac justifies the according of a higher,
more spiritually interior ontological status to the
letter aleph, in comparison to the other vowel letters
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elevated and called a full name* 7 that "shall not waver (Ps

of the divine Name. Spirits and bodies correspond to
vowels and consonants, both mutually dependent for
verbal expression. See- line 205, above. With regard to
the vowels themselves that are under consideration
here, if all the vowels were on the same ontological
level, "if all were spirit," there would be no
articulation of a name, in this case, a divine Name.
The aJepJi, however, is the inner vowel that moves and
originates the other vowels, together forming a Name.

G. Scholem, Qabbala: das Bucb Bahir, (Leipzig,
1923) 87-89, analyzes the sources underlying the
conception that vowels and consonants, corresponding to
spirits and bodies, are mutually necessary. He cites
not only Judah Halevi and Abraham Ibn Ezra, but earlier
Muslim and Christian writers as well. According to
Scholem, this motif was widespread and common in all
three cultures. Compare Judah b. Barzilai, PSY, 211-12.

47 Padayah, "Pegam we-Tikkun," 169, understands
the heb here as the final letter of the Tetragrammaton

,

not the second letter that has been under discussion
thus far. The allusion is to the eschatological
doctrine of the truncated divine name from Ex. 17:16,
where the incomplete Name is associated with unredeemed
status of the world, epitomized in the ongoing war
against the tribe of Amalek. When Amalek is defeated,
the Name will be complete. This reading is supported by
implication from the monograph by Azriel of Gerona,
"Perus Yihud Has-Sem," in G. Scholem, Serldia HadaSIa,
219. See Scholem's note, 219, n. 2.

Padayah cites the relevant midrashic source for
the eschatological concept expressed here: Pesikta de-
li. Kabana, ch. Zakbor, 53. There, as she notes, the
term o*tf at (complete Name), rather than r^q otf (full
Name), is used, so she cites a parallel late midrash,
Sekhel Tov, 325 on Ex. 17:16, where the latter term is
used. Parallels to Pesikta de-R. Kahana are found in
Pesikta Rabbati , ch. 12, 51; Midrag Tebiiiia, 9:10;
Eliezer ha-Kallir, Yozer le-Parsbat Zakbor-, Mabzor
VI try, 8; Rashi on Ex . 17 : 16 , Ps . 9 :

8

See, however, the gloss of the Tosaphist, Berakbot
3a, who paraphrases the interpretation of the KaddiS in
Mabzor VI try, 8: rtt« *no*i nirnoa ' »wtf no tiho!? «*» irsd
lUBEf] 3*T13TS 10BJ K>Q*tf -| »**BJlB "i:K# n^CT 1Ttf R3T H ' Btf
TM D*ltf 1ROS1 OM IB* «H» R*tf ,n"» OS *SJ T *S [ T " *

p*as» >tf ianr JinB'tf (From this one may refute the
interpretation in the Mabzor Vitry "may His Name be
great," that this is a prayer we pray that His Name may
become full, as it is written "For the hand is on the
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112:6)," as Rabbi Akiva said, 4 * it shall not waver, your

throne of yh," that His Name will not be complete nor
His throne complete until the seed of Amalek is wiped
out). Here, in the paraphrase of the Tosaphist, the
term intf «*b»«J appears. See Padayah's analysis of the
eschatalogical interpretations of the Kaddish among the
students of Rashi , and their impact on the R. Isaac the
Blind and his students, 251-71.

The term k^b Dtf itself also appears in Gen. R.
13:3 on Gen. 2:4, in the context of the completion of
Creation: «>o nMa >si kVb etf n»s?a {it mentions a
complete Name for a complete world), referring,
however, to the combined use of two divine Names, the
Tetragrammaton and o"»nt>K . R. Isaac cites this midrash
in his gloss on Genesis 1:1-2:4, MS JTS 1887, fol. 29b:
D^xa d-tk K-iaatf «r» k>b oi* n»n x> n"»>*t ntii m&» sra
D*tf dsim mm d"»>» ("On the day the Lord God made...
[Gen. 2:4]" the Name was not full until man was created
in the image of God, and the seal was complete). There,
the idea is that the lower world was created with the
letter heh of the divine Name, but the Name was not
complete until the creation of man.

A third possible interpretation of k^b Dtf comes
from grammatical and masoretic terminology: the writing
of a word plene, with the appropriate, fully explicit
vo^el letters, - ,i ,r . See E. Ben Yehudah, Milon,
vol. 4, 3005. Here, the composite divine Name is formed
frcm a complete enunciation of its key constituent
letters, beginning with aleph, and ending with a heh
whose full expression draws after it an additional
aleph to complete the Name, as alluded to by R. Isaac
in lines 334-35, and more explicitly described by R.
Asher b. David, "PeruS gem ham-Meforas, Kabbalat R.
Asher b. David, 3/15, and R. Azriel of Gerona, "Perug
Yihud Has-gem," in G. Scholem, Serldim ffadaSia, 218.
See note 41, above.

This third interpretation need not preclude the
previous two: all three may be superimposed in R.
Isaac's use of the term r>b d# , full Name. If so,
then it may be that R. Isaac's account of cosmic
development underlying lines 334-38 features the
sealing of Creation, and the fullness of the divine
Name, consequent upon the creation of Man; the implicit
flaw in that Name represented in the negative principle
embodied by the tribe of Amalek; and the restitution of
the fullness of the Name in the Messianic age, when the
final letter heh of the Tetragrammaton will be elevated
and re-attached to its root and "read" as a whole Name,
concluding with &"r\ , plene, ending with the letter
aleph. See Padayah , "Pegam we-Tikkun," 187-96.
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naae is with you: 49 to whatever side, there is no wavering,

and all turn to the west to pray. 50

48 Padayah discusses the. problems and
possibilities concerning this attribution, 170, n. 48.
Among them is Prof. J. Liebes' suggestion that it is a

quote from an as yet unidentified liturgical poem. It
may, however, be a reference to the central theme of
the passage from 'OtJot de-R. AkJva, in Bate/ Mldra£o\,
vol. 2, 364, on the letter heh t upon which R. Isaac's
present discussion is partly based, which describes the
sealing of all directions with the divine Name 3hyh. If
so, the quote would not be the phrase immediately
following, "it shall not waver, your name is with you,"
but the phrase following that, "to whatever side."

49 Padayah, 170, suggests "Your Name is with You"
means the divine Name is fully connected and complete.
This is confirmed explicitly by Azriel of Gerona,
"PeruS Yihud HaS-$ea, n in G. Scholem, Seridim HadaSia,
219, who states that in the Messianic era, the ' i of
the Tetragrammaton will be together with the initial
n"» and the final 'n will be together with the 'i to be
a "complete Name .

"

st> See lines 86-90 above, where it is the sefirot
as well as man that pray towards the west at night. See
Ezra of Gerona cited in Azriel of Gerona, PeruS ha-
'Ag&adot, 71/133-72/134. Padayah, "Pegam ve-Tikkun,"
171, n. 50, interprets this phrase to mean that all the
sefJrot turn towards the west, to pray on behalf of the
fallen divine Presence indicated in the as yet
incomplete divine Name.

On the notion of the divine Presence in the west,
see the opinion of R. Abahu, Bava Batra, 25a, where the
significance of direction is also an issue of prayer
and worship. See Judah b. Barzilai, PSF, 204-05, who
discusses this talmudic passage and the traditions
concerning the prophets who recognized the divine
Presence in the west: D*inji*o i»n otM anjjoa na'stfntf
DKTia 1

? (the divine Presence is in the west, and there
they would bow to their Creator). See, also, Bate!
MJdraScft, vol. 2, 'OtJot de-R. eAkJva, 363-64, where
the four "direction," that of the Tetragrammaton as
opposed to the Name 3hyh, remains open and vulnerable.
Though this direction is not identified in that text,
R. Isaac may have conflated this concept with the
aggadic passages cited above, and identified it as
"west.

"
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Holy: 31 the summons of Tes~uvah, which is in its

place. 92 The extremities of above, Hesed, the head, that

31 SF 4:2 (sec. 38). Scholem notes that R. Ii

re follows the short recensions which read: n^^'.

k - mpoa 731& Dips ,tnp Dipni nisp Dips

32 Based on the language of 5/4:2 (sec. 38): oipa
iBipaa "jaia oipa «M"Tp (a holy place, a place prepared
in its place). The "holy place" is identified with the
"holy Temple" at the end of the section; in R. Isaac's
system this is the sefirah Binah. The significance of
the term and the dynamic it represents can be clarified
by a comparison to line 133, above, which speaks of the
proper "place" of the sefirot in relation to the
individual adept. The sefirot "return to their place"
after being grasped in contemplation by the praying
adept below. Here, the process of emanation of efflux
to the lower sefirot is referred to as the "summons of
Teguvah," of the sefirah Binah. This complex of sefirot
is "in its place," in its proper position, in the
ascending reversion of the sefirot from below, as well
as the summoning forth of efflux to those lower sefirot
from above. See supra, ch. 8.4.1, for a discussion of
the uniquely and characteristically Neoplatonic mode of
causality implied in the phrase "the summons of
TeSuvah. "

The process of reversion to the proper place on a
personal, epistemological level is paralleled on a
concomitant cosmic, eschatological level, which is the
topic under discussion in the present passage. Judah b.
Barzilai. commenting on the same passage frora SV in his
PSyt 233: T!>Stt *?Zt K'^BB 7TSXa3)2 SfTpan S»*3 3"i-«f CT»0
»B3 i3i naipaa na»atfn rt^sa >«» i»-r ma v« Ms*asi
rtoa *?ti o»*8M-i»a rum m*3tfri (from the day that the
holy Temple was destroyed the heavenly agencies have
been diminished and it is as if the supernal court, the
divine Presence, is not in its place, and so, too, the
divine Presence has been exiled from the terrestrial
Jerusalem). In the condition of exile, the divine
Presence is not in its place. The final redemption, on
a metaphysical level, involves its return to its proper
place. In R. Isaac's Neoplatonic terms, the supernal
Temple is called "holy" when its efflux to the lower
sefirot and their reversion is in its proper place,
that is, when the sefirah Binah and its power to
summons above and below operates in its integrity.
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which is crowned;* 3 below, Yesod eOIam\ east. TIferet; west.

Nezah\ south. Hod-, north, kingship. »* Extremities, in the

33 The list of cardinal directions and their
corresponding sefirot presented here differs from that
listed above, lines 82-84. Here, the upward direction,
n^J>0 , is Hesed; there, the upward direction, called
Din ,is apparently Meter. Here, north is MamJakhah or
Malkhut; there it is eOz Gevurah. While both lists
represent directions, however, their context is
different. Here, the directions refer to the lower six
sefirot corresponding to the geminate letters. There,
the reference is to the "depths," the full set of ten
sefirot. It may well be that these apparent
discrepancies are intentional shifts in the allocation
of the sefirot. That which signifies Meter in the full
list of "depths" becomes Hesed in the lower list of
geminates, though its inner relation to Meter is
retained in R. Isaac's allusion to "that which is
crowned." While Hesed is that sefirah of the frame that
is "above," it is not the highest sefirah. It is
"above" as the head is above, and yet crowned by
something higher, by Meter. North in the list of
"depths" is eOz Gevurah, specifically the full power of
divine strength, while in the lower list of geminate
directions it is reduced to Mamlakhah.

Compare Azriel of Gerona, PSY 1 : 5 , 455. While R.
Azriel's list differs from R. Isaac's, he states
specifically that the same cardinal direction signifies
a different sefirah on the hidden plane, the "depth,"
from that on the revealed plane, the "direction." See.
too, R. Azriel's list of directional correspondences in
his PeruS ha-'Aggadot, 71/133, which matches up a
little more closely to that of R. Isaac's, and Tishby's
note 4, that the doctrine of sefirotic directions among
the Provencal and Gerona kabbalists was still in a
state of flux.

34 Compare line 84 above. North, here, is
associated with Malkhut, and there, line 84, with eOz
Gevurah, the fierceness of Gevurah. See I. Tishbi's
comment, Azriel of Gerona, PeruS ha-*Ag-gadot_, 80/142,
n. 3, that cOz may signify either Gevurah or Malkhut.
Azriel of Gerona also identifies north with Malkhut,
eAtarah, Ibid., 71/133. In this sense, cOz Gevurah
would mean the actualized power of Gevurah, or Malkhut.
But see previous note: that while here north is
Malkhut, there, line 84, R. Isaac stresses it is cOz
Gevurah, Gevurah in is full strength.
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order of the verse "To You, God, is the greatness and the

power... (1 Chr. 29:11) ."as And the Temple, this is Tesuvah

and its summons. »» And it carries, like the soul that

carries all. st He engraved them: 58 until things emerge into

85 Compare to lines 84-87, above. This passage is
a restatement of that passage above.

56 The full description from SF4-.2 (sec. 38) is:
d*13 am Rfena mm sstafta msQ Bfmprt >s»m (and the holy
Temple aligned in the middle, and it carries them all).
Here, " TeSuvah and its summons" refers to the upward-
drawing power of BInah, that which carries all, its
function in the gathering reversion of all things to
their source. See supra, ch. 8.4.1.

97 See R. Isaac's Letter to Gerona, in G. Scholem,
Te'udah ffadaSah, 144: na 'an R*rj natfan *a ("All that is
soul," this is BJnab) . Compare Jacob ha-Nazir, in the
fragment brought by G. Scholem. Regit bak-Kabbalah, 73,
n. 2, who compares the sefitot Hesed and' BinaJt-. na'am
15 notfaa {Binab is like a sonl'to it). Padaya, "Pegam
ve-Tikkun." 168, n. 43, draws attention to the parallel
between R. Isaac's formulation and that of Asher b.
Saul of Lunel, Sefer barn-MinbagoX, in S. Assaf, Sifran
Sei RiSonim, 144: Kintf tf-npn *a»na -pi as mm -tiaan
vmaaaatf naiMtf inn iJiDJ.ni . ..*an jut Rtoia Rim ustBRa
n«m Ka rr-una *jirxbi .mjirnia *?ian am rstanai n"?»B> nmR
.KtoDrt oipa rhi n*i»a* iRtoa ,om -»toa jitb n"an anas x*tf
TJinaia ^an Rfcna Kirn -p ^Vs Rm n"an >3R (The Glory is
blessed from the holy Temple, which is in the middle
and carries all... Its model is the magnet which is
placed above and carries the iron beneath it. I have
found in an 'aggadab {MidraS Tebiiiim to Ps. 18. ed.
Buber, 144): "come and see, that the nature of the Holy
One, blessed be He, is not like the nature of flesh and
blood, whose burden is above and he is the place of the
burden, while the Holy One, blessed be He, is above,
and He carries all beneath Him). R. Asher is clearly
working off the passage under discussion in ^^4:2
(sec. 38). See I. Twersky, Rabad of Posquiires, 28,
regarding the mystical inclinations of R. Asher b.
Saul, younger brother of Jacob ha-Nazir.

Generally speaking, the comparison of an aspect of
divinity to the soul follows in the tradition of
Berakhot 10a, where five parallels are drawn. Padaya,
Joe. cit. , notes the influence on R. Isaac of Abraham
Ibn Ezra's concept of the universal soul.
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actuality, as it does not say He engraved them 60 Planets in

world: supernal planets, which are like a field in which

planets are sown, 8 * and their fruit are the planets that are

visible. 62 Seven by seven: 63 all is in sevens: seven from

» 8 SF 4:3 (sec. 39).

»s Hebrew: ^aitV- This is the Tibbonite term of
choice for the Aristotelian concept of actuality, in
contrast to potentiality. See J. Klatzkin, Thesaurus
PhJJosophJcus, vol 2., 199-200.

80 See lines 166-68, above.

81 The direct source is Sefer hak-Komah, JTS MS
1892, translated and annotated by M. S. Cohen, The
ShJ'ur Qomah: Liturgy and Theurgy In Pre-Kabbalistlc
Jewish Mys ticlsm, (Lanham, MD , 1983) 230 and 232, n. 7:
"And before Him is a field sown with stars." See, too,
Merkavah gelemah, ed. S. Mossayef, (Jerusalem, 1921,
reprinted, Jerusalem, 1972) 39b. The same source is
brought by Azriel of Gerona, PeruSei ha- JAggadot , 98-
99.

~

R. Isaac uses this description as an advantageous
means for preserving his Neoplatonic heirarchy of
being. The stars, or more accurately, the planets
described in SY 4:3 (sec. 39), could not be the
visible, physical stars or planets of the sky
themselves: these are not the direct result of
spiritually refined permutations and combinations of
the geminates. Rather, another metaphysical level is
interposed, a supernal "field of stars," from which the
physical stars or planets grow or emanate. See the
following note.

82 In Sefer hak-Komah, cited in the previous note,
there is no direct statement about the ontological
location of the stars sown in the field. R. Isaac
interprets this field and its stars as supernal
archetypes one ontological level higher than the
visible stars. Continuing with the agricultural image,
the visible stars issue as fruit from the supernal
stars. This reading is supported from the general
context of the Sefer hak-Komah passage, in which the
field of stars is grouped with angelic entities, and
even the physical and meteorological phenomena
mentioned in the passage are apparently intended to be
archetypes positioned in heaven, not in the physical
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seven from within seven. For the seven geminate letters

comprise all and are the totality of all. 6 * The planets

which benefit or harm68 are from them66 and so too, until

there extends from them the twelve regions. 67 Days in year:

world.

63 5^4:3 (sec. 39). This is the version of only
three short recensions, noted by Gruenwald as -too . See
I. Gruenwald, "A Preliminary Critical Edition of Sefer
YezlraA," 158. It is also the version used by Judah b.
Barzilai, PSY, 239.

64 Compare lines 264-65. above. Here, the
geminates, corresponding to the lower seven sefirot,
have the further distinction of collecting and
comprising the efflux of all that is above then.

63 Shabbetai Donnolo, Sefer Hakmonl, introduction,
with respect to his Babylonian teacher: m»* »atotn
B'snurti D'a'taan D»33iam jn^ron (and he taught me to
know the signs of the zodiac and the planets that
benefit and harm). The function of the planets, to
benefit or harm, corresponds to the function of the
geminates: see line 348, below.

66 I. e., the planets which influence terrestrial
events derive from the seven geminates.

67 The reference is to regions described in SY 5:1
(sec. 47), and ultimately to the twelve signs of the
zodiac which correspond to them. The continuity between
the sets of seven and the sots of twelve is established
by SY itself, 6:3 (sec. 48): *ai *» ' xi ' x * aA ^j, -,nn
nta nr vpi-tk i^isi a"» 'ax >» :tJ>3BM naatf (one over
three, three over seven and seven over twelve, and all
of them are joined together). See, too, Judah b.
Barzilai, PSY, 251, 258.

The continuum of relationship between the seven
planets and the twelve signs of the zodiac was
discussed in Plrkei de-R. >Eliezer, ch. 6, but there,
the zodiac is on a higher level than the planets. In
the systems of R. Judah b. Barzilai and R. Isaac, the
seven geminates have ontological priority over the
twelve simple letters and their correspondences. See,
too, Shabbetai Donnolo, Sefer ffakmoni, ch. 6, who
interprets the section from SY cited above: "the seven
are rulers over [the twelve] , and the three are rulers
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the days are called gates. ea And a little is forty .69 In

this manner are all things. 70

Two stones: these are the letters, 7 * as it says "sacred

stones (Lam. 4:1 J."7 * And within then are engraved: 73 in the

over the seven .

"

68 This comment is unclear. In Sy 4:3 (sec. 39),
the term "gates" applies not to "days in year" but to
"soul," signifying the apertures of the body,
specifically of the head; see Judah b. Barzilai, PSY
240. It may be that R. Isaac here refers to the phrase
in the traditional liturgy for the evening prayer,
d»->d*» rrniB noana (with wisdom He opens gates),
understood as signifying the start of a new day. The
significance of this identification is still obscure.

69 R. Isaac here is following the version of SY
4:4 (sec. 40) brought by Judah b. Barzilai, PSY, 239, a
version not found in any of the recensions noted by I.
Gruenwald, "A Preliminary Critical Edition of Sefer
Yeziran," 158-59. In R. Judah b. Barzilai's text, the
calculation of the permutations of sets of seven
letters is given as an approximation: ini m a»B^« ntfan
Ka»Bp (five thousand and a little more). Judah b.
Barzilai himself goes on to say: d»sj3ik xirr kso? ijn»i
(a little more is forty), i. e., the "little more"
referred to amounts to forty additional permutations.
R. Isaac here is simply citing R. Judah b. Barzilai's
point of information

.

70 In context, this comment seems to refer to the
exemplary calculations of the permutations of sets of
letters in SY 4:4 (sec. 40). R. Isaac is simply saying
that the calculations can be continued in the same
manner ad Infinitum.

71 Judah b. Barzilai, PSY, 240: 'a ' '» d»53r »ntf
*ir'» ntf* Tax t»3tf is* Kipj man* m*jn« ' 3 on D*aax
*no»i tf-utfi (Two stones, the meaning of two stone is two
letters, for the letter is called a stone because all
stones connote essence, root and foundation).

72 The proof-text is read taking "sacred" in the
sense of supernal, as well as a kabbalistical ly
specific reference to the source and repository of the
letters, the sefirah Binah, as in line 339 above.
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cavities engraved in the seven geminate letters are engraved

seven f iraaaeats

.

74 Geainate: in that each one is doubled to

two, to benefit and to harm. 75 The good attribute is more

abundant, 76 for it is the root of all, 77 and the root of the

cause which emanates therefrom is an attribute, 78 except

that there were inner attributes which as yet did not come

** SY 4:4 (sec. 42)

.

7 * SY 4:4 (sec. 42). Scholem has "six firmaments,"
but all MSS, and SY itself, have "seven." This sentence
as a whole has numerous variants, a function, perhaps,
of its obscurity. R. Isaac's general intent is to offer
an interpretation of SY s comment that the seven
firmaments are engraved "in" the seven geminates: "in"
in the sense of "in the cavities." He may mean that it
is the spaces within the letters, rather than the
formative lines of the letters themselves, that
generate the firmaments, which are themselves spaces.
It may be that the possibility of pointing the
geminates with a dageg emphas izes their inner spaces,
their "cavities."

75 Judah b. Barzilai, PSY, 229: 7:1 naa«fn l^Ktf »&*
D»nat 't inV jiibt* xa oitntfi o»»n 1110*1 m»»-n mtfai
o»m imian »sin nna iJi^esai -rao jnaio ir?tf (since
these seven are accented and weak, and their foundation
is life and peace, it compared to them seven things
that are exceedingly good, and in their doubling you
find that their inversions are evil).

76 Sotah 11a, Sanhedrln 100b, and Yuma 76a (with
the emendation of R. Joel Sirkis).

77 Hebrew: ^sa ->p»» a*ntf . The translation here
follows MSS Adler 671, Harvard Heb . 58/11, Cambridge
Or. 2116.8, Cincinnati 524/3, Montefiore 313.

Judah b. Barzilai, PSY, 229: 7-1 rtaatfn i*atf »b*
Di^tfi D«*n HiO'i jm»»"n rmln (since these seven are
accented and weak, and their foundation is life and
peace), i. e., while the geminates influence for
benefit or harm, their fundamental nature is
beneficial .

78 I. e., a single attribute.
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to light79 and from there they were divided, 80 for in one

attribute are set many powers. 81 When a wicked man acts

foolishly with that attribute which harms, it benefits, for

evil is benefit for him, 8 * like someone who eats a dish

79 Each geminate letter is a single entity, while
the multiple aspects they exhibit indicate an inner
multiplicity in potentla.

80 The phrase ip^nna otfBi may be a distant
allusion to Gen. 2:10: tib* Dtfm (and from there it
divided). It appears R. Abraham Ibn Ezra also
understood this verse as an allusion to the process of
emanation from unity to multiplicity, in his comment on
Gen. 3:24: mn isi ,riBK xtn sins lSKsntf no ^»a »s atn
»2tfTT»l .TBir* »S' *DfcH TIKB »3 , T 1 13 fc«l ,?BO 13 ]«K1

• *»bb '^3 ns af» n^nm »d ,?:3*n3n otis »af^itfn xipji
, ma i* me titi .man ni« v« l*a* tjoti m vanm
n*n»t> dtr3 n>i3» aMtf nion m mi* Di. ,-najn jnansi
dtkh ^a nt »a i*3» *»3frnm ,o>ia* (Know, that all we
find written is true, so it happened and without doubt,
but there is also a secret meaning, for from the light
of the intellect comes the will, and from the second
[comes] that which rises above, for the motion of the
will in inward, and the fig leaf is a sign. The third
is called discernment, for at first there is
potentiality without an agent. One who understands this
secret understands how the river divides, and this is
the secret of the Garden of Eden, and the coats of
skin. This secret also teaches that there is in man the
ability to live forever, and the wise shall understand,
for this is the whole of man).

This verse that came to be used as a stock
illustration for the emanation of the world of
multiplicity from the world of unity in later Kabbalah.
See Bahya b. Asher, Be^ur cal hst-Torah, Gen. 2.3, ed.
H. D. Chavel, vol. 1 (Jerusalem, 1974) 68; Sefer haz-
Zohar, vol. 1, 26a-27a, 34a, 35b, 59b, 74b, et al

.

8 i Maimonides, Moreh Nevukhim, trans. S. Ibn
Tibbon, 1:53, trans. J. Alharizi, 1:52: thr Lilian TT»mtf
niB^nna tii^isjb una i3**nn»i (that there should be one
agent from which diverse actions derive). The context
of the discussion is the theory of divine attributes,
MJddot in Alharizi' s translation.

82 A corollary of Yebamot^ 103a: D'sitfn >ti in3no >s
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which benefits him one time, and hurts him another time,

even though the taste has not changed. 83 Geminate: faces

from within faces, powers from within powers. 8* Those things

which are the attribute of judgment are within the attribute

of mercy, 83 like a flame bound to a coal, 88 and just as evil

B'P'tx *3Ht n*n nan (All that is good for the wicked is
evil for the righteous).

83 Compare Maimonides, PeruS bam-MJSJiayot, Semonah
Peraklm, (introduction to >Arot) trans. S. Ibn Tibbon,
ch. 3, who offers a similar analogy between medical and
moral illness: ,on»mtf*->n -roan* , ibt* *pxn »>mtf nasi
**m is... io Kin* pijia Kin* nasi piaa Kin* ,na kit?* naa
naa iat» .jnsnrt jma »*sai D'jnn ,nai> »nsn ,jntf»an
»nn DT«ni ,»-i »mtf aia »mtf naai ,aia xintf ,ai Kin*
*>n mass idti ,man nana in ntfR ,jnA>8rr o*is* man*
maie in* ltfea (Just as those who are physically ill
imagines due to the deficiency of their senses, that
what is bitter is sweet and what is sweet is
bitter... so, too, the spiritually ill, meaning, the
wicked and those of evil traits, imagine that what is
evil is good and what is good is evil. The wicked
person lusts for the world of excesses, which are in
truth evils, and he imagines, due to the sickness of
his soul, that they are good). See, too, Mishneh Totah,
De c ot, 2:1. The precise example R. Isaac uses, of a
dish of food that has different effects though its
taste is the same, is not identical to Maimonides'
example. The overall context, however, a comparison of
good and wicked men, the use of a medical analogy
dealing with the sense of taste, and the overall
thrust, that good and evil are perceived relative to
one's spiritual condition, is similar in both.

B * Line 19 above.

8S R. Asher b. David explicitly identifies the
attribute e^am or mercy with the sefirah TJferet,
KabbaJat R. Asher b. David, 13, and this becomes
standard among all later kabbalists. This
identification seems to be implicit here, as the
discussion goes on to show. See second note following.

88 sy 1:7 (sec. 6). In SY, this phrase is applied
to the sefJrot. For R. Isaac, the geminates also
correspond seven of the lower sefirot, and all are part
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is done with judgment, so, too, good is done with

judgment. 87 When there is no good attribute in a man, the

things that are judgment? 8 become separated, 88 in order to

judge him with great judgments. 90 For the wicked person does

not adhere to the attribute of good, such that it would

emanate upon him, and therefore one of the powers of

of the same emanative hierarchy, so the same phrase is
appropriate.

87 Berakhot 48b. The idea is that the attribute of
judgment properly nests within the attribute of mercy,
the sefirah Gevurah within the sefirah Fiferet, in a
state of unity, such that judgment can effect both good
and evil. R. Asher b. David discusses at length the
sefirotic theory involved, in his "Perus" SeloS-Esre
Middot," Kabbaiat 8. Asher b. David, 43. See M. Gavrin,
"Tefisat. ha-Ra« be-MahSeve;t R. Yizhak Saginahor we-
Talmidaw be-Gerona," Da eat, 20 (1988) 37-38.

88 R. Asher b. David speaks of fo ^ divisions of
judgment, based upon the various modes of punishment
distinguished in the Bible and Talmud. These may
correspond to the plural "things" to which R. Isaac
refers. See Asher b. David, "PeruS geloS-Esre Middot.,"
Kabbaiat If. Asher b. David, 30, 38-39.

89 The lack of good in a wicked man is mirrored in
the sefirotic world, where the elements of judgment
appear separated, for punishment. R. Asher b. David
explains that none of the sefirot are ever separated in
actuality. Rather, because of their unity, God can
activate any or all of them as He pleases: "Mm»ri mri
D^isa *imb* Ma* mritf imbV rroiVm jinn ma i*r# .Bt>Bto
ina-i »»'> ijispa i» o*na tir na »isi nmts »* .nmta
(This is the perfect unity, for there is no separate
and distinct attribute before Him. He can operate in
all of them at once, or in one and include in it all of
them or some of them, according to His will).
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judgment separates out so as not to do them good. 91

12:1?, 23.

91 Some confusion in number of persons seems to
have crept into the copying of this passage, and some
MSS share a significantly different reading as well.
MSS Harvard Heb. 58/11, Cambridge Add. 671, Cambridge
Or. 2116,8, Halberstam 444, Cincinnati 524/3 and
Montefiore 313 read: ifytf »«ra i»th ninso oik huj -|3>i
ata on* nitosV (Therefore a man is separated from the
powers of judgment, so as not to do them good).

Maimonides, Moreh Nevukhim, 3:51, explains the
suffering and punishment meted out to the wicked as a
result of his being separated from the emanative flow
of divine intellect: tr Kin ntfK , otfrro matfno a»ona *sk
ItfBKtJ »•» *31? 7B1 TD TK K1T11 ,1100 ^TSl DtfTJ 1 , DtfriB *T3J
irrKXD»tf (When, however, he turns his thought from God,
being then separated from God, God is separated from
him, and he is then prey to every evil that can be
found) .

R. Isaac's account shares some features with that
of Maimonides. Both locate the initial cause of
misfortune in man's disconnection from God, with a
reciprocal divine disconnection from him. Both speak in
terms of emanation, of the wicked man's separation from
divine emanation. For Maimonides, however, misfortune
is not an effect of divine power, it is the result of
being left to the viscissitudes of life once the
protection of divine power is removed. Therefore,
providential care depends on whether one is
intellectually connected to or separated from God. In
R. Isaac's explanation, however, good and evil are both
of divine origin, a position for which there was
general precedent in Judah b. Barzilai, PSY, 262 and
Abraham Bar Hiyya, Hegyon han-Nefe$, ch. 4, 123. For R.
Isaac, though, good and evil are not merely effects of
divine action, but actual divine principles rooted in
the geminate letters and, ultimately, the seflrot.
Accordingly, he explains the misfortune of the wicked
man as separation from the divine principle of good, by
virtue of which he is left to the influence of divine
counter-principle of severe judgment. The alienation of
the wicked provokes a reciprocal shift in the
apportionment of the divine powers of the geminate
letters, resulting in an apparent separation of the
power of punitive judgment which acts to mete out
punishment. Yet even here, R. Isaac's formulation of
the way in which the wicked are punished bears some
similarity to Maimonides': the judgment comes about in
absentia, not by direct action but by a separation of
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Soft and hard: 92 there are kindnesses granted with

expansiveness and blessings, and those which are drawn with

clenched fist*3 and with difficulty; so too strong and weak,

and each of them is good and evil. Death: there is a death

which is a kindness, in order to honor him in the world to

come, s* so that the attribute of punishment, which is about

to spread forth, shall not prevail over him, and the

attribute of peace draw him, as it says, "the righteous is

taken way from the evil to cone. He shall enter peace...

(Is. 57:1, 2), "as and it is written, precious in the sight

of the Lord is the death of His pious ones (Ps. 116:15).

"

96

War: 97 there is war which is for the benefit of the

one of the powers of judgment "so as not to do them
good."

92 SV 4:1 (sec. 37)

.

Q 3 Ps. 77:10.

94 This phrase is based on Midrash Deut. R. , 7:11:
Va* dstix -ip»»ai ^»Ti» « sk ts T"ms)a oan* ^h^-t^k* bb?s
d»*ibx »V "i»p» -jan 'Katf van (Just as I magnified you in
this world, so I shall magnify and honor you in the
world to come. From where [is the proof]? As it says,
"an honored son is Ephraim to Me (Jer. 31:19)."

93 Bava Kama, 60a, which states the idea and
brings the proof-text from Is. 57:1; and see Rashi,
Joe. cJt. R. Isaac adds the prcof-texi: from the
following verse, with his typical hyper-literal
kabbalistic interpretation: the righteous person
"enters peace," that is, the sefirotic attribute of
peace, Yesod or Tjferet. See Azriel of Gerona, PeruS
Aa-^Affg-adot, 30/92, and Tishby's note 2.

36 This verse serves as the proof-text for the
antecedent idea, that the death of the righteous is for
the sake of their honor in the world-to-come, based on
interpretations from Gen. R. 62:2; Ex. R. 52:3.
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combatant, involving no death and no pain, such as the

battle of David with Goliath, and no loss, and even more

than this. 9 8 Folly is ignorance, in the sense that sakJiaJ

(ignoramus) with a samekh is the counterpart of sekhel

(intelligence)." For from the excess with which a person

gazes at that which man cannot grasp, he becomes

ignorant .100 So, too, wisdom itself, for one who delves

deeply in it beyond his grasp, that wisdom itself becomes

folly for him. 101 Poverty is when no livelihood remains for

a person from all his wealth. 102 There is poverty which is

for good, when a person was judged for death, and his

97 ^4:1 (sec. 37), see I. Gruenwald's apparatus
for those versions with "war" instead of "evil."

98 I. e., even reward, as in 1 Sam. 17:25.

99 The notion that folly is the opposite, not
merely the absence, of wisdom, is expressed with
reference to a word-play among two synonyms: sakhaj,
with a samekh, meaning ignorant, and sekhel, with a
sin, meaning intelligence.

100 Compare Bahya Ibn Pakudah, ffovot hal-Levavot ,

trans. J. Ibn Tibbon, 1:10, ed. A Zifroni, 156-57: "If
we trouble our intellects to grasp the essence of His
glory and to imagine Him figuratively in our minds, our
Intellects will be stricken, and we will not even grasp
that which we know, as happens to our eyes when we
stare at the sun directly." See supra, ch. 7.2, for
other sources, especially Moses Ibn Ezra, and an
analysis of this motif.

101 R. Isaac's point is that ignorance is not the
absence of intelligence, but the exhaustion of
intelligence that strains to grasp too much and reverts
to its opposite.

102 R. Isaac explains poverty not as the absence
of wealth, but the integral opposite of wealth, the
exhaustion of wealth.
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poverty is his atonement, as if he has died. 103 It is

possible that what a person has lost shall accomplish a

meritorious deed, in order that his loss be considered for

good.* -* Desolation: if one does not sow, one's field will

not be blighted. 10 s Beauty: from Beauty. When one does not

conduct oneself within that dimension from which beauty is

granted, the beauty turns into another dimension, which is

ugliness, lo e just as a wealthy person who does not diminish

103 eAvodah Zarah 5a; Nedarlm 7b, 64b.

xo4 YeruSalxi Yuma 5:2, from the prayer of the
High Priest on Yom Kippur: httt ova l -non u**sj ks» bki
tmsib *?* mona ii'ji-ion kh» tirta natfa ir (and if a loss
befalls us today or this year, may our loss be a loss
for the sake of a meritorious deed).

105 I. e., desolation is not the absence of
seeding but its opposite, the destruction of that which
has been seeded.

ioe judah Halevi, Kuzarl, 2:62: snna »pna nr »s
rj>*ana .DTKn ip^a nni n^aaa ^Rite^a n«*?i »a ,ni<3^
oniBiAa iT:n i * t on* namai n»n>-Kn m »nn dtmr
DJiss ai^ajioa ,ona npn-iaatf nsai .DTi'iatfaai amaiayiai
n«ia D»"t*n»a jipmna R'ntfai ,D'»i* nantf'i dti'sia •snaa?'.''!
laoa na'atfn jmr pmnn 7B»o tf»Ri iMr *a *s> (This is one
of the rules of the powers of the divine Presence, that
when Israel is on a level comparable to that of the
spirit in the body, the divine life enhances them and
grants them splendor and beauty in their bodies and
natures and dwellings, but when it distances itself
from them, their insight becomes foolish, their bodies
become ugly and their beauty is altered. When it
distances itself from individuals, the sign of the
distancing of the divine Presence appears on each and
every person) .

R. Isaac's statement shares with this passage from
the Kuzarl both the idea that beauty does not merely
depart, but turns into its opposite, and that the
bestowal of beauty or ugliness is determined by a
higher principle. In Halevi's account, however, the
process by which the nation or the individual merits
beauty or ugliness is still somewhat theistic. In R.
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his property for the sake of charity, in the end will lose

his property.* 07 Slavery: for the dimension comes from

judgment. 108 The headings of the dimensions appear as many,

but in their beginning they are only one. 109 Thus there are

many, up to seven firmaments. Geminates are supernal

spiritual entities, ii» set between life and peace.m All of

aIsaac's account, the process has become more deistic,
mechanical response based on a person's relationship to
a specific divine attribute. This is consonant with R.
Isaac's agenda, to explain divine process in the terms
of sy.

107 Temurah 16a, Taohum'a, Mi Spat im 15, Mldrag
Sohar Tov, Mishle, 11. This dictum regarding the
inversion of wealth to poverty for lack of charity is
brought as a proof for the mechanical nature of the
inversion from beauty to ugliness. The talmudic and
midrashic sources present the process as automatic,
occuring without theistic mediation, and this is the
quality R. Isaac is looking to substantiate.

loa see lines 353-56. Slavery is a negative
quality, a result of judgment as opposed to mercy.

109 See lines 80-81 and notes 125, 126 above;
lines 124-25 above. This is a re-statement of the
standard Neoplatonist concept of emanation. Compare
Proclus, The Elements of Theology, prop. 11, trans, and
ed. E. R. Dodds, 13.

li0 See S. Pines. "<A1 ha-Munah 'Ruhaniyot.' u-
Mekorotav we- e al Mishnato jfel Yehudah Haievi," Tarbiz
57 (1987-88) 511-43, for an account of the history of
the term >ii»inn from the Platonists, through the
Muslim writers, to Haievi, Maimonides and the
Tibbonites. Pines tracks the use of this term as
originally denoting a level of incorporeal
intermediaries below the Platonic forms, responsible
for directing phenomena of the lower world. Muslim
philosophers and historians, and Jewish philosophers
used the term in a largely negative sense, with
reference to the spirits of the planets and lower
phenomena in pagan idolatrous and astrological
cosmologies. Pines notes, however, that for Haievi, the
term had a less pejorative, more generic connotation
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them are given over to the rule of the soul, 112 but are not

permanent, 113 and their paradigm is the seven apertures of

the head. 11 *

(528). In Sefer ha- eAzamim, the term is employed both
with reference to pagan astrological cosmology as well
as in a neutral, technical sense, as a level of
incorporeal intermediaries in an elaborate hierarchy
from the material world up to the Creator (e. g., 29).
R. Isaac appropriates the term as a convenient way to
express the ontological status of the geminates,
corresponding to but on a level below the lower seven
sefjrot. See Pines' remarks, 512, n. 9.

111 That is, between Binah and Yesod. Compare
Azriel of Gerona, PeruS Aa-'Agg-adot, 3/65, 30/92, n. 2

112 Which pole of each pair of opposites is in
effect at a given period depends on the merit of the
individual. See Judah b. Barzilai, PSY, 229.

113 They are not ontological ly permanent essences
See line 12, note 25, above; line 205.

114 Based on 57 4:3 {sees. 39, 41), which
associates the seven geminates with the apertures of
the head.
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Chapter 5

Staple letters: 1 consider that the foundation of the

simple letters, "one is she," 2 and one thing directs them. 3

For it does not say tfa&ii foundation with respect to the

directors, 4 rather with respect to the results of the

1 ^7 5:1 (sec. 45) .

2 Hebrew: jneitfft:i tie* »»n una »3 atfin. The
unusual, slightly poetic syntax here flags a biblical
allusion to Cant. 6:9: 'isi ijioji <^^\l^'> «»n Jin« . This
is supported rhetorically by the attention-grabbing
introductory word "consider,'' and grammatically by the
non-agreement of gender between the feminine form of
"one" and the masculine "foundation," indicating "one"
modifies a hidden subject. The biblical allusion is to
the feminine persona of the Song of Songs,
midrashically associated with the divine Presence. The
kabbalistic allusion, most likely, is to the lowest
seflrah, cAtarah, MemSalah or Mamlakhah, the feminine
divine Presence of the Song of Songs, and the implicit
term modified by the feminine "one." R. Isaac does not
explicitly develop the relationship between the simple
letters themselves and the last seflrah. It seems
plausible, though, that Memshalah, as described in line
99 as comprising all the dimensions, would be the one,
unique foundation of all the simple letters, each of
which has a single principle, in contrast to the
geminates, which correspond to Binah and seflrot below
it. This is perhaps obliquely confirmed by Ezra of
Gerona, PeruS le-Sir haS-Slrla, Kltvel Rasban, vol. 2,
512, who speaks of the twelve diagonals of the cardinal
directions unified in the Land of Israel, associated
with the seflrah Malkhot. See, too, line 386, below,
where the twenty-two letters collectively are
associated with the seflrah Yesod.

3 As opposed to the geminates, which comprise a
double principle.

* 5\K5:2 (49).
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structures of the simple letters. 3 For the foundation of the

simple letters is in the head, 8 but not one of the directors

is in the head: their paradigms are below them. 7 Therefore

when it says there are twelve directors In the soul, 8 it

does not apply to the beginning of things, rather, it is

speaking of their paradigms corresponding to them. 8 But the

foundation of the simple letters are precisely sight,

hearing, those sense functions by which a person functions.

s The "directors" are described in 5/5:2 (sec.
49) as organs of the body, while the "foundations"
described in 57 5:1 (sec. 45) are discrete activities
of the bodily faculties. The term "structures" refers
to the bodily structures, the organs themselves.
Compare R. Isaac's interpretation of the term
"foundation" above, lines 26-27, not as cause but as
the result or effect of a cause. Here, the simple
letters are the singular causes of th? discrete
activities of the bodily faculties, which are the
"foundations. "

8 This refers to the senses and other functions
listed in 5/5:1 (45), whose location are generally in
the head. Compare Judah Halevi, Kuzari, 2:26, ed. A.
Zifrinowitsch, 97: ,B»-tJioj:n B»nnin O'tfinri *k insim
Dn»2nn *mn rr»ni (He needs the apparent and the hidden
senses, whose seat is the head); Abraham Ibn Ezra,
Torah Commentary, Ex. 23:25: natfian .noann K'tt riatfan »a
rnnn nanam mtfmnn *a ns ks» naaa: ,*K-n maa (for the
soul is wisdom, and its seat is in the brain of the
head, and from it goes forth the power of all the
senses and movements of the will).

7 The list of directors is in 5/5:2 (sec. 49).
They are limbs and organs of the trunk of the human
body. In R. Isaac's Neoplatonic hierarchy, they are on
an ontological level below that of the senses and
functions listed in 5/5:1 (45).

8 5/5:2 (49).

9 The term "directors" does not, in this case,
mean a set of higher principles, directing the soul,
but rather the organs by which the body is directed.
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Twelve corresponding toi° twelve directors: they are simple;

the functions and senses are not double. They extend11

throughout the entire body, and it is not possible to move

without them. There are some of them that extend even in

animals, even though they are spiritual, 12 and they emanate

from the simple letters. Corresponding to them is the right

hand and the left hand. 13 Even though they are not according

to their paradigm, they were formed in the body in

correspondence to their number. 14 Corporeal beings emanate

from spiritual beings, 15 and the functions are spiritual. '6

10 R. Isaac's terminology here echoes that of
Judah b. Barzilai. PSY, 252, on the same section of SY.

11 The pun seems intentional: tSe simple letters,
meitffi are also those which extend, snotfena ,

throughout the body.

12 Judah b. Barzilai. PSY, 264, also treats the
issue of the presence of certain sentient, higher
faculties in animals.

13 This follows several short-recension variants
to SY 5:2 (sec. 49) listed by I. Gruenwald, "A
Preliminary Critical Edition of Sefer YezJra/i," 166:
MSS Paris 802 (4), foil. 57b-59b; Leiden! Warn. 24 (5)
Cod. Or. 4762, foil. 140^6-1423; British Museum 600
(1). foil. 2a-3b.

** Even though the bodily organs listed in SY 5:2
(sec. 49) do not correspond point for point to the
sense faculties and functions listed in SY 5:1 (sec.
45), they correspond in number, that is, both organs
and functions are twelve in number.

10 See line 370, above.

16 R. Isaac here follows the gist of Abraham Ibn
Ezra's discussion of the spiritual qualities of the
human senses and faculties, Ex. 23:26: n*n natfjrj *3
nanam 711**1:1:1 *s na *jm r»aaai ,«fKnn maa :isbmbi .nasnn
r»nn (For the soul is wisdom, and its seat is in the
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Their diaensions: 17 these are the chief dimensions

which are created from them, 18 whether for elevating or for

descent, to stand or to go, all issue from there. 19

Diagonals: something sharp at both ends that is wide in its

middle: this is a diagonal. 20 Northeast, and so for each and

every boundary. 21 Even though there is upper and lower, all

are on a diagonal; without them there are only four. 22 Aras ,

brain of the head, and from it comes the power of all
the senses and motions of the will).

17 SY 5:1 (sec. 47). See I. Gruenwald. "A
Preliminary Critical Edition of Sefer Yezlrah," 163,
apparatus, which notes that this phrase appears in most
versions. See Judah b. Barzilai, PSY, 254.

18 From the simple letters.

19 The directional diagonals define all motion.

20 These are the minimum requirements for a shape
which has a diagonal. Compare Judah b. Barzilai's
discussion of diagonals, PSY, 253, on which this
definition is based.

21 The diagonals are oriented between the six
major cardinal directions. See note following.

x 11 l'l •

22 "Four" is the correct reading, as
Montefiore 313, Harvard, Cambridge Add. 671, Cincinnati
524/3, Cambridge Or. 2116,8. Other MSS have "eight."
Compare the analysis of Judah b. Barzilai, PSY, 253-54,
upon which this observation is based. What SY calls the
"twelve boundaries of the diagonals" of three-
dimensional space are the imaginary end points, or
"boundary" points of the axes lying between the six
cardinal directions. R. Isaac here is simply offering a
clear method for visualizing their placement. If the
diagonals are considered on a two-dimensional plane,
without upper and lower, there are only four:
northeast, northwest, southwest, southeast. When the
third dimension is added, up and down, there are three
end-points, upper plane, horizontal plane, and lower
plane, in each of the four diagonal directions, for a
sum of twelve.
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some of which ascend and some of which descend. 23 Signs of

the Zodiac: 24 these are the directors in the world, from the

expression "He shall pour water (Num. 24:7). "za But

"constellations" 2 * is from the expression "He that scattered

Israel (Jer. 31:9). 27 This goes to this place and this goes

to that place. 2 * With which29 is Yesod ^Olas** Twenty-two

takes precedence here over ten. 3 * The third Name is Hesed

23 SY identifies the diagonals with the biblical
"arms of the world," Dt. 33:27. R. Isaac explains that
this is in consideration of their extension above and
below the horizontal, in the functional manner of arms.

2 * ^5:2 (sec. 49) .

28 See J. Ibn Jannah, Sefer haS-gora$lm, trans. J.
Ibn Tibbon, (Berlin, 1896 reprint), 257-58, entry VrB
, who brings this proof-text. See E. Ben Yehudah,
Milon, vol. 4, 2882, n. 1. In context here, for R.
Isaac, the proof-text shows that the root of the term
*r& is the pouring or directing of emanative influence.

26 Job 38:31, 32; Gen. R. 10:7.

27 J. Ibn Jannah, Sefer haS-goraSla, trans. J. Ibn
Tibbon, (Berlin, 1896 reprint ) , 257-58, entry Vtd ,

compares nta and >ta . but does not bring this proof-
text .

28 The constellations in general are scattered
helter-skelter across the sky. while those
constellations that are designated as the signs of the
Zodiac apply to a relatively narrow band in the sky.

29 ^5:3 (sec. 51) .

30 The sefirah Yesod, the Foundation of the world,
with reference to 57 5:3 (51): no* D?iatf.

31 R. Isaac is calling attention to the structural
parallel between this section of SY and SY 1:1 (sec.
1). Here, the twenty-two letters are the subject of
discussion, not the ten sefirot or the thirty-two
pathways.
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and Pahad** and the fourth is Keter, in which are divided

all the things and the hosts made by the Name. 33

32 In R. Isaac's system, the third divine Name
listed in 5/5:3 (sec. 51), according to all variants,
the Name juxax, stands for the sefirot Hesed and Pahad
together. Their inclusion together in one plural divine
Name indicates the intimate relationship of these two
seflrot. See the fragment of the teaching of R. Abraham
b. David brought by G. Scholem, Pe$Jt hak-Kabbalah, 79,
n. 2, which confirms this concept. See Nahmanides. PSY.
403-4, who also associates this divine Name with the
same sefirot. Later kabbalists, however, identified
this Name with the seflrot Nezah and Hod. See Moses
Cordovero, Pardes Rlmmonim, 20:12 (Jerusalem, 1962)
95d-96b.

33 The fourth divine Name in SY f>:Z (51) varies
according to the recension. See I. Gruenwald, "A
Preliminary Critical Edition of Safer Yezirah," 167,
apparatus, for variants in the order of divine Names.
See, too, Judah b. Barzilai, PSY, 257, for a variant
not brought by Gruenwald: D"»n>R jT'titsa "n n" » to* ^na*
lBtf tfinpi tJ) isiJtf Kton on *Rito» »"n^» o*«n . In many
of the recensions brought by Gruenwald, and that of
Judah b. Barzilai, the fourth Name is D»»rt a"»rr l?«
which may be that intended by R. Isaac, described as
containing all seflrot.
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Chapter 6

The supernal world is air and water and the power of

fire third. 1 In the world2 of separation, fire surrounds the

firmament above us, and water is below, with air in

between. 3 In the soul, fire is above, water in between, and

air, which is below, is the middle line from the brain to

the coccyx.* In year, cold is from water, and heat is from

fire; temperance provides satisfaction for all from air

mediating in between. 3 And officers: 6 officer below

officer. 7 For fire carries water: 8 a fire pan over an iron

1 Based on sy 1:9-12 (sees. 10-14).

2 SY 6:1 (sec. 58).

3 R. Isaac explains the apparent discrepancy
between the orders of the elements in Sy 1:9-12 and 6:1
in terms of the different levels of the cosmic
hierarchy to which they apply.

* These associations are based on .ST sec. 62,
where "head," above, corresponds to "heat" or fire,
"stomach," in between, corresponds to cold, and
"trunk," which R. Isaac defines as extending down to
the coccyx, corresponds to "air," in the lower
position.

8 This sentence is based on 5\K 3 : 3 (sec. 28).

6 57 8;l-2 (sec. 59).

7 The officers are arranged in nested hierarchical
sets. This is R. Isaac's interpretation of SY 6:1-2: pn
a*i •?***! **na dh'pji ntoa o»ai»i 7Ts>3«n ntfVtf niton (The
rule is ten, three, seven and twelve, and officers in
Draco, sphere and heart.

8 This phrase is apparently brought as a version
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pot, and beneath it water sits in the bottom of the iron

pot: 9 when the fire burns, some of the water is diminished,

for the fire carries it. 10 On his throne, without

exertion, 11 for all turn towards His glory, 12 and facing His

throne they shine.m Like a king in the province: to command

of the text of 57 6:1 by Judah b. Barzilai, PSY, 257,
259: o»orr mt nKfena Bteritf nan"? tb«b sti

9 The definition of »s>bik used by R. Isaac is not
that of the Mishnah Sabbat, 41a: a double-walled
vessel, in which the inner hollow holds water, and the
space between the walls holds coals (Rashi). Rather, he
uses a definition implying it is a vessel for holding
coals, suspended in the hollow of another vessel,
holding food, as in Jerusalem Talmud Beza, I, 6c: kttis
Ti^aa «a*aiK, and Mo ced Katan 28b. This example is
intended to match the structural order of the world
according to SF 6:1, with fire above causing the water
below to rise in evaporation. See following note.

10 Compare Judah b. Barzilai, PSY, 259: »a tf »

i

»*sa -rntfs D'Qtt jik aasaotf con ax rmfcna ttmnti tf-iobtf

13 va&nn&i (Someone explains that fire lifts up water
in that it boils water when the water is in a pot and
is heated) . R. Isaac offers an empirical proof from an
example even closer to the physical reality, with the
fire positioned on a stand above the water, likened to
the heavenly fire above the earthly water.

11 Compare Seder Rabbah de-BereSJt, in Batei
Midrago%_, vol. 1, 45: ^tf isniTa » lVa i^ia n^ian Van
n»»A» v*i lit* (The whole world hangs on the arm of
the Lord without effort).

12 See Judah b. Barzilai, PSY, 234.

13 A poetic allusion to Num. 8:2. The entitles
under discussion are the celestial luminaries, ruled by
the constellation Draco on the ecliptic. The lights of
the Menorah are compared to the planets and celestial
luminaries in Targ-un Ps. -Jonatan b. eUzlel, Ex. 40:4,
and R. Isaac may have this set of associations in mind
here. See Judah b. Barzilai, PSY, 259, who also
discusses the celestial luminaries in general in his
gloss on Draco in SY 6:1-2, and compares them to the
Menorah

.
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his servants and respond to each and every one and labor in

their affairs. Like a king at war: he turns to emanate his

good spirit upon the worthy, and his bad spirit upon rebels.

This corresponding to that: 14 what is life to this is death

to that, such as cold and wet. hot and dry. is sometimes they

injure eachother, and sometimes they benefit. One by one

each alone standees f or i t i s not double. It says from

->#.£, I? which are patrices, for the beginning of the sparks

and the hewings of the frame issue from them. Seven...

divisions : i s ffesed-PaAad-TJferet, and below Nezah-ffod-

Zaddik. Mediates: and the mediator is in between, the line

from above to below. 19 Three upon three and one mediates

between: 20 of the seven geminates it speaks... 21

14 Sy 6:2 (sec. 60).

15 See lines 350-52 above.

16 ^6:3 (48) .

17 Sy sec. 62.

18 Sy 6:3 (sec. 48): mU^tf >1> "|»71>n TTtflHtf - nsj^tf
8*>tij3 sJ'-isa pin Tn»i (Seven - three divisions upon
three, ancl one is a rule that mediates between).

19 R. Isaac gives his kabbalistic interpretation
of this passage from sy which speaks of seven divided
into two groups of three with one in the center as
referring to two groups of three seflrot each and one
in the middle, the central line.

2° ST 6:3 (48).

21 R. Isaac explains that this section of 5/6:3
(sec. 48), which begins as a discussion of the twelve
simple letters, shifts, rather suddenly and obscurely,
to a discussion of the structure of certain
unidentified groupings of three, seven and twelve. In
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context, these groups certainly refer to the letters,
as matrixes, geminates and simple letters; but SF does
not state it clearly. R. Isaac therefore identifies the
structure "three upon three and one mediates between"
as a reference to the geminate letters.


